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“Making Home on the Road,” charts the illicit mobility of transient workers, popularly 
known as hobos, across the United States from the 1870s through 1930s. On top of, inside, and 
underneath freight and passenger trains, men, women, and others moved about the nation as a 
matter of work, escape, liberation, or fortune. These evasive figures subverted, resisted, and 
destabilized constructions of gender, sexuality, and mobility. They also undercut the 
dehumanizing rhetoric and the legal and social restrictions directed at them by law enforcement, 
sociologists, reformers, and the press. In doing so hobos offered their imaginings of space, 
politics, and community during a period when those possibilities were taken through social, 
legal, and violent means by those in power. This dissertation intertwines previous studies of 
transient labor grounded in the histories of labor, welfare, and immigration with recent studies of 
gender, sexuality, and mobility in the United States. Bringing these historiographical and 
methodological bodies together not only illuminates the impact of illicit mobility on transient 
culture and community, but transients’ impact on emergent Progressive Era constructions of 
heteronormativity and the home. This dissertation accomplishes this by following hobos in their 
travels in the Midwest and West. In boxcars, campsites, and urban skid row districts, transients 
established communities, created poetry and song, forged intimacies, resisted law enforcement, 
and organized themselves through unions and fraternal organization. “Making Home on the 
Road,” reconsiders the role of the mobile poor in the development of new possibilities for gender 
nonconformity and queer sexualities, the formation of the heteronormative home, and 
manifestation of mobility and mobile cultures in rural, urban, and transatlantic contexts during 
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in our Albuquerque home. To the clients and staff at St. Martin Hospitality Center in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, thank you. Especially to Sr. Agnes Kaczmarek, O.S.F, the late Linda 
Fuller and Blue Vice. You let me serve; you made me learn. 
My family followed the evolution of this project with probing questions about its 
direction and time to completion. It was the Tye, Romero, and Vigil families who fostered my 
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everything.  
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contours and contacts of Northern New Mexico and Southern Colorado and energy to research, 
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“He hid in a box car in the freight yard, probably hoping to get a ride to the next 
station, but he was found and put out. After that he was seen no more. He had 
disappeared and left no trace except an ugly, stupid word, chalked on the black 
paint of the seventy-five-foot standpipe which was the reservoir for the 
Moonstone water-supply; the same word, in another tongue, that the French 
soldier shouted at Waterloo to the English officer who bade the Old Guard 
surrender; a comment on life which the defeated, along the hard roads of the 
world, sometimes bawl at the victorious.”1 
 
 Merde – a dirty man’s dirtier indictment of the fair citizens of Moonstone, Colorado in 
Willa Cather’s Song of the Lark rebuked common attitudes towards transients in the late 
nineteenth century.2 Arriving by empty boxcar, the tramp, described by Thea Kronborg as “the 
dirtiest and most utterly wretched-looking tramp she had ever seen,” sheltered in an empty shack 
on the town’s edge. He only emerged at night in a filthy clown suit with an accordion and box of 
rattlesnakes. Before curious crowds he promised to eat a live rattlesnake for all of one dollar. 
Hauled off before digesting any rattlers, the tramp was given twenty-four hours in jail and a 
warning to get going.3 Disregarding the warning, the tramp left a clear message before he finally 
fled. Or, so Moonstone’s citizens believed. A week later typhoid struck and killed a number of 
adults and children. Found beneath seventy-five feet of water in the standpipe was the tramp and 
all his belongings. Officials cleaned the tank, passed stronger anti-tramp laws, and wiped their 
hands of the mess.4 
 While writing off the tramp’s pyrrhic victory as a colorful, if macabre story, in the life of 
                                               
1 Willa Cather, The Song of the Lark (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1915), 136. 
2 Merde is a French expression for shit. Napoleon’s general Pierre-Jacques-Etienne Cambronne shouted it when the 
English demanded their surrender at Waterloo. Willa Cather, The Song of the Lark. Willa Cather Scholarly Edition 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 2012), 674. 
3 This fictional episode supports Kelly Lytle Hernández’ argument that imprisonment of white transients was a 
matter of “compelling social, cultural, and political compliance within the emerging settler order.” Kelly Lytle 
Hernández, City of Inmates: Conquest, Rebellion, and the Rise of Human Caging in Los Angeles, 1771-1965 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007), 47-48. 
4 Willa Cather, The Song of the Lark (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1915), 134-140. 
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a fictional Colorado town is a reasonable step, it is not the only violent episode involving a tramp 
in Cather’s work, nor is it an entirely fictional event.5 In 1889, a neatly folded suit of clothes, 
shoes, and hat kept in place with a stone were found beneath the standpipe in Red Cloud, 
Nebraska. This unnerved locals already concerned about dead animals and stockyard run-off in 
the town’s creek (and main water supply). No one was found dead or alive in the standpipe, but 
town officials had it cleaned. Although a culprit was not identified, the Red Cloud Chief assumed 
if someone had drowned in the standpipe it was likely “some poor forlorn fellow whose hopes 
have been wrecked on the shoals of adversity.”6 In the public’s mind this forlorn fellow 
embodied many of the characteristics of a tramp: transience, deception, and decay.  
From the 1870s through 1930s, communities across the nation used discourse of disease, 
infestation, and decay to describe the movements of transient laborers. Framed as viral 
intrusions, transients elicited municipal responses that mixed new legal provisions with violence 
and social derision. Transients were considered diseased beings and although Cather’s tramp 
proves deadly, it is only the community’s ill-treatment that drives him to that end. Nor were the 
attitudes of Moonstone’s citizens an aberration. Newspapers in other Nebraska communities 
decried the “annual plague of hoboes” and claimed, “Hoboes are thicker than grasshoppers.”7 
Nor are diseased hobo discourses limited to Nebraska. St. Louis’ Health Department warned 
residents in 1905 of yellow fever-infected hobos breaking quarantines in the South and making 
                                               
5 My Ántonia’s eponymous character witnesses a tramp kill himself by jumping into a thresher during the wheat 
harvest. The bodily harm and dehumanization mechanization posed to agricultural laborers at the turn of the century 
was succinctly expressed by the French anarchist art critic Félix Fénéon. “A thresher seized Mme Peccavi, of 
Mercy-le-Haut, Meurthe-et-Moselle. The one was disassembled to free the other. Dead.” Willa Cather, My Ántonia 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1918), 201-204; Félix Fénéon, Novels in Three Lines. Translated by Luc 
Sante (New York: New York Review Books, 2007), 90. For more on violence in Cather’s work, including both 
tramp episodes, see: Joseph R. Urgo and Merrill Maguire Skaggs, eds., Violence, the Arts, and Willa Cather 
(Madison: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2007). 
6 The Red Cloud Chief, May 10, 1889; The Red Cloud Chief, May 17, 1889. 
7 Nebraska State Journal, July 11, 1916; Kearney Daily Hub, June 2, 1902.  
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their way to Missouri. “Tramps, laborers and wanderers, whose manner of life make them the 
special objects of disease and the certain carriers of germs, are not reached by the inspection of 
passenger trains.” As a result, any hobos found crossing the state line were detained.8 Transients’ 
mobility was a subject of state concern, but restricting it was another matter. As Hamlin Garland 
recalled on the family farm in Iowa during the 1870s, tramp workers “arriv[ed] like a flight of 
alien unclean birds, and vanished into the north in September as mysteriously as they had 
appeared.”9 Beneath this discourse lay deeper anxieties over transient mobility and their 
intrusion into the communities and homes across the Midwest and West. 
Hobos’ supposed contamination of the community stemmed from anxieties over their 
rail-bound mobility. Their reliance on illicit rail travel, seeming disconnection from society, and 
sudden appearances and flight unsettled dominant norms of home, community, and citizenship in 
rural communities. These disruptions were not limited to the rural spaces where transient 
workers found work. In rural communities and urban skid rows the intrusion of tramps, hobos, 
and other transient laborers forced communities to engage with those whom many people 
believed to be industrial capitalism’s human debris. For, as Tim Creswell agues, “the threatening 
traveler and the unworthy wanderer practicing unwanted ingress” posed a significant threat to the 
social order and “haunt[ed] the nightmares of the modern state.”10 Confronted by tramps’ 
passages, communities reassessed their approach to poverty and the unemployed. Municipalities 
turned to private charities for support, placed limits on relief, and strengthened law enforcement 
powers to police, detain, and “move along” tramps. Families took defensive measures to protect 
their homes and purchased locks and guns marketed as anti-tramp devices. These shifts in social 
                                               
8 St. Louis Republic, September 23, 1905. 
9 Hamlin Garland, A Son of the Middle Border (New York: Macmillan Company 1917), 174. 
10 Tim Creswell, “The Vagrant/Vagabond: The Curious Career of a Mobile Subject,” in Geographies of Mobilities: 
Practices, Spaces, Subjects. Edited by Tim Creswell and Peter Merriman (Farnham: Ashgate, 2011), 241. 
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and domestic norms turned on the anxiety over transient’s mobility.  
The nightmare was not limited to hobo laborers’ intrusion into the communal and 
domestic spaces of regional communities. Hobos consciously created their own sets of domestic 
practices and norms as they traveled and worked. Transients’ constructed a precarious homelife 
in boxcars, campsites, and urban skid rows. Transients manifested a queer domesticity, built on 
fleeting relationships, subversive intimacies, and transgressive social practices within a largely 
male population at the periphery of respectable society. Hobos’ illicit mobility made and remade 
this sense of home. To return to the Moonstone episode, when the community rebuffed and 
arrested the tramps’ efforts to settle in the abandoned shack and earn a living as an entertainer, he 
fled to a boxcar. The tramp turned to the boxcar as a lifeboat, a vehicle of makeshift and 
temporary liberation, but he was, “found and put out,” wrote Cather.11 The community and the 
railroad would not let him stay, nor let him leave. Prevented from working, making a home, or 
fleeing, the tramp chose, consciously or not, to make a final and total disruption of Moonstone’s 
homes. 
While vagrancy and anti-hobo laws are the most outward result of official reactions to 
hobo intrusions, discourses of disease and infection mark significant public and private shifts in 
attitudes toward the poor and mobile. Undergirded by earlier discourses of immorality and 
sinfulness attached to the transient poor, the notion of diseased hobos abrogated any remaining 
social responsibility or connection to the poor and rationalized incarceration.12 Yet, in an era 
when germ theory was one of many competing interpretations of illness, the most efficient 
                                               
11 Cather, The Song of the Lark, 136. 
12 Hernández, City of Inmates, 45-63; Michael B. Katz, The Undeserving Poor: American’s Enduring Confrontation 
with Poverty. Second Edition. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 1-49. 
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treatment for diseased persons was often quarantine and death.13 Dehumanizing transient 
laborers through discourses of disease, infestation, decay, immorality, and idleness forced hobos 
to craft practices and places outside the constricted confines of contemporary society. Hobos had 
to create communities and homes all their own on the road. 
 
Mobility, Domesticity, and Community-Building 
On top of, inside, and underneath freight and passenger trains men, women, and others 
moved about the nation as a matter of work, escape, liberation, or fortune. These evasive figures 
subverted, resisted, and destabilized constructions of gender, sexuality, and mobility. They also 
undercut the dehumanizing rhetoric and the legal and social restrictions placed upon them. In 
doing so they offered their imaginings of space, politics, and community during a period when 
those possibilities were taken from them by social, legal, and violent means. “Making Homes on 
the Road,” follows hobos across the United States as they claimed railroads for their personal 
and illicit use and established temporary homes in boxcars, campsites, and urban neighborhoods. 
Within these spaces they established communities, created poetry and song, forged intimacies, 
resisted law enforcement, and organized themselves through unions and fraternal organization. 
These spatial and cultural practices complicate our understanding of marginalized cultures’ 
impact on spatial production.  
Rail-riding was deceivingly simple, and obviously dangerous. It was a subversive act of 
spatial production, political action, and courage that transformed boxcars into homes, political 
platforms, and vehicles for community building. It also contained deeper meanings and historical 
repercussions than appeared at first glance. Embedded within rail-riding were social, cultural, 
                                               
13 John Waller, The Discovery of the Germ: Twenty Years That Transformed the Way We Think About Disease (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 2003). 
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and political currents furthering hobos’ precarious position within society. This illicit practice, 
according the literary scholar John Lennon, “allow[ed] them to be intimately connected to a 
force of such magnitude.”14 This force, the train, was both the vehicle to which hobos clung, and 
the harbinger of structural shifts in American society, culture, and industry during the nineteenth 
century. Hobo workers were not merely rail-bound nuisances, but simultaneously integral and 
peripheral forces to these radical changes. Casual transient workers were essential to agriculture, 
resource extraction, construction, and other manual-labor-heavy positions across the nation. The 
uneven and seasonal demand in these industries forced workers to live on the move in order to 
survive. Train hopping then, was at once a product of late nineteenth century industrial capital 
and facilitator for its production. 
The rail networks that linked every corner of the nation by the 1880s allowed ticketed 
passengers as well as hobos, tramps, bums, and floating laborers to circulate from coast to coast 
and everywhere in-between. This dissertation follows floating laborers’ movements and charts 
their development of a distinctive and dynamic culture built around mobility, community, and 
domesticity. In other words, floating labor built a world all their own via illicit mobility. In the 
aftermath of the Civil War, hobos, tramps, and other transient laborers used train-hopping to 
piece together a community built around mutual support and information exchange. Through 
these modes of trust and community transient workers created a distorted reflection of the 
Progressive Era society that excluded them. While middle-class reformers promoted a 
heteronormative vision of the single-family home in response to urban overcrowding, hobos 
fashioned their own visions of domestic from the bodies and spaces within their grasp. Like 
emergent middle-class homeowners, hobos took it upon themselves to police their domestic 
                                               
14 John Lennon, Boxcar Politics: The Hobo in U.S. Culture and Literature, 1869-1956 (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 2014), 45-50. 
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spaces. Violence was constitutive to both homes for the housed and homes for the homeless. For 
the former it maintained a patriarchal structure and kept non-white and othered populations 
away. For tramps and hobos, violence maintained their social order and precluded the 
widespread presence of women openly traveling the road. Communities also directed violence 
against hobos. As the account from Cather’s Song of the Lark suggests, rural communities 
viewed hobos, tramps, and other floating men as threats to their social order. The vagrancy laws 
and anti-tramp laws enacted in this period provided law enforcement with the enforcement and 
punitive measures to remove transient bodies from the community, but off the record requests to 
move along or threats of violence were all too common. Hobos’ countered their precarity and 
possibility of violence that followed them with mobility and community, moving on when 
necessary and turning to one another for information, support, and defense. 
Until 1905 these practices were disorganized and reproduced through personal encounters 
and the accumulation of experience. The creation of the Brotherhood Welfare Association 
(BWA) in 1905, and the Industrial Workers of the World’s (IWW) offshoot Agricultural 
Organization (AWO) in 1915, initiated attempts at institutionalizing and mobilizing the mobility 
and community practices of transient workers. Organizers in the BWA and AWO hoped to use 
the distinctive features of hobo culture to improve the working and living conditions of transient 
workers as well as facilitate their political mobilization. The BWA’s leaders were not content 
with solely serving transient men in Chicago, New York, and smaller communities like St. Louis 
and Omaha, but envisioned a place for the hobo on the world stage. This was manifested in a 
series of transatlantic visits, lectures, and press reports, but made the hobo a central figure in any 
global movements. The IWW and AWO proved to be more successful in directing aspects of 
hobo culture for their own ends, but their successes in raising wages and organizing harvesters 
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coupled with and widespread perceptions in the region’s press and statehouses that the group was 
innately violent resulted in swift and sustained efforts at eradicating the group. This included the 
use of undercover detectives in Minnesota and North Dakota during the 1920s. These men relied 
on their knowledge of hobo culture and community, experience hopping trains, and membership 
in the IWW to subvert the union’s efforts in the Upper Midwest. Together these interlaced stories 
of hobos, union organizers, skid row reformers, and state agents reveals a history of exclusion, 
marginalization, and resistance that alters our understanding of the United States in the late-
nineteenth and early-twentieth century. “Making Homes on the Road,” serves as both a cultural 
history of transients as well as an examination of the contests and conflicts over mobility and 
domesticity at critical junctures in United States history. 
Recognized as a site of racial and political contest throughout the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, mobility undergirded fights over belonging and citizenship within the nation-
state.15 Mobility, unlike travel, encompasses a wider set of transits, traffics, and movements often 
heavily mediated by custom, laws, and/or state violence.16 For white railroad ticketholders this 
meant a perception of the freedom of movement to communities within the strictures of a 
timetabled and ticketed systems controlled by the era’s most powerful corporations. Hobos, on 
the other hand, subverted the nation’s railroad infrastructure. By doing so, tramps, hobos, and 
other floating workers traversed social, cultural, and legal landscapes. As this dissertation 
demonstrates, hobos produced their own sets of gender, sexual, and racial boundaries against and 
in direct refutation of dominant social values. As such, their movements and occupation of space 
                                               
15 Elizabeth Stordeur Pryor, Colored Travelers: Mobility and the Fight for Citizenship before the Civil War (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2016); Mark Simpson Trafficking Subjects: The Politics Of Mobility In 
Nineteenth-Century America (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2005); Gunter Peck, “Mobilizing 
Community: Migrant Workers and the Politics of Labor Mobility in the North American West, 1900-1920,” in 
Labor Histories: Class, Politics, and the Working-Class Experience. Edited by Eric Arnesen, Julie Greene, and 
Bruce Laurie (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1998), 175-200. 
16 Simpson, xiv-xvi. 
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produced destabilizing effects within communities across the nation and resulted in frequent 
suppression and violence. 
In his study of tramping workers in England, E. J. Hosbawm argued, “the story of 
nineteenth-century labour is one of movement and migration.”17 Hosbawm’s observation rings 
true in the United States during the period of this study. This project argues the changing 
conditions of transient labor, mobility, and community-building in the West and Midwest from 
the 1870s through the 1930s are critical to our understanding of work, movement, gender, and 
the home at the turn of the century. First, this period marked the heyday of hobo labor in the 
United States. Railroad construction, lumberjacking, mining, agricultural labor, and other labor-
intensive industries in the region relied on transient men to meet their uneven and seasonal labor 
demands. Second, railroad construction and travel forced the nation to reevaluate its 
understanding of space, time, and above all, mobility. Americans were now able to travel faster 
and farther than any previous generation. This radically altered the geographic, economic, social, 
and cultural make-up of the nation. Workers laid all of the United States’ transcontinental rail 
routes during this period. These routes and their branches spread, demanding more works and 
upending American’s relationship with time, space, and one another. Third, the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth century is regarded by historians as an especially contentious moment in the 
construction and contestation of sexual, gender, and racial norms, as well as discourses of 
domesticity and the home. Taken together, these intertwined histories reveal a nation on the 
move grappling with the growing body of transient workers who made it possible.  
The dominance of transient casual labor in this period encompassed what Carlos 
Schwantes deemed the “wageworkers’ frontier” framework. Schwantes argued a distinct 
                                               
17 E. J. Hobsbawm, “The Tramping Artisan,” in Labouring Men: Studies in the History of Labour (London: 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1964), 34. 
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iteration of manual and largely transient wage labor existed in the American West approximately 
1848 through 1918. By cutting across industrial lines to extract the shared attributes and 
experiences of workers role in the region, this framework distinguished Western laborers from 
their Eastern counterparts, troubled notions of the West as a space of opportunity, and explained 
the strength of labor radicalism, reflected by the Western Federation of Miners and later the 
Industrial Workers of the World, in the region. Moreover, Schwantes’ framework recognized and 
accounted for the “unusual geographic mobility” of the West’s casual workforce during the late 
nineteenth century.18 Historians of migrant labor, immigration, and labor, including Tobias 
Higbie and Gunther Peck, have augmented Schwantes’ framework in their respective studies of 
transient and immigrant labor in the Midwest and West. This project complements these histories 
by not only studying mobile men, but the meaning of their mobility and its impact on society. 
 From the middle of the nineteenth century through the early decades of the twentieth 
century changes in mobility practices dramatically reshaped the lives of working-class 
Americans.  Railroads produced the most radical shift in human movement, capital 
accumulation, and bureaucratic of the nineteenth century. They also reordered space and the 
nation’s relationship with it.19 As William Cronon notes, railroads broke the biological 
restrictions of human and animal-based mobility. Humans and goods could now travel at speeds 
and distances on land inconceivable at the century’s start. To accomplish this, railroads’ 
reordered time, extracted untold tons of coal and iron, blasted their way through mountains, 
amassed unprecedented wealth, and built managerial systems on the scale of armies.20 The 
                                               
18 Carlos A. Schwantes, “The Concept of the Wageworkers’ Frontier: A Framework for Future Research,” Western 
Historical Quarterly, Vol. 18, No. 1 (January 1987), 39-55. 
19 Richard White, Railroaded: The Transcontinentals and the Making of Modern America (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 2011), 140-178. 




behemoths of steam, capital, and iron were beset by poor men and women taking rides beneath, 
atop, and inside trains. According to contemporary critics of industrial capitalism, like Henry 
George, tramps and railroads went hand in hand. “The ‘tramp’ comes with the locomotive, and 
alms houses and prisons are as surely the marks of ‘material progress’ as are costly dwellings, 
rich warehouses, and magnificent churches.”21 In other words, the “progress” carried by the 
locomotive had unwelcome riders. To contemporary observers, tramps and their illicitly mobile 
subjects were direct by-products of industrial capital.  
The railroads were not solely responsible for the nation’s changing conceptions of space, 
place, and movement. Across improved roads and sodden trails walkers and cyclists crisscrossed 
the countryside in search of leisure, adventure, and an escape from the confines of their 
communities. Tramps, another supposedly distinct class of transient worker, were not far behind. 
Long distance walking, popularly known as tramping, let one go “outside the fences of 
civilization” according to a practitioner.22 Travelers and wanderers could now move even farther 
and faster with the aid of bicycles. The wheelmen and wheelwomen created clubs, organized for 
improved roads, and wheelwomen in particular, challenged Victorian gender norms by donning 
masculine dress and traveling freely. Bicycles also became a vehicle for improved living 
conditions of workers. An early cyclist found by 1882 bicycles were “extensively ridden by 
mechanics going to and from their work. It enables them to seek pleasanter homes and cheaper 
rents, because the objection of distance is of but little importance to the bicycle-rider.”23 Yet, few 
cyclists undertook long distance rides and found themselves limited by poor roads and bad 
weather. Together these developments embody the radical change human mobility underwent 
                                               
21 Henry George, Poverty and Progress: An Inquiry into the Cause of Industrial Depressions, and of Increase of 
Want With Increase of Wealth: The Remedy (New York: D. Appleton & Company, 1881), 7. 
22 Charles F. Lummis, A Tramp Across the Continent (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1892), vii. 
23 C. E. Hawley, “Uses of the Bicycle,” The Wheelman, Vol. 1, No. 1 (October 1882), 22. 
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during the nineteenth century. No longer bound to the foot or hoof, increasing numbers of people 
could travel farther with greater safety, comfort, and speed than ever before. Even older modes 
of travel were altered as Good Road advocates succeeded in improving travel for those still on 
foot or hoof. Together these forces created the new regime of speed, according to Enda Duffy. 
Through speed the restrictive controls of schedules, time clocks, and Taylorism emerged, which 
“was rerouted into the excessive speed of individual pleasure.”24 The restrictions and release of 
mobility came with social and economic costs. Critics of cycling believed it contributed to the 
delinquency of young women and caused serious medical harm to their bodies. Railroads 
facilitated migration to urban spaces, the growth of mail-order business, and altered notions of 
respectability, race, and gender. Improved roads and rails strengthened ties between rural 
communities and their connections to the wider nations. Alongside these largely respectable 
forms of movement rode another nearly invisible traveler, a figure soon maligned, ridiculed, 
criminalized, and mythologized: the hobo. 
Hobos’ mobility made any and all of their actions a source of anxiety for the powers that 
be. States penalized unemployment and criminalized transience through vagrancy and anti-tramp 
statutes to punish and correct transient laborers deviations from respectable social norms. As a 
visitor to the Hobo College, discussed further in Chapter Three, put it in the 1926, “The 
hobo…refuses to fit into the routine of conventional social life – resenting every form of social 
discipline he has cut loose from organized society.”25 The conventional social life that the 
commentator argued hobos rejected was built around the heteronormative home, itself a space 
and ideal being built and rebuilt during this period. The hobo became a foil upon whom 
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commentators, reformers, and politicians would lay the characteristics anti-ethical to the 
emergent heteronormative home. As the core of turn of the century respectable domesticity, the 
heteronormative home was the site and symbol of domesticity discourses that privileged 
monogamous reproductive sexuality, a patriarchal power structure, and clear, if porous, 
boundaries dictating cross-gender intimacy and contact.26 Transient workers were excluded from 
this space both discursively and physically. For example, hobos’ “abnormal life,” according to 
the economic Frank Tracy Carlton, carried “social and moral problems” to the rural and urban 
homes and jobs sites through which transient workers traveled.27 
The abnormal life that distinguished hobos from emergent imaginings of the home was, 
beginning the in 1890s, understood to be a matter of class, mobility, and sex. Early sexologists 
tied sexual inversion to distance from the heteronormative home. Men detached from the 
normative home were more likely, studies by Richard von Krafft-Ebing and Havelock Ellis 
claimed, to engage in same-sex acts.28 Tramps and hobos then, seen as entirely detached from the 
emergent heteronormative home, were deemed a community rife with sexual inverts. Josiah 
Flynt estimated five to six thousand sexually inverted tramps lived within a larger population of 
fifty to sixty thousand tramps in the United States.29 What sexologists saw as psychological or 
medical aberrations among the homeless was, in actually, a world of intimacies and exchanges 
constructed around a homosocial culture of mobility as well as the needs and negotiations 
                                               
26 Nancy Cott, Public Vows: A History of Marriage and the Nation (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000), 
105-179; Nayan Shah, “Perversity, Contamination, and the Dangers of Queer Domesticity,” in Queer Studies: An 
Interdisciplinary Reader. Edited by Robert J. Corber and Stephen Valocchi (Malden: Blackwell Publishing, 2003), 
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27 Frank Tracy Carlton, The Industrial Situation: Its Effect Upon The Home, The School, The Wage Earner And The 
Employer (New York: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1914), 117. 
28 Matt Cook, “Queer Domesticities,” in The Domestic Space Reader. Edited by Chiara Briganti and Kathy Mezei 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2012), 174-175. 
29 Josiah Flynt, “Homosexuality Among Tramps,” in Havelock Ellis, Studies in the Psychology of Sex. Volume II: 
Sexual Inversion. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged (Philadelphia: F. A. Davis Company, Publishers, 1915), 363. 
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required to survive on the road.30 It was within these tensions between concretizing images of the 
normative and abnormal home in the late nineteenth century that transient workers manifested 
their own domestic norms. 
Frequently described as homeless, transient men were believed incapable of establishing, 
let alone, maintaining a domestic space. Underlying criticism of transient workers’ lives was a 
resistance not just to their perceived homelessness, but the types of homemaking they conducted. 
Transient men re/produced their own domestic relations, spaces, and norms in boxcars, 
flophouses, and railside campsites to create a sense of “boxcar domesticity.” Freight hopping 
claimed and reclaimed the boxcar as a transient space. Within this space transient workers built 
ephemeral domestic spaces and relations. In other words, hobo workers illicit-mobility rendered 
trains, however briefly, homes. It was, to borrow a phrase from Susan Fraiman’s excavation of 
late twentieth century homelessness narratives, a “domesticity in pieces,” stitched together from 
the desires, expectations, and possibilities of home carried by transient workers.31 These were 
also queer homes almost exclusively comprised of men or masculine-presenting workers. Boxcar 
domesticity was a form of queer domesticity. Queer domesticities, according to Nayan Shah, 
destabilized dominant notions of the home in the late nineteenth century by providing intimacy 
and sociality outside the heteronormative home.32 Some forms of queer domesticity flourished 
                                               
30 Similar to the relationships explored in Carl Smith-Rosenberg’s foundational essay, “The Female World of Love 
and Ritual,” hobos lived within a nearly same-sex social environment structured, in part, around domestic norms. 
Although the power structure affecting male hobos was vastly different than that of middle-class white women, both 
populations existed within marginal positions vis-à-vis culturally hegemonic forces. Friendship is too stable a term 
for many hobo relationships, but their elusive intimacy and fleeting bonds nevertheless connected them across vast 
social and geographic landscapes. Traditionally, the same-sex status of hobos was taken for granted by historians 
with occasional and underdeveloped asides for female and other non-male hobos. This project intentionally 
confronts this erasure by bringing the gender transgressions of rail-riders forward.  
31 Susan Fraiman, Extreme Domesticity: A View from the Margins (New York: Columbia University Press, 2017), 
154-159 
32 Nayan Shah, “Perversity, Contamination, and the Dangers of Queer Domesticity,” in Queer Studies: An 




beneath a layer of respectability, like the homemaking and social mores of Hull-House 
residents.33 Yet, Hull-House was despite its size and mission, a respectable home to its workers 
and a tool for amplifying idealized renderings of the American home for its immigrant 
neighbors. The boxcars, campsites, and flophouse districts where floating laborers manifested 
interpersonal relationships, maintained a network of information exchange, and mutual support, 
were not respectable by any definition. Within these spaces food and clothing were frequently 
shared. Intimacies were exchanged. They also subverted the boxcars designation as a shipping 
container and transformed it, albeit briefly, into a communal space. Transients’ varied mobility 
practices, introduced in Chapter One and explored at different spatial scales in the chapters that 
follow, fostered a sense of boxcar domesticity that stitched together an elusive sense of home for 
those whom society considered homeless. Placing mobility at the heart of this study brings 
together labor, legal, welfare-oriented histories of casual labor, vagrancy, and the transient poor 
with a growing historiography on the history of movement and mobility in the United States and 
pushes the rural turn in queer history deeper into conversation with those respective fields. 
 
Historiography 
Scholars have typically framed hobos and other transient laborers within three broad and 
overlapping historiographical strands: labor, welfare, and immigration. This project draws on 
these literatures and brings them deeper into conversation with histories of sexuality, gender, and 
mobility. Agricultural labor historians first paid attention to the hobo as part of the wider 
population of migrant field workers and harvest hands.34 These social histories primary focused 
                                               
33 Shannon Jackson, Lines of Activity: Performance, Historiography, Hull-House Domesticity (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2000), 164-187. 
34 David E. Schob, Hired Hands and Plowboys: Farm Labor in the Midwest, 1815-60 (Urbana: University of Illinois 
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on labor conditions, worker mobility, urban skid rows, and union organizing (primarily IWW 
efforts). By the mid-1980s as the cultural turn entered the labor historiography, hobos followed 
suit. Among these studies, Lynne Adrian’s work on the International Brotherhood Welfare 
Association laid the archival groundwork for the closing chapters of the present study.35 These 
early agriculture and labor histories relied on social historical methods and emphasized hobos as 
workers. They succeeded in identifying the important place of transient harvesters and other 
casual workers within the industrial economy of the Midwest and West, but with the exception of 
Lynne Adrian, they did not, by and large, flesh out the cultural contours of transient life. The 
next generation of scholarship on transient labor, in deeper conversation with cultural 
methodologies and histories of immigration, gender, and sexuality, would expand the 
possibilities of the field. 
The most substantial production of transient labor histories occurred in the early 2000s. 
Richard Street’s exhaustive study of California farm labor, Beasts of the Field, echoed earlier 
histories by situating hobos within the wider network of agricultural labor.36 Mark Wyman’s 
Hoboes provided a broad reading of transient and migrant labor in the Midwest and West that 
brought white transient agricultural workers alongside migrant families, immigrant workers, and 
indigenous laborers.37 Tobias Higbie’s Indispensable Outcasts focused on transient laborers by 
                                               
in the Old Midwest, 1850-1870 (Ph.D. Dissertation, Indiana University, 1976); John C. Schneider, “Omaha Vagrants 
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Organizing the Rootless: American Hobo Subculture, 1893-1932 (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Iowa, 1984). 
36 Richard Street, Beasts of the Field: A Narrative History of California Farmworkers, 1769-1913 (Stanford: 
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exploring the spatial, communal, and gender dynamics of transient life in the Midwest. His 
innovative study drew on both social and cultural historical methods to chart the urban-rural 
mobility cycle of hobo laborers, the role of Progressive-era informers, and masculine bonds. 
“Making Homes on the Road” extends the urban-rural links mapped by Higbie. Placing the hobo 
within a national context reveals not only the labor circuits between Chicago and the job sites of 
the Midwest and West but brings other hobo hubs into focus like New York City. Additionally, 
this study’s emphasis on mobility opens a more capacious reading of “hobo” to include illicit 
rail-riders whose absence from the casual labor market or limited duration on the road precluded 
their inclusion in previous studies. John Lennon’s recent literary study, Boxcar Politics, covers 
similar historical ground as DePastino and Higbie’s works, but is notable for its analysis of hobo-
turned authors like Jim Tully and Harry Kemp and inclusion of the Scottsboro trial.38 The larger 
literature on transient and casual labor also benefited from the development of welfare and 
immigration historiographies. 
United States welfare historiography is the other central location of historical analyses of 
hobos and itinerant labor. Michael Katz’s body of work has, at various times, explored the 
position of tramps within creation of charitable institutions and the modern welfare state.39 
Franklin Folsom also positions tramps and hobos as critical figures within the emergence of 
welfare in the United States.40 This historiography typically charts national discourses embodied 
by legislative and policy changes. Todd DePastino’s over-deterministic hobo-to-homeless 
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narrative, Citizen Hobo, is the most recent welfare-oriented hobo study.41 Building on these 
national studies, the present study goes beyond their boundaries to transnational linkages 
between welfare and charitable institutions.  
Despite public and state perceptions that hobo workers were a homogenous white, 
domestic-born, and male population, Tobias Higbie found a diverse population of domestic-and 
foreign-born workers who delineated themselves along ethnic, racial, gender, and national 
lines.42 Other scholars, most notably Gunther Peck, Mae Ngai, and Kunal Parker, weave together 
histories of labor, immigration, and the law in North America in ways that illuminate further 
dimensions of hobos diverse and complicated identities. Peck’s work pushed against fixed locale 
working-class histories to account for the mobility of immigrant workers in the American 
West.43 Kunal Parker found that nineteenth century legal restrictions applied to immigrants and 
transient workers shared a mutual genealogy traceable to eighteenth-century poor law.44 The 
reliance on immigrant labor and demand for further legal restrictions came to a head when 
Congress pushed through the Johnson-Reed Act in 1924, the most restrictive immigration law up 
to that point. It was this law, Ngai found, that constituted the illegal alien as a new social and 
legal category.45 These histories underscore the legal and social structures that marginalized 
transient laborers, particularly foreign-born and non-white workers, and the anxiety the 
movements of these communities engendered in lawmakers. 
Given the significance of immigrants to hobo communities and the legal connections 
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between restrictions on the poor and migrants this dissertation engages with histories of 
immigration and immigration law in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century United 
States. Moreover, as Margot Canaday demonstrates the states’ increasingly restrictive 
immigration policies during this period made the agencies tasked with controlling the flow of 
bodies across the United States’ borders, “the first to ‘see’ perversion as they went about 
counting, sorting, and classifying their subjects.”46 In other words, the legal construction of 
normative and non-normative bodies and state anxieties about the mobile poor directed toward 
transient workers was part of a larger state project to identify, classify, and police migrating 
populations. Canaday’s work is a connective link to recent scholarship on hobos outside the 
dominant labor, welfare, or immigration historiographical streams. 
Margot Canaday’s Straight State not only ties legal anxieties over mobility and migration 
to new imaginings of citizenship but includes a chapter on homosexuality among hobos and 
transient workers in Depression-era camps and the state suppression of those intimacies. It is the 
first sustained study of same-sex intimacy within hobo communities.47 Canaday’s reading of 
queerness in Federal Transient Program camps does not emphasize any particular geographic 
locale beyond the camps themselves, instead interrogating the relationships between transients 
and the state. The rural turn in queer history, which this project joins, recognizes the regional 
particularities of queer history, culture, and community and need to engage with non-normative 
populations it all locales.48 This historiographical shift includes hobos. Colin Johnson’s analysis 
of same-sex intimacy and casual sex among hobos in Just Queer Folks is notable for its deep 
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queer reading of hobo cultural products, particularly the folk song, “Big Rock Candy 
Mountain.”49 Johnson is not alone in undertaking queer readings of transients. Adopting a queer 
materialist approach, Heather Tapley argues accounts of hobo’s sexual encounters are buried 
within sex work discourses and arrest records.50 My dissertation complements the rural turn in 
queer history and expands directly on Canaday and Johnson’s work by detailing the presence and 
practices of gender non-conforming subjects, broadly read as women passing as men out of 
economic necessity or personal deviancy, within the transient community.  
Bringing these historiographies together points towards the new directions in the study of 
transient labor, mobility, and domesticity that the present student attempts to undertake. In 
emphasizing mobility as the analytical point of entry, “Making Homes on the Road” historicizes 
one of the primary characteristics of transient labor and illuminates the myriad of social, cultural, 
and political practices embedded within train hopping. United States historians consider the 
Progressive Era a remarkable period defined by rapid industrialization, urbanization, imperial 
expansion, the rise of consumer cultures, and emergence of new sexual and gender mores and 
discourses. Transient workers were party to all these changes. Their labor maintained railroads, 
harvested expanding farms, extracted ore, cut timber, and built new roads and cities throughout 
the Midwest and West. Hobos also served as a useful foil for emergent images of the 
heteronormative home and normative sexual and gender relations more broadly. Hobos’ 
homosocial communities, mode of travel, perceived criminality and separation from family life 
made them an ideal population to project the anxieties of the age upon. As a result, hobos are 
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both everywhere and nowhere in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century. This 
project peels back these tensions to locate the hobos’ own spaces, their patchwork homes and 
social norms, and efforts to improve their lot. 
 
Methodology and Definitions 
To engage with these complex facets of transient life and culture, this dissertation charts 
both the history of hobo movements and the movement of the hobo as a cultural and political 
concept. Hobos were not only a readily identifiable category of transient laborer but an 
embodiment of American imaginings of mobility, travel, and wanderlust. This was the avenue on 
which hobos typically entered popular culture: not as laborers but as wanderers. By excavating 
movement of hobo laborers, the circulation of hobos as a cultural concept, and mobilization of 
hobo as a political idea this dissertation charts the ways of the hobo. 
“Making Homes on the Road” rests on broad definitions of both mobility and hobo, 
outlined below. First, mobility is, according to Julia Leyda, “the ability to move and movement 
itself.” It is also, as Leyda argues further, a historically contingent practice.51 As such mobility is 
a social construction embedded with a myriad of intersecting meanings. In the early-to-mid-
nineteenth century these factors, particularly economic precarity and social marginalization 
produced what Kristin O’Brassill-Kulfan deemed “indigent transiency,” a system of laws and 
social norms that defined the lives of the poor. Mobility, more than morality, dictated the 
treatment of the poor in the early American republic according to O’Brassill-Kulfan.52 As Shari 
Rabin argues in her history of Jewish life and migration in the West, the mobility of Jewish 
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settlers “was produced by a constellation of legal, geographic, and economic factors and resulted 
in unprecedented anonymity, isolation, uncertainty, and scarcity.”53 Building on these 
observations, this dissertation works to excavate the meanings of transient mobility, whether this 
mobility involves movements of men in a boxcar across Nebraska or the visit of a single hobo 
representative at a meeting of anti-war socialists in Sweden. For mobility is a deceptively simple 
construction and practice imbued with a myriad of political, social, and cultural meanings. 
Typically, hobos differentiated themselves from other transient populations, like tramps 
or bums. Within this transient hierarchy hobos existed at the top because they wandered to work. 
Vagrants worked to wander and bums did neither. Hobos created and enforced these definitions, 
but they were also adopted by contemporaneous sociologists and reformers, and are now used by 
historians.54 Tobias Higbie, Mark Wyman, Greg Hall, and others have emphasized the laboring 
aspect of transient and casual labor self-identity, this project attends to the other condition of 
their identity, mobility or immobility. Doing so brings illicit train riders not actively engaged in 
casual labor or those who rode for limited periods into the historic conversation. While including 
nearly all forms of illicit rail-riding under the banner of ‘hobo’ may appear capacious, their 
inclusion works to overcome archival limitations associated with peripheral populations and is 
discussed further below. 
I aim to foreground materials produced by or for hobos. This includes hobo newspapers, 
songbooks, and guidebooks. Much rarer but important for understanding hobos from the bottom 
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up are correspondence, diaries and/or journals written by hobos as well as those individuals who 
encountered them, including farm families, railroad crews, and relief workers. This project’s 
emphasis on mobility opens up the limits on who and whom is considered a hobo, as noted 
above. In emphasizing the floating aspect of floating labor men and women not necessarily 
participating in casual or unskilled labor but actively illicitly riding trains are included. So is 
material from those who may have only made one illicit train trip like Pauli Murray, Ralph 
Ellison, or Victor Allen. It also pulls in figures who considered themselves hobos but were not 
necessarily part of the larger community, like Ethel Lynn who was one of the few women who 
hopped trains in the 1910s to leave a published account.  
Newspapers are far and away the largest historical record of transient labor and hobo life 
in the United States. Local newspapers in the Midwest and West frequently reported on the 
presence of transients in the community. Journalists reported arrivals, departures, arrests, and 
their personal encounters with hobos they found particularly interesting. Wire services amplified 
these local stories and made the local comings and goings of hobos a subject of national concern.  
Workers and hobo-associated labor organizations also produced their own newspapers. 
The IBWA published the nation’s first street paper, The “Hobo” News off and on from 1905 
through the mid-1920s. It carried news and stories written by men on the road as well as 
international news from IBWA members abroad. These newspapers are not only unusual and 
unique artifacts of the transient public sphere, but document first-hand accounts of life on the 
road, transient community, and animated debates within the hobo ranks about vagrancy law, 
pacifism, and radical politics. 
Those few hobos who found fame later in life, including Carl Sandburg, Jim Tully, Harry 
Kemp, and Jack London left rich repositories relating not only to their own experiences on the 
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road but communication amongst themselves and with hobos who reached out based on their 
shared experiences. Published and unpublished remanences, correspondence, and poetry by 
hobos turned writers are certainly exceptional repositories of material, but the earliest material 
preserved by these writers is notable for its commonness. London’s 1894 diary for example, is 
not a well-crafted manuscript, but the battered notebook of a tramp who jotted down a day’s 
travel or attitudes towards his fellow travelers.  
Material produced by hobo workers is then complemented with railroad records, legal 
documents, and union records. Railroad records are useful in understanding both the corporate 
response to train hoppers as well as more localized reactions from train crews, station agents, and 
other local employees. These latter subjects were more likely to encounter transients and they 
negotiated corporate policy against hobos in light of their own attitudes and understanding of 
conditions on the ground. Legal material, including vagrancy arrests, tramp ledgers, and court 
transcripts provide useful insights into the ways the law was used to halt transient mobility and 
community as well as the tactics deployed by hobos to subvert these restrictions. Much of the 
Industrial Workers of the World material used in this study, while often written by harvest 
workers or those aligned with them, was collected by private detectives or in federal raids. While 
this does not take away from their utility as hobo-produced documents, it does raise questions 
about the state’s role in building archives through suppression. Newspapers, manuscript material, 
and legal records are then complemented by a relatively unknown collection of 3,000 hobo oral 
histories and reminiscences. At present I am the first professional historian to work with the 
collection.55  
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Furthermore, the idea of hobos and all they embodied radiated throughout popular culture 
of the era. Small town and national newspapers documented their travels. Readers devoured 
hobo exploits in dime novels, popular magazines, novels, and memoirs. For pennies early cinema 
audiences cranked nickelodeons for comic tramps or guffawed at hobo performances on 
vaudeville stages. These cultural renderings of adventurous, comedic, and degenerative hobos, 
tramps, and bums shaped and were shaped by the travels of transients throughout the United 
States. The proliferation of hobos as pop cultural figures contributed to the romanticization of 
their lifestyle. Idealized as the embodiment of a particular American wanderlust, hobos became 
the poetic sons of Walt Whitman, the forbearers of the Beats, and vehicle to a lost America.56 
Taken together this body of material not only reveals centrality of mobility to hobo identity and 
culture but illuminates a broader and more diverse community of hobos, tramps, and illicit train 
riders than found in previous scholarship. 
 
Chapter Outline 
The dissertation opens with an extended excavation of illicit mobility within expanding 
mobility in the late nineteenth century and the domestic, community, and political practices 
hobos built into their movements. Chapter One then documents the emergence of a distinct form 
of transient mobility in the mid-nineteenth century through the late nineteenth century and the 
ways transients imbued it with political, domestic, and cultural meaning. The chapter then teases 
out those meanings in two illustrative episodes, the movement of the Commonweal in 1894 and a 
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1902-1904 court fight in Iowa on the right to illicitly hop trains. Chapter Two documents the 
trials and travails of so-called “hobo girls.” Presented in press reports and court cases as 
misguided women in men’s clothing, these gender non-conforming hobos used illicit mobility to 
undercut Progressive Era gender expectations and reimagine the masculine possibilities for 
themselves. Doing so threatened the ostensibly stable constructions of masculinity and 
femininity and made illicit mobility a conveyance for further social, gender, and sexual 
transgression. Chapters Three and Four document the challenges and limitations of 
institutionalizing transient domesticity and culture. These chapters do so through a reassessment 
of the intellectual, political, and international aims of the nation’s first union for hobos, the 
International Brotherhood Welfare Association. In Chapter Three the IBWA’s prominent role in 
creating an intellectual infrastructure for transient laborers through its newspapers and the Hobo 
College in Chicago and New York City is explored at length. The print and physical space in the 
city provided by these outlets fostered a sense of intellectual inquiry amongst hobos that then 
circulated nationwide. Then Chapter Four follows the international travels of the IBWA’s leader, 
James Eads How, as he sought to create a truly transnationall hobo labor movement. Chapter 
Five moves into the wheat fields of the Upper Midwest and follows the movements of two 
private detectives embedded in the Industrial Workers of the World in 1922. This chapter 
interrogates the efforts of private detectives on behalf of state actors and private businesses to 










CHAPTER 1: RIDING THE RODS AND THE MAKING OF TRANSIENT MOBILITY, 
1870s-1900s 
Gus Sandburg only spent a single season as a transient harvester.57 From July 2 to 
October 15, 1897 he traveled from his home in Galesburg, Illinois to Denver, Colorado and 
back.58 Sandburg traveled by freight and worked as a section hand, harvester, and hotel 
dishwasher. Along the way Sandburg entered into the precarious encounters and relationships 
that constructed hobo community. “You can be loose and easy when from day to day you meet 
strangers you will know only an hour or a day or two,” he later recalled.59 Sandburg was a quick 
study and soon made the exchanges of food, information, stories, and intimacy that made 
transient community and domesticity. In trackside campsites, flophouses, and boxcars Sandburg 
negotiated his new social milieu and discovered internal boundaries within the population.  
While new hobos, like Sandburg, could pick up up on the basic social cues, norms, and 
practices of the transient community, there were deeper sets of knowledge, including slang and 
interpersonal networking, only available to those who lived on the road for an extended period. 
“Some had learned hobo slang. Some didn’t care for it,” noted Sandburg, but, “[t]here was 
always a small fraternity who knew each other at once by their slang.” Sandburg also set his own 
limits in interacting with other transients. In Keokuk, Iowa he befriend a hobo from New York. 
The New York hobo shared his meal with Sandburg and offered up details of the route, including 
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which towns had hostile police or the best jail food. He also made a pass at Sandburg, “I could 
see he wanted to take care of me in way I didn’t care for.”60  
Hobos were not the only ones setting boundaries. Sandburg soon learned that his status as 
a hobo set him apart from other workers. He sought out work in Swedish immigrant community 
of Lindsborg, Kansas where he hoped to be welcomed as a fellow Swede. Both Sandburg’s 
parents were Swedish immigrants and he himself spoke Swedish before learning English. But the 
Swedish farm hands he toiled beside did not consider him “that Swede from Illinois” as he had 
hoped. “The first time in my life that I heard myself referred to as a bum was among Swedes that 
I had made a detour to see.”61 After weeks on the road, Sandburg was nothing more than a bum 
to those whom he encountered. 
 The adoption of train hopping, as Carl née Gus Sandburg learned in the late summer and 
early fall of 1897, provided casual workers with the mobility need to travel from job to job and 
maintain a living. Illicit mobility also demarcated the limits on the types of relationships and 
homemaking available to transient workers. These fast and fleeting connections helped casual 
workers endure the poor wages, working-conditions, and violence all too common among their 
class. Yet, as Sandburg learned, living a mobile life and participating in the queer domestic 
practices of his fellow travelers came at a cost. The public found hobos, tramps, and other 
floating laborers unsettling. Even fellow agricultural workers, like the Swedish farm hands in 
Lindsborg, saw themselves as distinct from the “bum” in their midst. Floating laborers made 
illicit mobility a distinctive practice and built into and around it a set of practices and 
relationships that strengthened their claim to a place in society.  
To develop this interpretation, this chapter focuses on the earliest iterations of illicit rail 
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riding in the 1850s and 1860s through the first decade of the 1900s. Industrialization, 
suppression of labor organizing, and the weakness of private charity during this era spurred mass 
unemployment, which in turn drove tens of thousands to transient lives. The chapter opens with 
the emergence of illicit rail-riding as a widespread practice after the Civil War. Next, it 
illuminates the circulation of knowledge, political mobilization, and production of space 
facilitated by transient’s mobility. Then the chapter turns to the mobilization of transients under 
the Commonweal banner in the spring of 1893 and implicit legalization of freight-hopping by the 
Iowa Supreme Court case in 1902. The former was the largest political mobilization of transient 
laborers during the late nineteenth century with an untold number of men hopping freights and 
stealing entire trains to make their way toward Washington. The Commonweal, or “petition in 
boots,” marked an unprecedented moment that, to its supporters, transformed the movement of 
transients, tramps, and hobos into the living embodiment of American democracy. In the latter 
example, Joseph Johnson, a hobo harvester bound for the Dakotas, sued Chicago, St. Paul, 
Minneapolis and Omaha Railway (CSt.PM&O) when he fell from a train and was injured. The 
success of Johnson’s lawsuit against the CSt.PM&O signaled a tacit, if limited, legal acceptance 
of transient mobility at the turn of the century. By drawing out these currents at subversive core 
of rail-riding, this chapter shows the development of illicit rail mobility as both a physical 
practice and a space for community building, knowledge sharing, and political mobilization. As 
transients crossed the nation they produced their own world of belonging and fought for 
government support and legal recognition. 
Transients traveled the nation in what Tobias Higbie aptly deemed “a grand, disorganized 
parade.” Hobos’ movements were contingent on a range of factors, including, familial 
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relationships, economic constraints, and citizenship.62 Or they felt compelled by mysterious, but 
urgent compulsions to travel as Harry Kemp, a transient laborer and poet, made clear to his 
patron, William Allen White. “I had to come to the North-West, the desire was upon me like a 
fire,” Kemp told the Emporia, Kansas newspaper editor in a 1910 letter, “Today I ship out to a 
logging camp. When I saw all the big-masted ships in the bay I almost went aboard one; It would 
have been great sport to have gone around the Horn and up to New York.”63 Transients’ illicit 
passages across the United States were mediated movements disrupting and disrupted by 
overlapping constructions of space and place. 
Romanticized renderings of hobo rail-riding often depict epic battles between men and 
machines, the last conflicts of a frontier masculinity disintegrating within the Progressive Era. 
Jack London’s fictionalized renderings of his hobo days are the most popular examples. In his 
1907 collection of hobo stories (originally published in Cosmopolitan), London outwitted a train 
crew bent on his destruction by riding beneath, above, and within boxcars rolling over the Sierra 
Nevada range. After a night of fistfights and near-death experiences, London earns the crew’s 
begrudging respect and is allowed to finish his trip.64 This epic portrayal of a hobo’s raw 
masculine triumph over machine remains widespread in public understandings of rail-riding and 
certain corners of the scholarly literature on the subject. London’s stories and other similar tales 
distort the complicated communal, spatial, and gendered aspects of rail-riding. 
This “flight of alien unclean birds,” to return to Hamlin Garland’s description, 
crisscrossed the nation was neither foul nor fowl. Reformers, legislators, and journalists’ reliance 
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on discourses of virality, decay, and infestation signaled a widespread belief that transients’ 
movements were a natural, but unsettling phenomena on par with animal migrations or 
epidemics. Yet, as the chapter below demonstrates, hobos’ rail-bound mobility was comprised of 
a dynamic series of interwoven social and cultural practices that transient laborers adapted to 
varied political, technological, or legal conditions. In teasing out these varied aspects of transient 
mobility a richer understanding of their lives comes forward. 
  
Riding the Rods, 1865-1890s 
 The earliest documented illicit rail riders in the United States were enslaved blacks 
liberating themselves. Railroads facilitated freedom for enslaved peoples. In 1850s Illinois, for 
example, the presence of black passengers on the Illinois Central Railroad was not illegal or 
uncommon. Slave catchers rode passenger trains from the railroads’ southern terminus in Cairo, 
Illinois north and forcibly removed suspected runaways and free blacks. Cairo was also the 
confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers. Blacks kidnapped on Illinois trains were returned 
to Cairo or other Mississippi ports and sent to New Orleans’ slave market, according to 
contemporary newspaper reports.65 Traveling by train to escape enslavement was risky, but a 
train’s speed put a greater distance between slave catchers and those seeking freedom. Those 
unwilling to risk capture as a ticketed passenger traveled illicitly. Riding atop a train was the 
“one way of escape” available to John Thompson when he left a cotton plantation in Huntsville, 
Alabama in the fall of 1857. (figure 1.1) William Still, who conducted Thompson through 
Philadelphia on the Underground Railroad, described train hopping as the “most hazardous mode 
of travel.” 
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“It was to get on the top of the car, instead of inside of it, and thus ride of nights, till 
nearly daylight, hen, at a stopping-place on the road, he would slip off the car, and 
conceal himself in the woods until cover of the next night he could manage to get on top 
of the another car.”66 
 
Historians have transient labor have identified Civil War veterans as the earliest iteration of hobo 
laborers in the United States.67 Yet, by locating the origins of illicit rail mobility in enslaved 
peoples obtaining freedom in the 1850s and 1860s and not demustered Civil War veterans 
positions rail-riding as a liberative mobility practice tied to the subverting a white supremacist 
legal and social system. As such, enslaved peoples undercut enslavement, evaded fugitive slave 
patrols, and grasped freedom. With the implementation of post-war Black Codes and the 
vagrancy laws they inspired, illicit mobility for blacks was severely curtailed. Although Still’s 
history only includes one hobo-esque escape, given the clandestine nature of these escapes, it is 
likely other enslaved peoples hopped trains north as well. 
The first mass movement of illicit rail freight riders followed in the spring of 1865. 
During the days and weeks following the Confederacy’s defeat returning Union and Confederate 
soldiers overwhelmed whatever railroads still operated. Newly unemployed soldiers 
commandeered wagons, foraged the countryside, and walked hundreds of miles home. Across 
denuded landscapes marked by burned out homes and farms over 800,000 hungry soldiers 
walked, slept in barns or on waysides and rode home atop freight trains.68 This mass of 
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discharged soldiers were proto-hobos, unemployed freight riders living off their wits and the 
hospitality of locals. Admittedly, for most returning soldiers their transient life ended when they 
returned home, but in the coming years the struggle to transition to civilian life and nation’s 
precarious economic conditions transformed countless veterans into tramps. 
The nation’s transition from war industry to a peacetime economy, coupled with the 
destruction of the South economy drove inflation. Businesses cut wages. Returning veterans 
(especially those with visible disabilities) struggled to find work. Many then blamed immigrants 
for crowding them out of the labor market. Cities sent veterans to employment bureaus, but few 
found sustainable employment. Many turned to manual labor positions with abysmal wages. 
Poor veterans clad in “the blue coat made glorious by the heroism of a hundred battlefields,” 
proclaimed a contemporary veteran’s newspaper, begging on street corners, tramping down rural 
highways, and crowding tenements rendered their uniforms “the badge of pauperism.” Countless 
others suffered from alcoholism and the psychological toil of warfare.69 
After the Civil War railroads grew as capital previously directed towards the war 
economy turned its way. The competition of the first transcontinental line in 1869 was a 
significant step in an outpouring of rail construction across the Midwest and West.70 The promise 
of work and better opportunities, not to mention the guarantee of land for veterans under the 
Homestead Act, led many to migrate westward. Heavy demand for labor drew not only domestic 
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laborers, but growing numbers of immigrant workers to railheads in the Midwest and West.71 
Townsites sprang up alongside newly laid tracks as railroads facilitated (and competed with one 
another for) white settlers from the eastern seaboard and Europe to build a customer and 
industrial base for their routes.72 Yet, as construction waned most turned to elsewhere for work. 
This created a railroad labor force, “of a roving nature” according to an early railroad historian, 
that traveled from site to site.73 Many were veterans.74 A tramp hired onto a farm outside 
Hastings, Nebraska in the 1870s was a Harvard-trained ex-Confederate officer who drank 
himself into poverty after the war.75 Whatever pity was extended to these “strange nomadic 
fellows,” recalled Hamlin Garland, would soon disappear. Transient harvesters, “which the West 
had not yet learned to call tramps,” were an integral part of the Garland’s Iowa farm, but as the 
nation slipped into a long-lasting depression in 1873 and unemployment rose, the “tramp 
question” became a subject of national concern.76 
 The Panic of 1873 decimated railroads across the nation and spurred widespread 
unemployment. This forced countless men to leave home in search of work. In an 1874 letter 
home an unemployed locomotive fireman seeking work in East St. Louis, Illinois warned his 
family about the depression’s scope. “[I]f you had any idea of the hundreds of starving people 
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that I see daily, without exception,” wrote Eugene Debs, “you would not urge me to return to 
[Terra Haute].”77 The depression was not limited to urban spaces. In September 1874 a member 
of a steam threshing crew in Madison County, Illinois reported “lots of men ar loking for work 
and can not get it.”78 Four years later rural employment conditions were little changed. A 
Missouri farm laborer reported wages were so low they could “hardly keep starvation off.”79 
Many unemployed men adopted transient lifestyles to survive. As a result, states and 
municipalities enacted stringent vagrancy statutes that specifically targeted the mobile poor, or as 
they were derisively known, tramps. As Eric Foner noted, these vagrancy laws, “bore more than 
a passing resemblance to the Southern Black Codes of 1865-66.”80 By drawing on Black Codes 
these laws redirected the Elizabethan-era anti-vagrant and vagabond statutes which were 
designed to keep the poor off local relief rolls toward controlling labor. The Black Codes’ use to 
maintain a slave economy and labor market in all but name was adapted to force the unemployed 
into unfree labor. 
For example, any unemployed men or women loitering in Indianapolis were subject to 
arrest beginning in 1876. The following year vagrancy was made a state crime for anyone 
considered idle, who refused labor, or unable to demonstrate a sufficient means support and/or 
shelter in Indiana. Convicted vagrants had to pay a ten-dollar fine, work to pay off the fine, or 
should they refuse to work, subsist on a bread and water diet in jail until their attitude changed.81 
Over the next two decades a long depression settled in. Tens of thousands were homeless and in 
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need of work and following the 1893 Panic these vagrancy statutes were strengthened 
nationwide. 
Railroads of the era not only disrupted the physical landscape of the nation but the  
in the “whiz—bang—jounce” and “shake—shake—shake” recorded by early travelers, trains 
conducted social and cultural disruptions all their own.82 Railroads were agents of 
industrialization and urbanization. They carried the materials, persons, and aspirations of a 
rapidly changing nation.83 The bodies they carried, whether wealthy travelers in Pullman Palace 
Cars, or immigrants and rural migrants in simpler carriages, unsettled dominant sexual, gender, 
and racial norms. Amy Richter argues passenger trains served as an important space in the falling 
away of the Victorian notion separate spheres and emergence of a hybrid notion of public and 
private undergirded by a public domesticity no-longer contingent on gender.84 This blurring of 
private and public gender boundaries did not eradicate them all together. While traveling from 
Wisconsin to Nebraska in 1876, Luna Kellie did not dare breastfeed her baby while a bachelor 
homesteader walked up and down the car asking every woman to marry him.85 Even decades 
later, the intimacy between women and men forced by the tight confines of passenger cars 
shocked observers. As a Belgian traveler commented in 1919, “As the space between the curtains 
and berth is very narrow, one sees gentlemen and ladies getting chastely undressed in the aisles. 
In the morning everyone hurries half[-]dressed to the washroom. And all this with the greatest 
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purity of morals.”86 Passenger rail travel’s disruption of supposedly stable gender and sexual 
mores was innately tied to the illicit movements of casual laborers across the country. As a 
Frank Leslie’s Illustrated reporter informed future train travelers, “No sketch of overland travel 
could be called complete which did not include a chapter on tramps.”87 Licit and illicit rail 
travelers (often riding the same trains) deployed railroad mobility as a transgressive and 
ultimately transformative practice. Yet, the men and women unwittingly disrupting social and 
gender norms as they traveled on trains still worked to maintain proper appearances. Luna Kellie 
did not feed her hungry child. Curtains covered bodies in various states of undress. It was 
believed that transients made no comparable effort to mask or obscure their flagrant disregard for 
social mores. The physical act of train-hopping brought with it differing and confrontational 
notions of masculinity, mobility, and sociality that paralleled the disruption of the social norms 
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. For tramps and hobos, mobility articulated a 
distinct social, domestic, and political visions. These visions were not made in the passageways, 
compartments, or berths of passenger trains, but in spaces designed for structural support or on 
types of train cars designated for freight, not human travel.  
Prior to the introduction of the steel-frame boxcar in 1904, freight and passenger cars 
relied on truss-rods for support, tightened steel rods that passed beneath the car to prevent the 
wooden underframe from buckling beneath the car’s load.88 Tucked beneath freight cars in this 
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lamprey-esque fashion, tramps had little room for error. (see figure 1.2) As the rods provided 
neither a comfortable nor stable position, others opted for wedging themselves in the car’s trucks 
right above the axles. A Danish immigrant did exactly that in 1885. After passing through Castle 
Garden’s immigration station in New York City, he traveled to Chicago as a paying passenger. 
According to his daughter, upon arrival in Chicago he spied a freight train loaded with ties and 
assumed work would be available wherever they were going. He crawled above the wheels and 
held on for three days until they arrived in Tipton, Wyoming. Work was available and within six 
weeks he was made foreman of a Chinese section crew on the Union Pacific.89 Illicit rail-
hopping was not limited to freight trains. Like their freight counterparts, passenger car design of 
the era incorporated truss rods for support. Trucks, the wheelsets of a train car, provided a larger 
but more dangerous space to ride. The space between the car’s underbody and the top of the 
truck was flat, but a misstep dashed one against spinning steel wheels. It was an agonizing way 
to ride. On routes that used track pans to replenish a locomotive’s water supply without stopping, 
any tramps riding the rods or atop the trucks would get soaked and if the temperature was low, 
freeze to the car.90 
Even attempting to board a train illicitly was a death-defying effort. Near Renfrew, 
Ontario an English hobo, W. H. Davies, lost a foot during a failed attempt to jump aboard a 
speeding passenger train in 1899. When Davies was found by a railroad employee, a doctor was 
called. Davies’ leg was amputated at the knee. During a five-week convalescence locals 
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generously supplied Davies with food, reading material, and frequent visits.91 Davies, unlike 
most hobos, was lucky to garner swift medical attention and sympathy from locals. More often 
than not hobos did not survive, as the name on a 1905 Michigan death certificate indicates, 
“Hobo, name not known.”92  
Riding beneath rolling stock was the most dangerous way to travel by rail, but railroading 
itself was one of the most dangerous professions in the late nineteenth century. Crashes 
frequently killed entire crews and/or maimed engineers, brakemen, conductors, and any hobos 
along for the ride.93 The introduction of safety couplers and airbrakes drastically improved train 
safety for crews and passengers, but it was not until 1908 that President William Howard Taft, 
called on Congress to adopt railroad standards “to protect the lives and limbs of men engaged in 
that dangerous employment.”94 Taft’s call only included legitimate users of the railroad. For 
illicit users the dangers remained. A mistimed jump would land a tramp beneath a freight car’s 
wheels, causing injury or death. Falling or being thrown from a train by brakemen offered 
similar results. Few could count on Davies’ luck to obtain medical care.95 Newspapers frequently 
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reported train crews finding injured tramps aboard trains or mangled bodies near the roadbed.96 
Railroads self-reported accidents involving passengers, employees, and trespassers to the 
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) from 1888 until 1909. The initial report found 2,897 
trespassers killed and another 3,602 injured.97 Certainly not every trespasser was an illicit rail 
rider or even a transient laborer. But given the frequency with which injured or deceased hobos 
appear in newspaper reports it is possible, if not highly probably, that the majority were transient 
laborers. Casualties tied to trespassing increased steadily through 1909, the last year the ICC 
mandated railroads self-report accident figures. (figure 1.3)  
An initial reading of this data underscores the innate danger in illicit rail mobility. The 
risk to life and limb rendered death a constant companion on the road. Or, as a poem by a Great 
Depression-era hobo proclaimed, “Oh Lords of Death! We ride! We ride!”98 Yet, it also suggests 
the clear and present danger of illicit rail riding did little to dissuade workers from attempting it. 
Or, the benefit of free travel and its necessity for work outweighed the risk of death. To 
minimize these risks, established hobos commonly took younger or newer riders under their 
wing as temporary apprentices.99 Informal connections like this granted veteran hobos a glaze of 
authority and sense of hierarchy. They offered pointers on riding or just helped inexperienced 
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transients get to the next town. No amount of informal training or advice could counter the rise in 
trespassing casualties likely resulting from increased contact with the nation’s growing rail 
network. 
Because of these dangers, hobos preferred riding on the ends or bumpers or, ideally, 
inside rail cars over riding the rods. Regardless of how transients rode trains, they framed their 
movement as subverting the control of railroads in their favor. When hobos hopped a train it 
became their train. As W. H. Davies described it, “When we had once taken possession of this 
car, no man could approach us until we reached the next stopping place.”100 Davies’ possession 
of the train car echoes John Lennon’s contention that “through the act of stealing a ride hobos 
transform[ed] train places into hobo spaces.”101 Lennon reimagines Michel de Certeau’s framing 
of passenger trains as “traveling incarceration,” to read hobo rail-riding as “latent resistance” 
against capital. For Lennon, hobos’ ability to exercise agency within, atop, and underneath a 
machine designed to pacify its legal riders was contingent on transients’ in/visibility.102 
Transients were highly visible subjects during the late nineteenth century, yet simultaneously 
functionally invisible, rendered nearly sub-human. Their in/visibility rationalized heavy policing, 
sustained social science inquiry, and mistreatment. Yet, it also drove what Lennon termed a 
horizonal politics. Viewing freight hopping or train possession, to borrow from Davies, not as 
the action of a single hobo, but action being re/enacted across a national rail network by an 
untold number of transient laborers reveals the full scope of transient mobility’s transgressive 
influence.103 Yet, as this chapter demonstrates, the act of train hopping was not a singular action, 
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but a melding of multiple transient practices that hobos drew upon in concert to reimagine their 
movement and spatial presence. From the close of the Civil War to the opening decade of the 
twentieth century the travels of transient laborers via freight hopping became a quotidian practice 
that shaped the politics of generations of transient laborers. Although train hopping was framed 
by as a masculine rhetoric of conquest by well-known practitioners like Jack London, or a 
appeared to be the singular act of a misguided few as press reports or the recollections of those 
who encountered tramps at their backdoor suggest, in actuality transient mobility built on a wider 
set of practices. Illicit mobility was a matter of necessity for casual laborers subject to infrequent 
employment in the 1870s through 1890s and they mitigated its risks with shared knowledge. Yet, 
from these mobility practices emerged a distinct brand of transient information sharing, political 
mobilization, and spatial production. Together transients reimagined the possibilities of their 
working and living conditions and challenged the hostile legal and cultural landscape oriented 
against them. 
 
Mobility, Knowledge, and Community Building 
In late 1875, six hundred concerned mayors and city councilors convened at Ohio’s state 
capitol to collaborate in the fight against tramps. A speech from the Hamilton delegate 
demanding “the vilest class of human dogs” be battled by “mak[ing] laws to meet the 
emergency, and fill[ing] our Work-houses and Penitentiaries” was interrupted by the entrance of 
a bevy of tramps drawn from across the region, followed by a brass band playing “Tramp, 
Tramp, Tramp.” Granted the floor by the chairman, an unnamed tramp suggested his own 
solution: build soup kitchens and shelters with hot water and “plain but honest food.” This 
disruption was highly unusual, and its conclusion even more so. The Cincinnati Enquirer 
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reported the delegates and tramps held a post-convention gathering at a local beer hall to discuss 
further solutions. Yet, it hints at a growing and emboldened population of unemployed men. 
Legislators and newspaper editors typically denigrated them as tramps in singular terms; their 
detachment from polite society precluded any sort of communal or social relationships. As the 
Ohio disruption indicates, tramps were aware of regional news, in communication with one 
another over extended distances, and above all, organized. News of the planned disruption 
circulated through established tramp communication networks and drew in tramps from across 
Ohio as well as Kentucky and Indiana.104 
  Despite the success of the Ohio disruption in 1875, the primary use of the transient 
communication network during the 1870s and 1880s was not political organizing but local 
knowledge and information. Through trial and error tramps learned which homes, churches, and 
charities fed beggars, offered the most filling meals, had regular work, or provided cast-off 
clothing. The sharing of information about local law enforcement served to undercut vagrancy 
law, as New Hampshire residents discovered in 1876. The previous summer the legislature 
criminalized vagrants, beggars, and tramps in order to remove “the festering sore of our body 
politic” they embodied.105 But, by the following summer it was apparent the vagrancy law was 
“a dead letter.” There was no noticeable reduction in the number of tramps. Although they could 
not identify exactly how the tramps were evading the new law, the state’s farm paper presumed 
the tramps were up to something: 
In some mysterious way the tramp knows in what towns and upon what roads he will find 
good fare and immunity from arrest, and he goes to those towns and upon those 
highways, avoiding all others[.]"106 
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An unnamed tramp was forthcoming as to the “mysterious way” they and their compatriots kept 
tabs on local comings and goings. In a letter sent to the Providence Journal in response to the 
New Hampshire’s debate over a new vagrancy law in the summer of 1875, this tramp attempted 
to assuage local fears. The tramp profession was composed "of men who go from place to place 
through the country, gathering and disseminating, of course, a great amount of useful 
information.” As they collected information for the public good, tramps only turned to begging 
as a temporary necessity, “never wearing out their welcome by a long sojourn in one place.” 
Although the author infers the information maintained by tramps is for public use, it is evident 
tramps primarily traded observations on local law enforcement tactics, road conditions, houses 
welcome to beggars, and other survival techniques amongst themselves. In a further act of 
appeasement, the tramp claimed the community’s information gathering excluded political 
engagement and labor agitation.107 Yet, ironically, this letter was a minor but clear political act. 
The letter indicates at least one tramp was reading the papers and staying informed about the 
legislature’s vagrancy debate. The existence of this letter also supports the author’s claim that 
tramps were primarily collectors and disseminators of knowledge. Although it is a short account 
filtered through the editor’s hand, it nevertheless provides a grassroots perspective on the impact 
of vagrancy legislation based on lived experiences and knowledge only available to the transient 
population. 
 Some were attuned to this network or at least claimed knowledge of its innerworkings. 
Alan Pinkerton, founder of the eponymous private detective agency, claimed tramps relied on a 
“regular system of operation” built on passwords, graffiti, and maps to exchange information 
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about law enforcement and local hospitality.108 The trope of an organized criminal underclass 
was attached to tramps and hobos through popular renderings in dime novels and press accounts. 
It identified tramp kings and tramp armies which lent a sense of hierarchy or organization to the 
poor.109 If the poor had kings and armies, according to these tropes, then why did they need 
relief? By framing the networking, community building, and survival techniques of the transient 
poor along hierarchical structures, communities could absolve themselves of any responsibility 
for the poor in their midst. These renderings also served to support suppression efforts. The 
presence of a criminal network or organization was seen as a threat. 
Given the paucity of materials left by tramps during this period the exact parameters and 
practices of their communication network remains obscured. At a time when the circulation of 
information via the post, and increasingly the telegraph wire was shaping mobility of both 
individual travelers and global migrations, tramps continued to rely on word of mouth 
communication.110 It will not be until the 1890s and the emergence of the hobo as a distinct 
transient population that the details of transient communication networks are better documented 
by sociologists and law enforcement, as well as hobos themselves.  
The network of transient communication hinted at in the Midwest and East during the 
1870s echoes the findings of other historians. Labor historians of the American West have 
identified similar, if not the same, networks and practices of communication amongst transient 
and casual laborers. According to Richard Stillson, oral communication consisting of rumors and 
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stories were one of the most important forms of communication between California gold miners 
in the 1850s. Given the limited access to newspapers and mail as well as the unreliability of 
guidebooks, miners spread news and rumors on conditions and events along the trail west. Once 
in California, rumors of golden streams, lakes, and lodes sent miners hoping from one site to 
another. Weighing the veracity of these tales was an important skill, often learned by failure. 
Despite the rumors of mother lodes frequently turning up false, rumor and story remained the 
primary form of information exchange because it accounted for the swiftly changing conditions 
of the field, a task newspaper and mail were unable to handle.111 Many Western miners traveled 
by rails and considered themselves part of the tramp community.112  
More suggestive for the circulation of information among tramps is Nayan Shah’s 
“stranger intimacy.” In his illuminating study of South Asian labor in the West, Shah teases out 
the “fleeting and enduring relationships” built on “the verbal and gestural cues, ethical codes, 
and cultural frames that transient men exchanged.”113 For example, a hand on the knee, as Carl 
Sandburg discovered, could indicate a cue for intimacy between hobos.114  In this frame Shah 
makes space for the sorts of organization and community building found above with more 
intimate and fleeting contacts and connections hobos depended upon to make home spaces. Shah 
finds that “the declarations of friendship, care, and affect by transient and illiterate migrants, who 
left little other record of their desires and emotions, reveal an emotionally complex world.”115 
Amongst themselves, hobo built fast and fleeting friendships over moments or days, but then 
limited to a single trip or harvest season. These flash friendships stemmed in part from 
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transients’ shared participation in illicit mobility, as a hobo passing through Missouri in 1898 
recalled, “We had never met before and probably never will again, yet in the few minutes of our 
acquaintance we were the best of friends—we were partners in crime.”116 Walter Wyckoff, a 
Princeton sociologist who adopted a transient lifestyle for his research, found himself slipping 
into these types of relationships. 
“It is a little strange, when I think of it, the closeness of the intimacy between Clark and 
me. We never saw each other until last Wednesday evening, and we know little of each 
other’s past. But I feel as though the ties that bound me to him had their roots far back in 
our histories.”117 
 
Despite the briefness of Allen and Wyckoff’s experiences as transients, they still felt compelled 
to fashion the forms of fast intimacy common among hobos and tramps. Designed for durability 
and disposability, these encounters improved a transients’ chance of survival and contributed to 
the construction of a community for those excluded from the normative home. 
 
Tramps at the Door 
“Self Defense is the First Law of Nature,” proclaimed an 1878 advertisement for the 
“Tramp’s Terror,” revolver in Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper. Only $2.50, the .22 caliber 
pistol featured an “elegant case,” “elegant Ivory Handle,” and was “HAND engraved,” an ideal 
addition to any middle-class home. Chicago’s Western Gun Works claimed it was designed for 
“Police, Bankers, and Household use.” As a household appliance the “Tramp’s Terror” aimed to 
deter the “Tramps, Burglars and Thieves [that] infest all parts of the Country.”118 The message if 
anything but subtle. Tramps’ mobility or “infestation” per the advertisement was a serious threat 
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to the American home and family.119 Homeowners had non-violent options as well. An early 
version of the safety latch most commonly found now in hotels and motels was patented as a 
“Tramp Safe-Guard” in 1879. Per its inventor Charles Bright, it “enable[ed] one to see and 
converse from the inside without allowing the outside party to come in.”120 These products 
offered a sense of security for some households, but the need to survive ensured a steady stream 
of transients would continue to knock at the backdoor.121  
Transients frequently appear in the diaries of rural women from the period, an indication 
of the banality of backdoor begging and transients’ preference for asking women for food, 
money, or shelter over men.122 Commentators noted a similar trend among urban transients.123 
“We get more from women than from men ‘cause they’re at home, and the men ain’t,” claimed a 
hobo interviewed by Josiah Flynt.124 Yet, statements by women who fed transients hint at both 
real and hypothetical ties between transients and their homes. Jim Tully recalled a woman in 
Illinois cooked him a large meal saying, “I never turn anybody away from my door, for I have a 
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brother who is on the road somewhere.”125 Similarly, Mrs. Elliot Rose used family to rationalize 
feeding any tramps who came to the door in a letter to the popular farm newspaper Wallace’s 
Farmer. “We should think how we would wish our husband, brother, or son treated were they 
out of money and employment with no friends or home,” Rose noted, saying further “While 
many think it wrong to feed them, we should remember what the ‘Good Book’ says about 
‘entertaining angels unaware.’”126 Providing food and aid to begging tramps was part of a larger 
set of exchanges between tramps and homemakers and between transients that Tobias Higbie 
termed “transient mutuality.” These exchanges established a “pay it forward” precedent among 
transients and the communities they passed through. Homemakers hoped “vague but real ethic of 
mutuality” would be extended to their family members on the road. For tramps these encounters 
eased the depravations of transience and more importantly provided a communal strength to their 
fleeting relationships.127 Transient mutuality was hardly a universal attitude, as Higbie notes. 
Responses’ to Rose’s letter in Wallace’s Farmer suggest a gendered distinction to the transient 
mutuality exercised between homemakers and transients. Criticisms of Rose’s letter, all written 
by men, denigrate her humane treatment of tramps and ability to interpret Scripture.128  
Contrary to the assumptions of Progressive Era commentators, the frequency with which 
transients knocked at the backdoor does not necessarily indicate a large number of tramps in the 
area taking advantage of local generosity. It suggests the inhospitality of the community, as a 
mechanic who struggled with uneven employment noted, “Having to beg on an average at fifty 
or sixty houses daily for something to eat is harder than work for me.”129 
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Tramps’ intrusions of the home were not only policed but parodied. Tramp humor was 
wildly popular at the turn of the twentieth-century. On postcards, trade cards, advertisements 
hobos appeared as cartoonish waifs perpetually caught up in self-defeating situations.130 Dime 
novels, illustrated magazines, vaudeville tramp orators, and early films, like Thomas Edison’s 
1901 short, “The Tramp’s Unexpected Skate,” circulated this comedic trope far and wide.131 An 
erotic subtext to these encounters is suggested by cheap pornographic comics known as “Tijuana 
Bibles” depicting the popular hobo character “Pete The Tramp” begging at backdoors and then 
sleeping with the women who answered.132 By and large, these comic hobos stole cooling pies 
from windowsills, ran from attentive guard dogs, tried every trick in the book to elicit hot meals 
from widows, and slurred their way through turns of phrase and jokes in a near-constant state of 
intoxication.133 Like the boxcar, hobo humor was rooted in the maintenance of white supremacy. 
Many tramp comedians also performed minstrel shows and/or included tramp figures in minstrel 
performances. Among the most famous was Bert Leslie, an Iowa-born performer deemed the 
“Ragtime Slangoloist,” “king of slang,” and “reckless butcher of the English language,” by the 
press, Leslie excelled at the clever wordplay central to vaudeville.134 Around the age of ten 
Leslie joined a melodramatic troupe that hopped freights.135 His first success came in 1892 
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hocking snake oil for the Kickapoo Medicine Company in small towns and Wisconsin lumber 
camps. Leslie performed in blackface and sold patent cures between songs.136 
By offering a “respectable rowdiness and safe rebellion” minstrel performance animated 
a sense of shared whiteness between workers, regardless of ethnicity, skill, or faith, according to 
David Roediger.137 Leslie’s transition from blackface to tramp humor maintained this unifying 
characteristic. It offered a brash and clever critique of capital voiced by human debris closely 
associated with its ills. Considered an expert at the clever wordplay central to vaudeville, Leslie 
offered what Susan Douglas identified as “a new kind of humor, a humor like gunfire, more 
brash, defiant, and aggressive, more reliant on jokes and punch lines than on tall tales or 
monologues.138 Leslie’s hobo portrayals were believed to be so realistic that interviewers 
regularly commended the “gentlemen hobo” as a fashionable and adroit conversationalist. This 
disconnect between his stage persona and personal appearance was not lost on Leslie. “I’ve 
played Bowery characters so long that people have come to think me a ‘bum’ myself.”139 
Hobo humor thrived during a long period of economic uncertainty and rapid social and 
cultural changes across the nation. For many, the comedic hobo stood as a simpleton whose 
uneducated argot and lifestyle were throwbacks to an earlier time while simultaneously existing 
as a highly visible symptom of industrial capital. This resonance between nostalgia for a simpler 
time unencumbered by the fast pace and rigors of modernity and the intrinsic nature of American 
capitalism to produce and marginalize the transient poor built a cultural and social stage for 
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middle-and upper-class citizens to laugh at the poor. When they laughed at a hobo stealing a 
cooling pie or scrawny chicken and running from a rolling-pin–wielding housewife they 
intentionally ignored the poor wages and inadequate charitable services forcing tramps to steal. 
“The humor,” a contemporary fan of the genre wrote, also came from their “smug and event 
defiant disregard of the conventions and amenities which characterizes so many of them and sets 
them apart as a species quite distinct from the body social.”140 In other words, the criticisms of 
social inequality built into tramp comedians’ performances brought down the house. As middle-
class homeowners defended their homes from tramps with discount pistols, locks, and laughter, 
transients created homes all their own. 
 
Remaking the Boxcar 
In laying a claim to the interior of a boxcar or campsite hobos carved out home spaces to 
sleep, eat, and relax. Their fleeting possession of trains and peripheral spaces was an act of 
spatial production. Doing so built out a temporary space to manifest the ephemeral relationships, 
described above, that hobos relied on. In doing so they reproduced their own iteration of 
Progressive-era domestic norms, what might be called “boxcar domesticity.” Most transient 
laborers retained a connection to their home.141 Letters between hobos and their parents are 
exceedingly rare. Travel and working conditions made it difficult for transients to preserve 
letters, yet in the few that survive the connections remain strong. “I afrad [sic] you will be lost in 
the hills so far away and we will never hear from you I wish you would stay in one place and 
save your money and come back to us or make a home for yourself where you are," wrote an 
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anxious mother to her freight hopping son.142 “Some times I rode tops, sometimes coal cars but 
most of the time I was inside,” reassured another in a letter home, “It a good experience for 
me.”143 These connections indicate transients were not entirely disconnected from the domestic 
norms of housed communities and as a result their visions of home, while contingent on the 
restrictions of transience, were tied up with the Victorian home. This history extends beyond the 
emergency of illicit railing in the 1850s towards the construction of distinct passenger and freight 
rail cars. 
The genealogy of the boxcar highlights the construction of class, race, and mobility in the 
nineteenth century. Passenger trains in the 1830s included a cargo car between the steam 
locomotive and passenger carriages. This forerunner to the boxcar and baggage car served 
practical and safety-related purposes. The car carried passenger’s belongings, mail, and assorted 
goods. It also offered passengers protection from the densest smoke emanating from the 
locomotive and the sparks it carried. Should a spark catch, as was common, it would hopefully 
first alight only the cargo car, allowing passengers and crew time to flee.144 
This dangerous, dirty, and utilitarian carriage also carried passengers; poor whites and 
blacks. According to Elizabeth Pryor, the Boston and Providence Railroad’s cargo carriages are 
the earliest train cars identified as Jim Crow cars. David Ruggles, a black passenger referred to it 
as “the pauper (or jim crow) car” after the conductor threw him into the car when he refused to 
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give up his first-class accommodations in 1838. Pryor also found these cars also referred to as 
“the pauper,” “the refuse,” and “the dirty car.”145 These names indicate class-based and 
racialized divisions in antebellum mobility. The presence of humans in what was designed as a 
freight car coded the poor and non-white traveler as another form of cargo. Their mobility and 
safety were of secondary concern to crew and wealthier passengers because they traveled in the 
train’s most dangerous car. In this history are the echoes of the development of hierarchies of 
domestic spaces in the nineteenth century. 
In remaking these spaces transients turned to popular conceptions of home and 
domesticity but adapted them to the road. In her study of Victorian parlors, Katherine Grier 
identified “culture,” or the practice of cultivated consumption, and “comfort” symbolizing 
family-centric values as the primary aspirational goals of middle-class homemaking at the turn of 
the nineteenth century.146 While the stuffy interiors of Victorian America seems at first glance an 
unusual point of departure for a study of transience, the home as a symbolic, cultural, and 
physical space stood at the epicenter of Progressive Era norms. As the author and reform 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman argued, “The home is too important a factor in human life to be thus 
left behind in the march of events; its influence is too wide, too deep, too general, for us to 
ignore.”147 For Gilman and her supporters the Victorian home was a space in need of 
reimagining for the improvement of white women’s lives.148 Hobos did not ignore the home, nor 
were they excluded from its racialized construction. They relied on housed populations to 
provide food, shelter, and employment. They also made boxcars as comfortable and as homey as 
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possible. If they lucked upon an empty boxcar with remnant straw hobos fashioned a makeshift 
bed.149 Moreover, given hobos’ lack of a stable housing between jobs and while traveling made 
“home” an even more acute absence in their lives. Like the Victorian home, the boxcar was also 
rooted in a racialized vision of domesticity that obscured the presence of black bodies, given its 
history as an early Jim Crow car.150 
Despite the limitations and travails of a transient existence those on the road strove to 
make the most of their conditions. Drawing on their ephemeral friendships, communications 
networks, and sense of transient mutuality transient laborers, to return to Shah, “sought out and 
created appealing alternatives to and escapes from conventional and traditional domesticity and 
sociality.”151 Thus, freight trains and boxcars in particular became as much of a home as could be 
for those on the move. The boxcar formed the core of most railroad fleets through the mid-
twentieth century.152 Utilitarian and cost-effective, the boxcar was, according to S. T. Crapo, 
general manager of the Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad, “all things considered, the most 
economical vehicle of transportation.”153 Given boxcars’ ability to carry nearly anything, 
railroad officials lamented it was “impossible to figure everything that happens to a box car.”154 
The inability of railroads to know for certain all that went on within their rolling stock was, in 
the case of illicit rail rider, a result of their oscillation between in/visibility. If train crews or 
railroad police did not see or intentionally ignored the presence of hobos, then their occupation 
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of the car was complete. For boxcars were, as hobo-poet Harry Kemp wrote, the, “[h]abitat of 
hoboes, chalked with their marks and scrawls.” More than a possession or simple vehicle, Kemp 
continued, boxcars became “a true-blue pal to dare the ups and downs of the Road with me.”155 
To pass the time in their temporary mobile homes, hobos engaged in common leisure 
activities: reading, singing, and sightseeing. The sociologist Nels Anderson found “the tramp 
employs his leisure to read everything that comes his way.” On the road, Anderson reported, 
hobos “pick up the papers that are thrown from the trains; he reads the cast-off magazines.”156 
Singing also served as a popular leisure activity among transients. Popular and folk songs were 
common, which led hobo songwriters associated with the Industrial Workers of the World to 
meld their own lyrics to well-known tunes. Many were later included in the IWW’s famed red 
songbook, which became a tool for relaxation and community-building on the road.157 Illicit 
mobility itself became a leisure activity. Charles Morgan, a casual laborer from Illinois who went 
west on freights was taken by the sights, according to his diary entry for April 23, 1897. 
“Such a beautiful night as I dangled my feet from the ride. I sit there in the light moon 
light and watched the veiled scenery as we moved along…I enjoy that ride amid hills 
hollows along the missoura River.”158 
 
Echoing Davies’ possession discourse, Jack London interpreted freight hopping and an 
assertion of masculine conquest over both the crew, the train, and the railroad itself. “It is five to 
one, including the engineer and fireman, and the majesty of the law and the might of a great 
corporation are behind them, and I am beating them out.”159 More than a fight against an angry 
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brakeman, London pitted himself against the entirety of industrial capitalism. His defeat of the 
crew is both a symbolic and real defeat of the train (“I have made friends with the engine.”), anti- 
freight-hopping laws, Southern Pacific railroad, and economic system they represented. 160 These 
forces are defeated in London’s telling by cleverness and mobility. Instead of adhering to a 
boxcar’s designated apparatuses for movement, end and side ladders, sill steps, and roof walks, 
London slips into the truss rods and trucks underneath the car where crews will not follow for 
fear of injury or death. London’s rendering of the train as a space of masculine conquest echoes 
patriarchal structuring of Victorian family and domestic norms and the emergence of the home as 
a space deeply tied to American empire.161 
Many transients maintained a close relationship with their homes, as noted above. 
Furthermore, as a matter of survival and to stretch their savings further most transients begged 
for work or food. Transients’ ties to the era’s normative domestic spaces extended beyond letters 
home or knocks at the backdoor. Illicit rail riders produced their own domestic spaces on trains 
as they traveled that were spatially separate but still intimately connected to other constructions 
of home. 
 
Mobility as Democracy; or the “Living Petition” of Coxey’s Commonweal, 1894 
The Commonweal of Christ’s arrival in Washington D.C. on May 1, 1894 was a sight to 
behold. Leading the way into the city was the journalist Nellie Bly. She found the marchers less 
than impressive, “A more woe-begone and hapless-looking lot of men I have never seen and 
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hope never to see again.” From this “deluded band” so “ragged, dusty, sun-burned, weather-
beaten, footsore, they dragged along weakly, two by two” that marched down Pennsylvania 
Avenue Bly pulled aside an unemployed carpenter turned farmer. He told Bly he traveled to 
Washington from Nebraska on the roof of a boxcar and planned to leave the same way should 
their efforts fail.162 For this unnamed hobo and his compatriots their domestic space, the boxcar, 
became a vehicle for political change. 
Reading the Commonweal through the lens of transient mobility compensates for a 
primary difficulty studying transient labor, and transient mobility in particular. Hobos, tramps, 
the unemployed, and poor were historically and are archivally atomized. Their historical abuse 
and erasure are reproduced in the archive where they appear as fleeting entries in arrest ledgers 
or press accounts. Thus, the stories that emerge appear granular and anecdotal. Teasing out a 
critical mass of material as is done throughout this dissertation solves part of the problem, but 
interrogating an event with a density of subjects and corresponding material, like the Industrial 
Armies of April and May 1894 provides more depth and breadth to draw conclusions and 
connections. By critically analyzing the exceptional, the ordinary emerges. 
The Commonweal of Christ was the first nationwide political mobilization of poor, 
unemployed, and transient laborers.163 The movement of the Commonweal and its constituent 
armies in the West dominated headlines in April and May 1894 until the Pullman Strike erupted 
in Chicago. With an enigmatic leadership and reliance on Christian millenarian rhetoric, Jacob 
Coxey’s army has inspired historians to plunge into its voluminous press coverage, along with its 
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leaders’ papers, to debate the Commonweal’s position within wider populist and progressive 
trends of the day and any lessons to be drawn from it.164 While not entirely sidestepping this 
conversation, reading the Commonweal and its Western iterations in particular through the 
transient mobility of the 1870s and 1900s reveals more than a revolutionary vanguard or unusual 
manifestation of populism. Instead, it finds transient and/or unemployed laborers reimaging 
boxcars as mobile soapboxes. Considering the centrality of home to Progressive Era politics, 
both as an idealized space to be emulated and defended as well as the literal space for politicking 
embodied by the William McKinley’s 1896 “front porch” presidential campaign, it is 
understandable why boxcars, the transient laborers’ occasional home, became a politicized 
space.165 Through the Commonweal, transients politicized their illicit rail-riding in a dire effort 
to obtain employment and confront the dehumanizing rhetoric deployed against tramps. 
In the West, Commonwealers raised the ire of railroad executives and governors as they 
hopped freights or commandeered entire trains, but more importantly, fostered an outpouring of 
solidarity between the working-class and unemployed at the height of the depression.166 
Furthermore, by swaddling their movement in religious and patriotic rhetoric, not to mention 
flags, banners, and buttons depicting American heroes carried by participants, the Commonweal 
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aimed to reject claims of idleness, decay, or immorality on the part of the unemployed. The 
Commonweal’s transformation of transient mobility from an illicit practice of the marginalized 
into democracy in action reimagined the possibilities of hobo life, however briefly. In the spring 
of 1894 tramps, hobos, and the unemployed challenged the political and economic order of the 
United States atop, within, and underneath boxcars bound for Washington. 
Led by Jacob Coxey, a populist-minded Ohio businessman, and Carl Browne, a 
showman, silver advocate, and self-identified “Theosophist (of my own thinking),” marchers 
demanded government-sponsored public works programs to end mass unemployment while 
simultaneously improving the nation’s infrastructure. Coxey and Browne met at a free silver 
convention held in conjunction with the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. That winter, 
as the nation slipped deeper into depression, Browne felt moved to help the tens of thousands of 
unemployed men crowding into the city and believed a “petition with boots on” was the ideal 
solution. Coxey agreed. Browne soon telegraphed a proclamation calling for all men to join them 
an “protest against the yoke, at least!”167 Within the month the pair’s plan for a march of the 
unemployed on Washington became a subject of national interest.168 As the 1875 protests by 
transient laborers in Ohio demonstrated, the unemployed were capable of organizing themselves 
by a word-of-mouth communication network. The communication network facilitated by 
transients, or as Samuel Gompers termed it “some mysterious folk-agreement,” drew men to 
Jacob Coxey’s home in Massillon, Ohio.169 Among them was Honoré Jaxon, former secretary to 
Métis leader Louis Riel who later attended the International Brotherhood Welfare Association 
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lecture that erupted into the Hull House Riot of 1915 and fell into the orbit of New York street 
paper, The Bowery News, discussed later on.170 The call to join carried by word of mouth, 
expansive press coverage, and Carl Browne’s proclamation led to the formation of at least a 
dozen armies of unemployed laborers bound for Washington although, the exact number remains 
unclear.171 
Coxey’s plan called for a federal investment of $500,000,000 in paper money for road 
building. Senator John Sherman of Ohio blasted Coxey’s plan as “impossible and 
unconstitutional” and to attempt such massive improvements through paper money “would be far 
worse than to suffer the inconvenience of bad roads.”172 To which Coxey replied, “Then the 
great national road through Ohio and Pennsylvania before the age of railroads was 
unconstitutional.”173 Yet, Coxey’s Good Roads proposal found support among working-class and 
populist circles. The American Federation of Labor and Farmers’ Alliances members both 
endorsed his plan.174  
To bring it about, Coxey and Browne railed unemployed marchers from the disdained 
ranks of tramps. The Indianapolis Journal believed “the professional tramp will not, as a rule, 
join Coxey,” because they preferred doing as they pleased and not adhering “to an idea, however 
absurd,” but the Journal later reported large numbers of tramps joining the Commonweal’s 
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ranks.175 The press frequently referred to the Commonwealers as a “tramp army.” Coxey and his 
organizers aimed to present marchers as unemployed laborers able and willing to work, and not 
as tramps or hoboes. “We want patriots, not bummers,” declared a Commonweal bulletin.176 
Tramps’ presence in the Commonweal was more a matter of gradation and perspective. As an 
indelible part of working-class life at the time many of the marchers had a history of riding the 
rods, or in the case of General Charles Kelly’s Army, traveled part of the way to Washington by 
hoping freights or commandeering entire trains.177 Few, if any self-identified as a tramp and 
those labeled as such understood the term functioned to reframe unemployment within moral 
terms.178 Carl Browne blamed the press for tying the Commonweal so closely to tramps and 
hoboes.179 While Browne and Coxey bristled at the criticism and actively excluded men they 
identified as tramps from their ranks, the march was nevertheless undertaken by and for tramps. 
The shades between the unemployed and tramp were anything but clear. By mobilizing the 
transient unemployed, Coxey and Browne actuated “something more tangible than the theorizing 
of a crank.”180 Carlos Schwantes argued the ultimate success of the Commonweal lay in it 
educating the nation about the plight of the unemployed, but for most, particularly the working-
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class, unemployment and transience were frequent conditions.181 Echoing this, Jerry Proust 
found, “Coxey turned the spotlight on the human casualties of capitalism,” in particular those 
struggling with “the transient jobs environment of a new industrial economy.”182  
In his account of Kelly’s Army’s movement across Iowa, a Coxey sympathizer 
considered it an event on par with establishment of Oliver Cromwell’s Commonwealth and the 
disillusionment of the British monarchy.183 Although the Coxey and the Commonweal proved 
less influential than Cromwell and the Commonwealth, they nevertheless reshaped the debate 
about poverty, unemployment, and industrial capital at the end of the nineteenth century. By 
putting the poor on foot en masse Coxey and his associated armies made all the more visible the 
conditions of the nation’s unemployed. Unlike journalistic exposes which provided 
sensationalized descriptions of poverty and homelessness during the depression, like William T. 
Stead’s If Christ Came to Chicago, the Commonweal was unprecedented and unyielding. For 
those along the route of the dozen or more armies, the presence of hundreds of hungry, 
unemployed men magnified the depression’s scale and connected them to other communities 
supporting marchers. By rendering Coxey’s theories visible in the footfalls and boxcar rides of 
the Commonweal, the Industrial Armies, however briefly, legitimated the concerns of the 
transient unemployed and brought their voice to the steps of Congress.184 
To its working-class supporters, the Commonweal’s journey represented a living 
embodiment of American democracy. Coxey’s Army and those that followed, including Kelly, 
were a “living petition,” whose right to assemble and advocate their government was a sacred 
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right, argued the Peoria, Illinois Knights of Labor assembly.185 Described elsewhere as a 
“petition in boots,” the Commonweal pushed the limits of popular protest in the United States 
during the 1890s.186 Dissent took varied forms during the 1880s and 1890s. Mass meetings, 
marches, protests, and strikes were common in growing urban environs, seen for example by the 
rise of Chicago as a center of radical politics, but national actions like the 1888 Burlington Strike 
also radiated into small communities like McCook, Nebraska or Pacific Junction and Ottumwa, 
Iowa.187 On an even smaller scale, debating societies animated middle-class men, while soapbox 
dissenters barked from urban street corners to any and all passing by.188 Yet, the Industrial 
Armies offered a different model. Like national strikes, it relied on loosely connected local 
actions under the umbrella of a larger organization and/or goal, but unlike national strikes or 
political movements, the Commonweal moved. By moving toward and more importantly, 
arriving in Washington, the marchers “proved they were not lazy or unemployable tramps,” 
notes Sean Luechtefeld, but “political agents, primed to make a persuasive argument…for 
unprecedented economic reform.”189 For Coxey’s marchers and the boxcar-bound petitioners that 
followed hoped to go, “on to Washington to move Congress to pass their bills,” reported an 
undercover Secret Service agent within its ranks.190 The presence of Secret Service agents and 
calls by railroad executives for military action against the “hapless-looking” men reveal the 
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dangers of democracy in the Progressive Era.191  
It generated significant public debate and members took it upon themselves to share 
Coxey’s vision of America, but the need to feed, house, and move these men posed unique 
challenges. The Journal of the Knights of Labor recognized the subject of Coxey’s critics, 
“While all the papers are pooh-poohing the Coxey roads movement…it is noticeable that there is 
an underlying vein of fear in their comments.”192 The possibility of violence was well within the 
national imagination; two presidential assassinations and the Paris Commune remained in the 
public memory. As Carlos Schwantes’ suggests “nothing since the Civil War aroused such 
curiosity and fear” as the Industrial Armies.193 That fear, coupled with the Commonweal’s 
preference for rail-travel in the West, spurred confrontations between marchers and the state. 
Given the distance, terrain, and need to catch up with Coxey’s marchers, the Western 
armies sought transportation from railroads with varying success. Most railroads’ established 
disregard for illicit rail riding made the prospect of unemployed men borrowing trains with 
corporate approval too much for their management. Thus, industrial armies frequently stole 
entire trainsets to facilitate their trip. In Western Kansas, U.S. marshals and soldiers from Ft. 
Leavenworth detained a contingent of 450 men led by J. S. Sanders that had commandeered a 
Missouri Pacific train in Colorado.194 Another Colorado contingent led by Henry Bennett turned 
to their most articulate member, Mary Jones (not yet known by her sobriquet Mother Jones), to 
boost morale with rousing speeches as the men made their way east.195 Marchers from Butte, 
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Montana suffered a fate similar to Sanders’ party. A center of the mining industry and trade 
unionism where the Western Federation of Miners was founded in May 1893, Butte was hit hard 
by the Panic of 1893 and the depression that followed. Five hundred men in Butte, Montana 
initially tried to take a Northern Pacific train and the railroad responded with a federal injunction 
against further attempts to hijack trains. Undeterred, unemployed railroaders among the group 
broke into Butte’s Northern Pacific roundhouse, fired up a locomotive, assembled a train, and 
steamed east before dawn broke.196 
 Support for the army’s movements filtered into editorial columns nationwide. A rural 
Nebraska paper rejected those who denigrated the Commonweal and demanded the public 
support their aims. 
“These men are not tramps nor vagrants, but law-abiding people with nothing to do, 
seeking the only remedy that suggests itself, and as such are entitled to the sympathy of 
the public and the helping hand of every man and women professing the creed of 
humanity.”197 
 
Yet, the movement of Kelly’s Army across Nebraska solicited strong condemnation from Iowa’s 
government and railroad corporations. Angered by the Union Pacific’s decision to bring the train 
into Council Bluffs and not Omaha, Governor Frank Jackson of Iowa rushed to the city and 
ordered up seven militia units to maintain order.198 Not only was Council Bluffs responsible for 
housing and feeding the marchers, but curiosity seekers poured in from across the river to gawk 
at “a spectacle,” the Nonpareil wished “will never be again witnessed in the history of our 
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country.”199 Unamused by the crowd’s coming across the river as well as Omaha labor 
organizations efforts to hold demonstrations in Council Bluffs, the Nonpareil offered a simple 
message to Omahans, “Stay At Home”200 
After four days camped on the outskirts of the city at the Chautauqua grounds and with 
railroads refusing to carry them east, Kelly and his compatriots set out on foot.201 Among the 
marchers was Jack London, then just a shoeless 18-year-old hobo from Oakland.202 In his diary 
he records “inthusiastic [sic] crowds on foot, on horses & in double rigs” turning out in every 
town along the way.203 
Back in Omaha, a mass of Kelly’s supporters led by a group of women swarmed an 
arriving three-car Union Pacific passenger train. A Knights of Labor organizer and engineer’s 
son (and engineer himself) hopped aboard and steamed the train toward the Army’s camp near 
Weston. When the stolen train arrived, Kelly declined its use. The Army now measured between 
1,500 and 1,900 men, too many for the pilfered train, so they walked on.204 Commissioner W. E. 
O’Bleness of Iowa’s Bureau of Labor Statistics and his clerk dressed like tramp printers and 
joined Kelly’s Marchers to ascertain the aims of what the Governor and his supporters in the 
press labeled “invaders.” Instead O’Bleness found over a thousand men truly committed to their 
cause and who “believed that good would result from the movement.” Moreover, he found the 
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vast majority were unemployed and “could not be properly classed as tramps and vagrants as 
those terms are generally understood.”205 O’Bleness witnessed the reality that unionized laborers 
in Council Bluffs and Omaha saw, that the marchers were earnest in their desire for a solution to 
the nation’s unemployment crisis and took to the rails as the only form of protest available to 
them.  
 The Omaha-Council Bluffs’ episode speaks to the overlooked support of Kelly’s March 
and the larger Commonweal by the Knights of Labor. Most historical accounts of the spectacular 
rise and fall of this early labor union note their decreasing numbers and increasing irrelevancy 
after the Haymarket Affair of 1886.206 While their solidarity with the Commonweal does not 
show the Knights were headed toward a restoration of their influence, it does suggest their effort 
to rebuild themselves by organizing farmers and rural laborers found mild success, particularly in 
Iowa.207 In Iowa the Knights of Labor became the most vocal working-class defenders of Kelly’s 
Army. 
Kelly’s Army was a natural reaction to “our vicious system,” argued another Council 
Bluffs Knight. Railroads’ refusal to carry these men over the Missouri River on their 
“pilgrimages to Washington” because they were “tramps and paupers” ignored economic reality. 
[T]he population of the country is composed of men who are, under our present system, either 
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objects of charity at work or paupers out a job.” The only solution then, was emulate Kelly and 
“Agitate! Educate! Organize!”208  
Council Bluffs’ Knights assembly was “indignant” at the city and state’s response to the 
marchers. A resolution passed after Kelly and company left railed against Governor Frank 
Jackson and Pottawattamie County Sherriff John T. Hazen’s actions to “terrorize the said body 
of pilgrims” at the behest of the railroads. By refusing transport across the river and shelter, 
during one of the worst storms of the year, the state “plac[ed] their lives in jeopardy,” rejected 
“all the customs and traditions of mankind…since the earliest dawn of civilization” that 
demanded hospitality for the poor, and “dishonored our State.”209 Petitions poured into Congress 
from communities and Knights of Labor assemblies across the nation decrying the treatment of 
armies as they traveled, demanding Congress welcome the marchers and do all they could to 
protect marchers’ right of petition.210 
The passage of Kelly’s Army across the state may have ameliorated the attitude of 
working-class Iowans to plight of tramps and transient laborers but did not change the 
perspective of those in power. An 1896 editorial titled “The Tramp Nuisance,” the Davenport 
Leader lamented the seasonal tramp troubles. “As spring approaches, so do the tramps and the 
wandering Willie’s come more and more often, in constantly increasing numbers. They besiege 
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us by the front and back doors and no feeling of security or freedom from vexation or plundering 
can be entertained.” Unnamed Davenport leaders recommend building a stone yard and using 
chain gangs to force tramps and hobos to work. The Davenport Leader enthusiastically endorsed 
the plans.211 
New leaders emerged to take Coxey’s mantle in the coming decades, but none proved 
more energetic than James Eads How, founder of the International Brotherhood Welfare 
Association who is discussed further in Chapters 3 and 4. Coxey was a frequent speaker at 
IBWA events and lectured at its Hobo College.212 Evidence suggests How and Coxey planned, 
but did not undertake, a march of the unemployed on Washington, D.C. in April 1914.213 
Coxey’s continued relevance in some hobo circles speaks to the lasting power of his march and 
the impact it had on transient political mobilization. 
The Commonweal transformed transient politics. It realized the organization of 
unemployed and transient men on an unprecedented scale. The marchers’ moves confronted 
many Americans with the suffering of industrialization and reality of mass unemployment. Most 
importantly, it reimagined the possibilities of mass protest and the politics of mass movement, in 
the strictest sense. The Commonweal’s illicit mobility made the boxcar a political platform. 
Working-class men demanded a right to this political platform, evidenced by the high-jacking of 
trains by Industrial Armies in the West. No subsequent boxcar-based political movement ever 
reached the Commonweal’s scale in the United States, but its rendering of the boxcar as political 
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space was continued by the IWW’s delegates in the 1910s and 1920s.214 Illicitly riding a boxcar 
carried new meanings after Coxey’s March. In Iowa, eight years after General Kelly’s contingent 
of the Commonweal passed through, a hobo took a railroad to court to defend his right to hop a 
train. 
 
The Right to Hop Freights: Johnson v. Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha 
Railway, 1902-1904 
Despite the hobos’ negative public perception and near-constant state of criminality 
under vagrancy and anti-tramp statutes, Iowa’s hobos found a surprising advocate in the Iowa 
Supreme Court. In 1902 and again in 1904, a hobo named Joseph Johnson appeared before the 
court while seeking damages from the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway.215 
Both cases came up on appeal from the Woodbury County District Court in Sioux City. When 
Johnson v. Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway reached the Iowa Supreme Court 
in 1902, the justices ordered a retrial, prompting its return in 1904.216 
Both parties agreed on the facts of the matter. On October 26, 1898, a wheat harvester 
named Joseph Johnson illegally hopped aboard a Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha 
freight train bound for Sioux City in Dakota City, Nebraska. Johnson did not have a ticket and 
clung to the outside ladder of a boxcar for the short ride into South Sioux City. An unnamed 
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brakeman ordered Johnson off, but as it pulled out for Sioux City he jumped back on. Again, a 
brakeman ordered him off and Johnson complied only to once again hop on the boxcar ladder 
when the brakeman left. Now as the train began picking up speed (estimated at 10-15 miles per 
hour) Johnson clung to the top of the boxcar’s ladder. Then the brakeman reappeared and 
demanded Johnson pay or get off.217 How Johnson responded is not recorded, but the brakeman 
began stomping on his fingers. As he scurried down the ladder the brakeman followed and 
kicked Johnson’s head and neck hard enough for him to fall. Johnson’s foot was crushed beneath 
the boxcar’s wheels and later amputated.218 
How railroads worked to “lawfully protect their trains from the invasion of tramps” was 
the central question of the case, according to the CSt.PM&O’s lawyers. Railroads had a right to 
protect their right of way, rolling stock as well as the transported goods under their care from 
trespassers. Moreover, it was not solely a matter of freight commerce, but spoke to “the safety 
and well being of the whole traveling public… for all are vitally interested in the safety and 
promptness of the carrying service.”219 Taking away a railroad’s ability to remove trespassers 
undermined the integrity of their systems and would drive customers away. While courts found 
this line of argumentation compelling, it did not supersede the injured hobo’s claims. 
In their 1902 opinion, the Supreme Court readily admitted Johnson was an “impudent and 
exasperating trespasser” but this in no way justified the railroad’s attempt to cause bodily harm 
and/or death. Railroads had every right to remove trespassers from their freight and passenger 
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trains but, could not inflict unnecessary violence or deliberately expose illicit riders to 
unreasonable harm or injury. Moreover, while the brakeman was negligent, the railroad was 
liable for the hobo’s safety. The justices made clear that by no means were railroads tasked with 
improving the safety of their trains for the benefit of hobos. Hobos took their lives in their own 
hands when they illegally hopped a train, but once they were aboard they succeeded in their 
trespass. Any action to remove a hobo afterwards became an act of eviction during which bodily 
harm or death was a far too severe punishment. Thus, the Iowa Supreme Court ruled in its 1902 
decision in Johnson’s favor, overturning the district court’s ruling in the railroad’s favor and 
ordering a retrial before a jury.220 
When Johnson v. Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railway returned to the 
Supreme Court in 1904, the railroad hoped to overturn the district court’s decision in Johnson’s 
favor. After the failure of the first trial, the CSt.PM&O’s lawyers tried a new line of argument 
focused on the proliferation and danger of hobos during the harvest. When Johnson was injured, 
“a large number of persons commonly known as tramps or hobos, were accustomed to trespass 
upon the freight trains,” so much so that “[hobos] were accustomed to enter upon and leave said 
trains while the same were moving rapidly” and hop off just as quickly when ordered by train 
crews. In other words, the railroad could not be liable for Johnson’s injuries because hobos were 
both so common and so skilled at hopping freights that his injuries were actually the result of his 
failure to act in accordance with standard hobo procedure. Here the railroad tacitly 
acknowledged their lack of control over their own trains. Freight hopping was so widespread it 
had its own set of best practices and tactics which Johnson should have known prior to jumping 
their train. Upon seeing Johnson’s appearance, the brakeman rationally assumed he was “one of 
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the class of persons commonly known as tramps or hobos, and that he could with safety get upon 
and alight from the sides of box cars” on trains going much faster than the train they were riding. 
The court found these arguments immaterial, for the actions and appearances of other hobos was 
not justification enough for the brakemen’s violent eviction. Ultimately, the court affirmed the 
district court’s decision in support of Johnson.221 
Joseph Johnson’s six-year legal fight against the CSt.PM&O was not the typical avenue 
for hobos seeking justice. Most hobos battled train crews and railroad bulls, licked their wounds 
in rail-side campsites and rode out on the next freight. This makes Johnson’s case unusual but 
not unprecedented, as there was a small body of case law on hobos and railroad liability 
frequently turned to in his trials. Although it established a railroad’s legal liability for injuring 
and killing hobos, the onus for enforcement remained squarely with illicit rail riders. Rough 
working conditions, poor pay, and frequent bouts of unemployment, not to mention the 
possibility of a vagrancy arrest dangling overhead, left hobos with few resources to support a 
multi-year legal effort.222 
  
Conclusion 
Hobos used illicit rail-riding to claim their place within society. To ensure some success 
in this endeavor hobos constructed their own social landscape around shared needs: survival, 
mobility, knowledge, community, leisure, and politics. These practices created places for hobos 
to maintain their needs and establish a sense of home. Within their spaces a hobo world of love 
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and ritual emerged with its own dynamic set of cultural and social markers.223 Interrogating the 
processes hobos used to undercut their homelessness alongside overlapping domestic norms 
reveals the contested terrain of space, place, and the meaning of home in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. No matter the tactic deployed by transient rail raiders, the railroads 
themselves considered them “a source of annoyance.”224 Hobos mobilized that annoyance into 
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Figure 1.1: Riding to Freedom 
 
Source: William Still, The Underground Railroad (Philadelphia: Porter & Coates, Publishers, 1872), 107. 
Figure 1.2: Riding the Rods 
Source: Jack London, The Road (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1907), 24. 
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Figure 1.3: Railroad Trespassing Casualties (1888-1909) 
 
Source: Second Annual Report on the Statistics of Railways in the United States to the Interstate Commerce 
Commission for the Year Ending June 30, 1889 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1890), 36-37; Third 
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CHAPTER 2: “SHE WENT 14,000 MILES AS A BOY”: TRANSIENT 
TRANSGRESSIONS AND THE QUEER LIVES OF HOBO GIRLS, 1870s-1930s 
 Rover was bound for the warmer weather of St. Augustine, Florida when he ran into 
trouble in Nashville in 1913. He spent Christmas Eve in jail. During two months of hoboing he 
traveled across Ontario, visited Montreal, saw all Cincinnati had to offer, worked in a rock 
foundry in Toledo, as a miller in Cleveland, and was arrested in Chattanooga. In Nashville, 
Rover was charged with disorderly conduct after chatting with a pair of deputy sheriffs’ 
downtown. His booking sheet read, alias: Rover, name: Ethel Smith. A strand of brown hair had 
aroused a deputy’s suspicions and he promptly arrested the hobo. Rover’s “breezy male attire,” 
and “forceful” manner of speaking was his disordered conduct. Rover was a “hobo girl,” a 
transient woman in men’s attire that, “would fool the most experienced,” noted the Nashville 
Tennessean, “[t]he only betraying part of her make-up is her rosy checks and slender neck. Her 
hands are unmistakable [sic] those of the laborer.”225 Thousands of transients like Rover took to 
the road from hoboing’s earliest days in the 1870s through the Great Depression. Popularly 
known as hobo girls, these queer transients made a place among other hobos, troubled gender 
norms, and found freedom riding the rails as men. 
Typically framed by the press and courts as females in male attire, so-called hobo girls 
adopted masculine personas, monikers, and the traits of laboring men to seek employment, 
adventure, or safety in being themselves.226 Like hobos more broadly, these gender variant 
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transients left only traces of their lives in newspapers and the memories of other hobos. Yet, 
when arrested and brought before the court their personal account and appearance became 
objects of speculation and spectacle in the local press. Reading into and against press accounts of 
gender non-conforming hobos alongside the available archival material reveals the complexities 
of this discordant population of queer transients. 
This chapter expands on the mobility, community, and domestic practices analyzed in the 
previous chapter to directly engage with the lived experiences of gender non-conforming hobos. 
As Chapter One argued, male transient workers manifested their own social networks built 
around exchanges of knowledge, information, resources, and intimacies. These connections and 
exchanges helped workers survive and fostered a piecemeal sense of domesticity. Maintained by 
illicit rail-riding, transient community became a source of political power, exemplified by the 
Commonweal in 1894. This chapter troubles the notion of transience as an exclusively 
homosocial condition by foregrounding hobo girls. These queer hobos’ multi-faceted spatial and 
social transgressions destabilized the gender, social, and legal norms of the era, which they 
rebuilt in their own image through illicit mobility. Living as men served as a liberative 
experience for some, but for others it was a protective measure to stave off physical and sexual 
violence. Hobo girls could be men, but they could not be women. Hobo girls adopted a 
precarious, dangerous, and ostracized way of life certainly, and their identity was tacitly accepted 
by most hobos, but the communal expectations that all transients were men proved limiting to 
some. Chapter Two expands on the social landscape of Chapter One and highlights both the 
liberative capabilities and violent tendencies of illicit mobility and community. It also suggests 
that gender expression at the turn of the century was contingent on mobility, as well as class, 
race, and sexuality. This contention raises questions not only about hobos, but the reification of 
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gender binaries across class boundaries in the Progressive Era. 
The mobility of gender variant hobos and tramps created multiple “transient 
transgressions,” which I define as the processes and motions of transient bodies across 
geographic boundaries as well as social, sexual, and gender landscapes. City officials saw 
transients as a problem requiring regulation, but largely considered them common nuisances with 
limited harm. Transients, like prostitutes, cross-dressers, and the disabled, functioned as 
“problem bodies,” according to Clare Sears. These were nonnormative figures with “an annoying 
but ordinary presence in city space” targeted for regulation and control by municipal 
governments.227 Where transients differ from other problem bodies is their innate mobility, a 
condition that raised the ire of city officials unable to completely regulate bodies slipping past 
city limits. When hobo girls came into contact with anyone tied to the municipal order, from 
police officers, to journalists, or doctors and nurses, they underwent various processes like 
arrests, warnings, or interviews, to detain and define them in the eyes of the municipal order. 
These processes served to contain their disruption and redefine them in the terms of the 
municipal order. 
Non-male transients are mentioned briefly in many histories of hobos and transient labor 
in the United States, but remain peripheral in these histories. More often than not these figures 
are read into a female/male binary that erases their presence and reifies an ahistorical framing of 
gender and gender transgression.228 For example, Carroll Smith-Rosenberg noted a number of 
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cases of poor men being identified as women after vagrancy arrests and incarceration, but marks 
them as “lesbian cases” where “the women were both transvestites and poor.”229 Other scholars 
relied on the most readily available source for a non-male hobo’s perspective, “Boxcar Bertha” 
Thompson’s 1937 memoir, Sister of the Road: The Autobiography of Box-Car Bertha. 
Thompson herself did not write the book, but told her story to Ben Reitman, the former organizer 
of Chicago’s Hobo College.230 Thompson and Reitman’s book was one of only a handful of 
hoboing books by a woman and was considered, despite Reitman’s reputation as an attention 
seeker, the best of the genre.231 The veracity of Thompson’s text is no longer accepted. Joanne 
Hall’s extensive analysis of the manuscript and Reitman’s archive found Sister of the Road was a 
fictional narrative written by Reitman.232 According to an early draft Reitman planned to craft 
“exciting adventures” and “narrow escapes” for his heroine. “Plenty of sociology information 
can be woven into [the] story,” wrote Reitman.233 Before Reitman was recognized as the sole 
author of Sister of the Road, it found a new audience alongside other overlooked or forgotten 
queer texts in the 1970s.234 
In the mid-to-late 1970s the lesbian authors and organizers found historical and thematic 
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inspiration in the travels of queer hobos. Historical research into their lives was at the heart of 
these efforts. Boxcar, a short-lived San Francisco-based publication of the Women’s Itinerant 
Hobos’ Union included poetry, science fiction, and photographs by local lesbians alongside 
repurposed Progressive-era illustrations of hobos.235 Boxcar used the symbolic hobo, a figure 
regarded as a perpetual outsider by society at large, to serve as a representation of lesbian life in 
the city. The use of hobos as a historic rhyme to queer concerns in the 1970s was not limited to 
their symbolic weight. Hobos’ history also mattered. Historian J. R. Roberts published a 
thoroughly researched account of transient subjects she grouped together as “lesbian hoboes” in 
Dyke Quarterly in 1977 that opens with Reitman’s Sister of the Road.236 The year prior Roberts 
also published an interview with Gabrielle l’Autre (nom de plume of Margaret Porter), a poet and 
translator who rode the rails during the Great Depression.237 The attention given to these hobos 
by lesbian authors and activists during the 1970s maintained the queerness at heart of these 
hobo’s history that was overlooked and erased by later academic historians. 
Recent scholarship has incorporated gender studies methods to better flesh out these 
historical lives, but the limitations of the archive and reliance on binary readings of gender have 
limited their reach. In his history of tramps in the United States, the geographer Tim Creswell 
locates the presence of gender non-conforming hobos. Creswell argues these figures are engaged 
in “gender treachery” against gender norms at the turn of the century. The discovery of female 
tramps in men’s clothing produced a “categorization crisis” which prompted journalists, law 
enforcement officials, and medical experts to label these figures prostitutes, lesbians, and all-
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around criminal deviants.238 Framing the transgressions of gender norms by these hobos as 
“treachery” may convey the feeling of betrayal felt by authorities, but leaves no room for the 
feelings of the hobos themselves. Heather Tapley draws on Creswell’s analysis to argue women 
were intentionally excluded from dominant definitions of hobo because their primary form of 
casual labor open to them (sex work) and female masculinity challenged the male-dominated 
hierarchy of the hobo community. This exclusion was adopted by contemporaneous sociological, 
historical, and literary accounts of hobos written by men.239 Creswell and Tapley identify the 
transgression of gender norms as the central historical tension embodied by gender non-
conforming hobos. But as neither locate the voices of these subjects, the intention and meaning 
of these transgressions remain in the interpretive hands of the judges, sociologists, and male 
hobos. 
A growing historical subfield focusing on trans, queer, and non-normative subjects in the 
United States moves away from these approaches towards others that more successfully access 
the perspectives of gender non-conforming hobos themselves. Transgender history provides a 
historiographical and methodological frame for approaching these figures. Moreover, it 
underscores the need for complexity, nuance, and empathy for the subjects at hand. As Genny 
Beemyn makes clear, reading historical figures who troubled their era’s gender norms as 
transgender is anachronistic.240 Drawing primarily on cultural historical methods, transgender 
history’s work in the early 1990s emphasized identity as the primary point of inquiry but recent 
scholarship turned away from these questions, instead reading gender and sexuality as expansive 
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conflicting categories incapable of being flattened into particular identity constructions.241 These 
shifts are reflected in this chapter. The hobos discussed below lived prior to the articulation of 
transgender as an identity, thus I refer to them as gender non-conforming, gender variant, or 
(with some hesitance) as trans men if it is evident from the historical record that they identified 
as men. Additionally, preference is given to hobos’ male names, if known, to respect their self-
identification. Although transgender is an anachronistic category for these gender non-
conforming hobos, their struggle to live as they wanted is not divorced from the on-going 
struggle of transgender, genderqueer, gender variant, and gender non-conforming folks.242 The 
recent focus on rural locales in queer history also helps us to refocus attention on the spatial 
mobility of non-conforming hobos as central to their constructions of non-normative gender 
identity. Queer orientations in historical methods, applied to a new understanding of “hobo 
girls,” thus complement the broader aim of this study to foreground the significance of mobility 
in shaping hobo life and culture. 
The early histories of gay and lesbian life that emerged in the 1980s and early 1990s 
emphasized an urban exceptionalism thesis which argued urbanization and its associated forces 
fostered new spaces for intimacy and contact among men in the mid through late nineteenth 
century, which in turn spurred new identities and cultures built on same-sex intimacies.243 John 
D’Emillio argued that urbanization as well as the proliferation of industrialization and wage 
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labor made this possible.244 In these early histories historians and community activists frequently 
came upon press accounts of what they termed “passing women,” or women who adopted men’s 
clothing and personas.245 Jonathan Katz pieced together historical accounts from the late 
eighteenth through early twentieth century of “passing women.” These accounts, Katz argues, 
reveal the historical contingency of “masculinity” and “femininity,” and the limitations of 
language to describe the lives of “real women who refused to accept the traditional, socially 
assigned fate of their sex.” Importantly, Katz located both urban and rural sources.246 Although 
still considered a novelty in some quarters, gender variance and cross-dressing were popular 
among urban middle-and upper-class theatre audiences in the early nineteenth-century. Actresses 
frequently donned male clothing and performed as male characters. But their popularity waned 
as the century progressed leaving a handful of foreign actresses performing as men in the early 
decades of the twentieth-century.247 Cross-dressing was common enough that its criminalization 
in cities picked up after the Civil War.248  
The shift away from urban-centered studies of queer history in the United States has 
uncovered forgotten histories and made a shift away from exceptional figures towards common 
figures.249 What’s remarkable, as Peter Boag notes in his study of cross-dressing in the West, is 
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the ubiquity of nonnormative and queer figures within geographies and eras where historians 
assumed they lacked visibility or large numbers.250 Or, as Emily Skidmore notes, “our nation’s 
past is far queerer than is generally discussed and that queer history penetrates beyond the coasts 
and into the nation’s interior.”251 
Among the most visible queer populations highlighted in this move into new spaces of 
inquiry are hobos and tramps, as Colin Johnson and Margot Canaday demonstrated.252 Both 
found that rural areas fostered same-sex intimacies and desires within transient, hobo, and 
migratory labor communities, so much so that the public understood it to be a central part of 
transient lifestyles from the 1890s through 1930s. While neither speak directly of the hobos at 
hand, they do identify the queerness undergirding hobo culture at large. Hoboing challenged 
gender, social, and sexual norms by organizing and promoting a way of life well beyond the 
confines of settled, respectable society. In a lifestyle built around movement personal and sexual 
relationships were intense, fleeting, and often anonymous. This anonymity extended to all 
aspects of hobo life, as many adopted monikers or reinvented new personas on the road. Hoboing 
allowed for reinvention and reimagining of the self, and as a result drew in people who felt out of 
place elsewhere.  
Transience, and hoboing in particular, is a form of queer mobility. Hoboing emerged 
alongside early discourses about sexual inversion and homosexuality. As Bethany Schneider 
points out, “To be a hobo is to be a noncitizen of either canon or nation; it is to be adrift, to be 
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coming and going.”253 A hobo’s mobility is more than a simultaneous geographic “coming and 
going,” but speaks to the mobility of gender and sexuality and the tensions within urban and 
rural constructions of them. It also points to the instability of their domestic practices. Unsettled 
from the normative home, hobos relied on a culture of exchange, mutuality, and comradery to 
build and rebuild a sense of home and community. Moreover, it suggests the surveillance 
networks deployed against hobos in urban spaces, including private detectives, labor spies, and 
nightly patrols of rail yards by railroad police or “bulls” in hobo slang, regendered these hobos 
with whom they came into contact. Thus men on the road became women in the city. These 
tensions around gender, sexuality, mobility, and identity are critical for this study and all future 
studies of hobos going forward. 
The limits of traditional archival holdings have hindered generations of scholars of 
marginalized subjects. Early trans historians relied on newspapers and oral histories.254 Emphasis 
on these sources has not changed, but the proliferation of digitized newspapers provides an 
unprecedented wealth of information for scholars of mobile, queer, and marginalized subjects not 
documented elsewhere.255 As a result, broader studies are now possible; as Emily Skidmore 
found in her study of trans men, historians are no longer restricted by time and microfilm to a 
single city or periodical.256 This chapter draws on newspapers, literature, film, and archival 
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material when available to interpret stories of gender non-conforming hobos. 
 As rail-riding tramps emerged in the Civil War’s aftermath, a small, but slowly growing 
number of accounts of gender variant tramps began appearing in local and regional papers. In 
these early accounts the detained tramps are treated as singular deviants and not indicative of any 
wider population. This chapter uses such accounts to identify the most commonly documented 
aspects of gender variant hobo accounts, their movement into urban space and their bodies and 
then unpack from these narrative patters the larger tensions about gender and mobility these 
figures represented. It concludes by bringing the history of these figures through the Great 
Depression and their presence in popular media. 
 
Early Riders and New Women, 1870s-1910s 
As described in Chapter One, railroads radically altered United States society during the 
last half of the nineteenth century. The collapse of their stock triggered national economic 
downturns, their construction facilitated further white settlement and resource extraction in the 
Middle West and West, and they allowed growing numbers of peoples to travel for leisure, work, 
and adventure.257 The expansion of railroads and rail travel disrupted social norms, which in 
turn, positioned boxcars and illicit rail mobility as vehicles for transgressive renderings of 
gender. Within the confines of the boxcar the heteronormative gender binary blurred. This was 
particularly acute for poor and working-class women who rode the rails illicitly during the 1870s 
and 1880s. Their class position made their movement sharper. Local authorities noticed when 
poor women passed through town and frequently worked in collaboration with law enforcement 
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to dissuade these women from staying. Communities feared these transient women would settle 
and become public charges or worse, prostitutes. The mass implementation of vagrancy statutes 
across the nation after the Civil War provided legal justification for moving transients along and 
these laws were often deployed in concert with other nuisance ordinances to police poor and 
non-normative subjects. It is no surprise that anti-cross-dressing ordinances emerged in tandem 
with vagrancy statutes.258 As Jack Halberstam argues “the momentous negotiations about gender 
that took place at and around the turn of the century…produced particular forms of femininity 
and masculinity and clearly showed that femininity was not wed to femaleness and masculinity 
was certainly not bound to maleness.”259 Lawmakers responded to these dislocations of gender, 
sexuality, and poor bodies with a flurry of statutes designed to curtail their presence in public 
spaces and ability to move freely. 
Although women were increasingly turning to rail travel to visit family, friends, or see 
more of the country, those without means of support or evident family connections were 
unwelcome. New and faster forms of mobility were privileged forms of travel. The story of  
Mary Cotts, a “female tramp” according to the Cheyenne Daily Leader, who reportedly threw 
herself in front of Union Pacific trains on multiple occasions between 1877 and 1878, hints at 
these tensions. A Mississippi native, Cott claimed a man named Morris kidnapped her child and 
set off for San Francisco. Cott pursued the pair, but unable to locate them in California, turned 
east and stopped “at every point where she thought she could obtain the slightest cue [sic].” At 
each stop she told her tale and collected enough money from local charities to move on. Cott 
died jumping from a train in Leavenworth, Kansas. Unlike in Cheyenne, where the county 
commissioners found themselves moved by her story and offered support for her journey, the 
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Leavenworth authorities considered her lost child a “well calculated” lie meant “to rouse the 
sympathies of every one.”260 Women on the road, particularly single women, were highly suspect 
in the 1870s and 1880s. Accounts of female or gender-variant rail-riders are scarce in the 1870s, 
but do appear more frequently in the 1880s. As Emily Skidmore has convincingly argued the 
1870s and 1880s were not, contrary to the standard historiography, an era of remarkable shifts in 
national discourses of gender and sexuality. Despite emergent sexology studies on the 
homo/heterosexual binary, attitudes on the ground varied widely and show how out of sync the 
sexology work of the time was from national and local realities.261   
 The accounts of tramp women that appear in the 1870s are framed as localized exceptions 
and not symptoms of larger populations or shifts in gender norms. For example, an 1879 
newspaper account from Mt. Vernon, Illinois dispatched to the Cincinnati Enquirer underscores 
the local inflection of gender-variant transient encounters from this period. After Cora Woodruff 
was arrested (likely for vagrancy, but the crime is not specified), charged, and imprisoned when 
she and her companion, John A. Zeber, were unable to pay their fine she recounted her life to the 
press. The reporter prefaces her story as an example of “what depths [a] woman will sometimes 
descend,” but notes it is nevertheless “remarkable.” When asked to account of their adoption of 
men’s clothing, Woodruff claimed it allowed her to “get on better in the world.”262 From this 
account Woodruff’s self-identification is at best, unclear, but the report suggests another factor in 
the adoption of masculine attire by transients: survival. Traveling as a man minimized the threat 
of sexual violence by men and allowed gender variant transients to comport to the masculine 
appearance of most tramps. 
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 By the following decade, the rise in the number of gender non-conforming hobos seemed 
to parallel growing national conversation over the role of women in society. Anxieties over 
transient’s mobility, idleness, criminality, and the sexual deviancy joined similar fears over the 
unprecedented numbers of women moving to cities and entering the male-dominated labor force. 
The “New Woman” epitomized these tensions and press accounts of hobos from this era 
frequently drew on New Woman imagery to map their transgression on an established narrative.  
The fight for suffrage led by New Women and their entrance into the male political domain 
raised further concerns about the masculinization of women.263 These hobos were New Woman 
from the bottom up. Like their middle-or upper-class compatriots they donned pants and more 
masculine attire, troubled the supposedly stable foundations of the heteronormative home, 
engaged in a greater range of mobility practices through rail travel, and sought sustained 
employment as a wage-earners. 
Untold numbers of women ventured to the city alone and found themselves disconnected 
from the family life that dominated and shaped social norms in the early nineteenth century. 
Sexual mores loosened as men and women with money to spend filled theatres, dancehalls, and 
brand-new cinemas. Older forms of courtship evaporated as women began dating without 
parental supervision or approval as well as “treating,” or exchanging sexual favors for nights out 
and gifts from men. Reformers and municipal authorities often rebuked laboring women’s sexual 
practices and the work of prostitutes with the same breath.264 Hobo girls played on these 
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concerns because their masculine appearance, mobility, and employment in migrant and manual 
labor areas reserved for men stoked the fears of many that women were leaving home, 
abandoning the family, taking liberties with their sexuality, and stealing jobs from able-bodied 
men. 
Sherwood Anderson evoked these tensions in Winesburg, Ohio where the protagonist’s 
“restless” mother, Elizabeth Willard, “startled the town by putting on men’s clothes and riding a 
bicycle down Main Street” when she was a young woman. Anderson’s short story collection is 
infused with the anxiety of mobility, particularly the story “Queer,” which ends with a flight 
from town via a freight train.265 Anderson’s evocation of mobility and transgression was drawn 
from the experiences of his youth. In his memoir, Anderson traces “a new restlessness” he 
experienced as a youth in the late-1890s to the intertwined changes to Clyde, Ohio wrought by 
increased railroad mobility and shifting gender norms. As he recalled, “even the girls had begun 
to ride the bicycles. Then soon a few more daring ones put on bloomers.” This restlessness 
became the “the impulse to be on the move” and soon Anderson was off, leaving behind steady 
work at a bicycle factory, crouched in the corner of an eastbound coal car.266  
Figures like Cora Woodruff, Winesburg, Ohio’s Elizabeth Willard, and Rover, the hobo 
arrested in Florida on Christmas Eve in 1913 in the introduction, epitomized the disordered 
conduct tied to gender variance and mobility at the turn of the century. Their movements 
disrupted the sexual and gender order of rural and urban spaces. Police officers already attuned 
to the drab and dusty appearance of transient males noted the gender discrepancies of hobos out 
of order. Cities made no effort to hide their disgust of the migratory poor and it only increased as 
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the numbers of hobos and tramps rose following the Panic of 1893. This disgust was manifested 
in municipal regulations and policing that sought to eliminate and banish bums, tramps, hobos, 
the homeless, and vagabonds from city streets.267  
 
Policing the Deviant 
Frank Whalen and Edward C. Forrest rode into St. Louis from Caldwell, Kansas on their 
way to Washington D.C. in mid-May 1907. After four weeks on the road together the pair were 
dirty and disheveled. The companions had begged at back doors, ridden freights, and slept in 
men’s only flophouses as they came east. Whalen’s hands were blistered from holding onto 
trains, a signal he was new to train hopping. Forrest walked with a limp, which he claimed was 
from the Battle of Manila in 1898.268 As a rail and river commerce hub, St. Louis was frequented 
by large numbers of itinerant laborers who crowded into the city’s riverfront lodging house 
district.269 Yet, police detectives felt something was off about the pair and accused Frank Whalen 
of being a woman. Whalen demurred, but the officers arrested both hobos. During processing 
Whalen confirmed the detectives claim and admitted to being Georgia Baker, a 21-year-old 
woman from Meade, Kansas.270 Frank Whalen’s arrest and revelation as Georgia Baker was 
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carried in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. It was also picked-up by the Associated Press (AP) wire 
service, which identified Whalen as Minnie Block.271 After being picked up on the wire the 
gender transgressions of this Kansas hobo became, albeit briefly, a subject of national 
speculation. A close reading of the newspaper reports of Frank Whalen’s arrest illuminates the 
transgression of queer hobos, the city’s legal response to their presence, and hints at the 
resistance queer hobos believed they embodied. 
While urban spaces were not the only terrain on which queer hobo identities developed, 
urbanization did facilitate the growth of visible queer communities, predominantly middle and 
upper-class men, in New York, Chicago, Boston, and smaller cities like Denver, Milwaukee, and 
St. Louis.272 Police officers were increasingly attuned to gender and sexual transgression at the 
turn of the century. According to William Eskridge Jr., widespread social disdain and demand 
for state action resulted in a flurry of criminal and civil restrictions on gender and sexual 
transgression. Municipalities also expanded the definitions of criminal or obscene behavior under 
older vagrancy statutes to target sex work, lewd acts, and indecent dress in order to restrict 
gender and sexual deviance.273 While the use of vagrancy to penalize sexual and gender 
transgression was not entirely new, as the capacious definitions of vagrancy and inclusion of sex 
workers within its purvey date to at least the 1840s and 1850s, it signaled a shift toward broader 
and more substantive controls of not only the economically marginalized but those whose sexual 
and gender preferences were at the periphery of respectable society. The local and national press 
collaborated in the publicization of queer hobos’ arrests, which in turn, contributed to the 
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incitements of discourse and production of the hobo girl as a site of knowledge, deviance, and 
correction.274 
Policing queer bodies became an increasingly inherent part of city governance in the late 
nineteenth-century which resulted in growing press coverage of the arrests and trials of these 
figures. Frank Whalen’s arrest as recorded in the St. Louis and national press that follows not 
only shows their gender transgression in action, but highlights the ways queer hobos subverted 
the law, and state’s response. When national press organizations caught wind of local 
transgressions they amplified critical attention and disdain for the subjects at hand. As Emily 
Skidmore has found, this national press attention not only distorted the facts of these encounters, 
but muted local sympathies and acceptance of these queer figures.275 
Frank Whalen’s arrest rendered the transgression of urban regulations by queer hobos 
visible. As already noted, the St. Louis police officers react to something off, something queer 
they cannot precisely place, but must still identify and address. Two disheveled men smoking on 
a sidewalk was not out of place. Yet, something about the pair raised the suspicions of the 
officers, so they watched them. After a moment or two, one of the hobos rolled a cigarette 
incorrectly, then “the detectives decided that she was not a boy and arrested her.”276  
In an encounter that likely lasted only a few minutes the police mark the pair of tramps as 
potentially transgressive, the something off, and then attempt to pinpoint their disruption of the 
urban order. Although the hobos were only observed for a moment, the police see Frank 
Whalen’s cigarette rolling as inadequately masculine and thus, out of order. While it is likely that 
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Whalen’s appearance initially peeked officer’s interests, it is their failure to perform a mundane 
task in an adequately masculine fashion that leads to their arrest. Taken together, this encounter 
suggests rural spaces provided more open and flexible geographic and gender geographies for 
hobo girls to roam. It also suggests police were attuned not only misgendered appearances, but 
unmasculine or unfeminine practices as well. 
 Georgia Baker herself, identified as Minnie Block in the national wires, made this 
argument in the national wire writeups of her arrest. Baker/Block claimed, “No one questioned 
her sex during their trip through Kansas and Missouri.”277 Other contemporary gender variant 
hobos articulated similar claims. They visited barbers, bars, and dances in smaller communities 
without anyone challenging their presence.278 The ease with which queer hobos moved through 
spaces stemmed in part, from distinctions in law enforcement methods and motivations. St. 
Louis, where Georgia Baker was arrested as Frank Whalen, had an anti-cross-dressing ordinance 
on the books since 1846. This was not uncommon. Chicago, New Orleans, San Francisco, and 
Kansas City also had anti-cross-dressing ordinances dating to the 1850s and 1860s.279 Thus, 
police officers in larger cities were aware of gender transgression and its illegality. Some hobo 
girls slipped passed their initial contact with police officers before being discovered. In Seymour, 
Indiana three hobos pulled from a Baltimore and Ohio boxcar were all men until one objected to 
a search and long hair was found beneath his cap.280 Another used his arraignment before a 
Chattanooga judge to reveal his actual sex and name, Bessie Smith.281 Willie Anderson’s refusal 
to bathe at a Louisville homeless shelter led to his arrest and revelation as Edith Pogue.282 When 
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James Davis got out of a boxcar backwards, “the way women get off street cars,” officers 
walking the yard became suspicious. After brief questioning and Davis confessed that he was, in 
fact, Mabel Davis of Waverly, New York.283 Like Frank Whalen, Nellie Mumaugh was arrested 
in masculine clothing in Chicago after police officers noticed her inability to roll a cigarette.284 
While these stories can certainly be read as failures by hobo girls to pass as men, such a reading 
does not account for their successful transgression of gender norms outside the point of contact 
with police officers and their ability to travel with other hobos. 
Community was a vital part of hobo life. Being pushed to the margins of society but still 
in want of the connections and intimacies it fostered forced hobos to craft alternative and 
nonnormative forms of friendship, community, and desire. Josiah Flynt found hobo community 
formation occurred so that “[the hobo] can nevertheless identify himself with just as definite and 
exclusive a community as the one he has been turned out of.”285 Within this community moved 
normative and non-normative subjects who used its supportive atmosphere to navigate an 
otherwise hostile environment. 
Evident in these newspaper accounts is the ability of hobo girls to successfully navigate 
this world. Many quickly adopted the argot required to negotiate life on the road.286 According to 
the Nashville Tennessean, Ethel Smith/Rover, “talks with all the natural born freedom of a knight 
of the cross-ties, and her language, needless to say, is forceful.”287 During her year on the road 
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Alice Mullens cut her hair short to pass as a boy and then donned a wig occasionally to pass as a 
woman. During that time Mullens became, “thoroughly versed in all the slang and vernacular of 
professional tramps.”288 Hoboing did not lend itself to normative relationships or interactions. 
More than just language, hoboing required subtler gestures, cues, and exchanges for its 
anonymous and transitory population to interact. Constant movement with looming threats of 
legal and social punishment forced hobos to form relationships and seek intimacy when and 
where available. More often than not this took the form of queer intimacies, from back alley sex 
to boxcar trip long partnerships. Nayan Shah argues the fleeting and often anonymous 
interactions between workers were a “stranger intimacy,” producing alternative domesticities and 
socialites on the margins of urban and rural labor.289 As numerous accounts demonstrate, many 
hobo girls gained fluency in both the language and social practices of the road. Stranger intimacy 
became another tool for them to use as they negotiated their position with housed and hobo 
societies. 
Hobo girls weren’t arrested by extraordinary measures on the part of law enforcement 
officials. Their transgressions of gender norms and urban space ensnared them in existent modes 
of enforcement: cops patrolling their beat, railroad police walking the yard, or judges arraigning 
the previous night’s arrestees. Officials in Phoenix, Arizona recognized the commonness of hobo 
girl; for every arrest countless more slipped past the attention of police.290 When reading these 
accounts we shouldn’t focus on the unusualness of hobo girls but instead on the ordinariness of 
their queerness. These are unusual figures certainly, but it’s the extraordinary ordinariness of 
their lives that makes their movement through and capture within urban spaces all the more 
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important to our understanding of historically queer lives.  
 
Proper Classification of the Itinerant Vagrant 
University of Chicago sociology graduate and former hobo, Nels Anderson, drew on the 
inhabitants of Chicago’s skid row on the Near West Side for his influential 1923 study The 
Hobo. Anderson claimed, “the homeless and migratory and casual workers constitute[d] a 
womanless group.” Furthermore, argued Anderson, “Tramping is a man’s game. Few women are 
ever found on the road. The inconveniences and hazards of tramping prevent it.”291 We should 
take Anderson at his word. Hoboing was “womanless,” but that does not mean hobos who would 
be women in other contexts did not exist. Transients’ mobility undercut the institutions 
supporting urban power, like the normative home and the patriarchal family. Despite their 
rejection of these institutions, the normative transient was in the eyes of city officials, at the very 
least, male. 
This need to define and categorize transients was tied to the emergence of sexual 
inversion and homosexuality discourses emerging in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. Havelock Ellis’ foundational study, Sexual Inversion, contained an essay on 
homosexuality among tramps and hobos written by Josiah Flynt, an occasional hobo and author 
and nephew of temperance advocate Frances Willard. Flynt’s essay documented the widespread 
practice of same-sex intimacies among tramps and hobos in the United States.292 Here, the 
historical links between the “discovery” of the homosexual and the hobo are made clear. The 
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queerness of both same-sex intimacy, desire, and mobility were recognized and problematized by 
anxious medical and municipal officials starting in the late nineteenth century, an anxiety that 
carried over to gender as well. This transnational intellectual project to classify, identify, and 
categorize transients was an effort to settle unsettled categories and develop solutions to so-
called deviant practices, like transient mobility and gender transgression.293 In the social 
scientific anxiety to further study and classify hobos driven by early sexologists, furthered by the 
urban ethnographers of the Chicago School of Sociology, and even adopted by figures within the 
hobo world, like Dr. Ben Reitman, the transgression of queer transient bodies becomes evident. 
Nor was this flurry of study and identification limited to observers concerned with 
sexological or sociological trends. Hobos demarcated their own internal boundaries in song, 
slang, and daily interactions with one another. This internal policing stemmed, in part, from their 
precarity. Hobos who begged too readily, drew the attention of law enforcement, or did not offer 
up food, advice, or information, would be denigrated as a tramp or bum and possibly excluded 
from campsites or boxcars. Yet, in reading these internal and external categorizations alongside 
one another the fluidity of transient self-identification becomes all the more apparent. “The 
transformation from a dissatisfied boy to a tramp occurs in less than one moment,” according to 
Ben Reitman, “The mile from an honest laborer to a hobo is covered quickly.”294  Hobo, tramp, 
or bum were never stable categories and one could be marked as all three in the course of a 
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single day.  
Names for transient laborers were prolific. Different terms existed for specific types of 
labor. For example, railroad construction works were known as gandy dancers. Most of these 
varied terms, including hobos, tramps, bums, transients, vagrants, harvest hands, floaters, 
migrants, casual laborers, down-and-outers, and the wandering poor described a distinct form of 
casual and/or unskilled labor.295 Nor were they limited to English as Mark Wyman notes. 
Japanese migrant workers in the West were termed buranketto, a variation on blanket that 
echoed the mean of bindlestiff, or a transient worker who traveled with his blanket worn 296 
Ben Reitman, a former hobo, doctor, and later author of Sister of the Road was a 
well-ensconced figure in Chicago’s hobohemian community. Reitman functioned as a go-
between for hobos, sociologists, journalists, and other interested parties. An early leader in the 
Brotherhood Welfare Association, Reitman expanded its Hobo College in Chicago and garnered 
significant press attention for the organization. Reitman’s association with Emma Goldman 
burnished his fame but the authenticity of his radical politics were always suspect to Goldman’s 
coterie and his friends in Chicago, who did not consider Reitman a revolutionary.297 Reitman 
used his notoriety, if not straightforward gloss of respectability, and expertise on all aspects of 
hobo life, to study, write, and lecture frequently on the down and out.298  
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Around 1907 Reitman created a detailed taxonomy of the various types of “itinerant 
vagrants” either for possible publication or as a lecture at the Hobo College.299 In doing so he 
“disregarded all former definitions” and offered alternatives based on his decades of experience 
either as a hobo or advocate for transient laborers.300 Reitman reworked this taxonomy over the 
years, including it in an unpublished essay, “The American Tramp,” and reworking its broad 
concepts for a sociological appendix to Sister of the Road.301 Intellectually the development of 
this taxonomy sits between the sociological-inflected journalism of Josiah Flynt and the 
academic sociology of Nels Anderson.302 More pressingly, Reitman’s 1907 taxonomy and its 
redeveloped conclusions in Sister of the Road identify changing characteristics and limits to 
presumptions of who were and were not hobos. Teasing out where and how masculinity fits into 
Reitman’s taxonomies hints at the position of gender non-conforming hobos within the wider 
transient population and also helps us locate their transgressions of gender and transient 
categories. 
Reitman argued tramps, hobos, and bums were all classes of the larger vagrant genus. In 
doing so he criticizes “students of the tramp question” who believed “the tramp is sui generis” 
and a general public who thought “[the tramp] is thought to have a language of his own, and to 
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be a distinct species of mankind.” Instead, Reitman acknowledged, “[t]here is nothing unusual 
about these transformations,” of boys and men into transients.303 In the 1907 taxonomy Reitman 
framed tramping as presumptively masculine, “[t]he typical tramp…is a boy.”304 No women 
appear in his category of “itinerant vagrants,” which united hobos, tramps, and bums. Women 
only appeared as prostitutes in the overarching category of “vagrants” alongside beggars, 
trespassers, and gamblers. Reitman’s categorization is thus in line with standard vagrancy law of 
the period.305 His exclusion of women is glaring, given that he later studied and published on the 
subject of non-male transients, but it aligned with contemporary thinking that female poverty and 
transience presumed engagement in sex work.306 
 Reitman closed Sister of the Road with a lengthy appendix laying out what he presented 
as a scientifically sound response to the cause of hoboing women. Like his earlier taxonomy, it 
was based on his personal experiences but also relied heavily on federal and state statistics he 
and a co-author, Andrew Nelson, compiled for an uncompleted study of female transients. 
Reitman argued poverty and poor health force women to become transients.307 External 
appearance is listed as a secondary factory, defined as “The Ugly Duckling – Deformities and 
Lack of Physical Attraction.” Reitman broke this down further into a series of binaries; 
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“extremes of leanness or stoutness,” “extremes of shortness or tallness,” “excessive growth of 
hair [or] slight growth of hair,” and “the tiny and the massive breast.” Excessive masculinity or 
“natural appearance of being unkept, tough and unpleasant,” concluded the list. Reitman’s 
misogynistic analysis positioned gender variant hobos at the edges of contemporary gender 
norms and highlight the hostility directed at those deviating from normative gender categories. 
Hoboing women were read, according to Reitman, as either excessively masculine or feminine. 
For the former, this made them a queer sort of man, rough, dirty, and indistinguishable from their 
colleagues. Subjects read at the edge of either binary are rendered sexually irregular due to their 
gender excess, becoming “the nymphomaniacs, the masturbators, those who run away to have an 
abortion; well-marked homosexualists, perverts.”308 Reitman’s positioning of gender 
transgression as a sign of sexual deviancy echoed the conclusions of early sexologists, who 
concluded homosexuality was a form of internal gender inversion.309  
 Evident in Reitman’s taxonomies is an effort to grapple with the limitations of both 
gender norms and transient categories. Although he claimed to reject all pervious definitions of 
the latter, he did not offer a drastically new interpretation. Instead his categories trafficked in 
dominant constructions transience, vagrancy, and femininity. Yet, his inclusion of women is a 
substantial expansion of his 1907 taxonomy which suggests further interaction with gender non-
conforming hobos in Chicago. Reitman’s reliance on gender binaries in both opens a space to 
readily identify the transgressions undertaken by queer transients. As Jack Halberstam 
convincingly argues, constructions of masculinity are more easily read on the margins, especially 
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when they are detached from white middle-class males.310 
This helps explain why newspaper reports of the period described gender variant hobos 
as “transforming,” “becoming,” and “being” men. Queer hobos are framed as moving between 
stable gender and transient categories and not existing between or beyond them. For example, in 
Butte, Montana the arrest of a hobo girl prompted the paper headline “Girl Turns ‘Boy.’”311 We 
should read this rhetoric as evidence for gender performance, but also interrogate the role 
mobility plays in mustering this performance. An early example is found in the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch in 1909. 
“Mabel Davis has been a boy for a year. She has worn the clothes of a boy and has worn 
her hair short like a boy. She has learned to smoke cigarettes and chew tobacco. She talks 
like a boy and walks like a boy. But she does not know how to jump off of a moving 
train.”312 
 
The first line is key, “Davis has been a boy for a year.” Davis is a boy, but only because Davis’ 
masculine attire, haircut, and mannerisms came together on the move. Separately they could be 
seen as tomboy-isms or one off emulations of men, but when mobility is part of the performance 
their masculinity is engendered.  
Collaborating in the narrative reinscriptions of normative femininity are before-and-after 
photos that reveal an intersection between mobility and masculinity. The after photograph, which 
depicted hobo girls in feminine dress and appearance are always on the left. On the right are 
photos of hobo girls as they appeared on the road, in men’s clothing, boyish hairstyles, and often 
with a grin or sly look. To readers of the newspaper the positioning of the photos is a subtle but 
clearly prescriptive act. Photographed in women’s clothing and make-up these presentations of 
hobo girls speak to the before and after of their transience, the days when their gender was, 
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without a doubt, stable in the public’s imagination. To push a bit further, this puts photographs of 
hobo girls in a liminal space between before and after, a space of gender fluidity and 
destabilization captured briefly and incompletely by the reporter’s camera. 
While their masculine presentation warranted recognition as males in the eyes of many, it 
was their mobility that made them men. Cliff Maxwell, a self-identified hobo and writer, offered 
a frank assessment of hobo girls in a 1929 Scribner’s Magazine story, “Show me a “lady hobo” 
and I’ll show you an angular-bodied, flint-eyed masculine-minded travesty upon her sex.”313 
This hits at the queerness of hobo girls and helps us read for it in their before-and-after photos. 
Their queerness lies in bodily transformation, non-male masculinity, and violation of gender 
norms. 
 Journalists paid particular attention to the transformation of Ethel Smith’s body during 
her days as Rover. Work in a rock foundry broadened her hands and shoulders to that of an 
average man. Her hair was parted to the left as dictated by men’s fashion at the time and her 
voice roughened, but was “not unkindly.”314 Although arrested in female attire, Irene Lane’s 
short haircut and “strange masculine carriage and manner of speaking,” identified her as a hobo 
girl. She admitted to wearing men’s clothes during her year on the road.315  
When Mattie Lee Smith was caught by law enforcement Smith was photographed in 
masculine clothing beneath an illustration of a woman in an ankle-length dress and hat boarding 
a boxcar. Described as “a pale, slender woman,” Smith rode the rails with her husband before 
being captured in St. Louis. Throughout their travels Smith dressed like a man, even wearing 
masculine clothing when the couple remarried in Denver (after some strong convincing of the 
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judge that Smith was indeed female).316 Smith was arrested in Cheyenne, Denver, and Kansas 
City for her masculine appearance. As the St. Louis paper noted, Smith looked exceptionally like 
a boy, “The disguise is not easily detected. Her hair is cropped short and her features are those of 
a boy of 16 or 17.”317 Photographing Smith framed her body as a site of speculation, difference, 
and deviancy. 
Of the two hobos that arrived at Columbus, Ohio’s police headquarters in May 1913, only 
one made an “excellent impression.” The goodwill Mary Miller gained following her arrest 
evaporated in court. A letter from her mother revealed she was more than a gender deviant, but a 
sexual one as well. Her mother said Miller caused trouble at home, initiated a love affair with her 
hobo companion Howard, and “enticed [him] away with her.” When looking at her photo we can 
understand why the sheriff is included. As a hobo girl, Miller was both figuratively and literally 
beneath the law’s gaze. Yet, once dressed in the correct attire she’s capable of standing alone, 
abet with a look of distain upon her face.318 
Max Goodman and Frank Everett left Manhattan in the fall of 1915 seeking adventure 
before returning home when hoboing lost its allure. Frank Everett later wrote an account of their 
trip for the Boston Globe as Viola Stevens. Stevens recounted her story to warn other girls 
“against thoughtlessly starting off on such an excursion themselves.” Boston Globe editors took a 
stronger stance on her journey, calling it a “reckless defiance of the necessary and wholesome 
conventions that safeguard society.”319 And yet, while Steven’s article was a firm rebuke of hobo 
girls, it included a list of all the items taken on the journey. Anyone with a bit of daring could 
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round them up, don men’s clothing, and take to the road.  
Newspaper accounts of failed hobo attempts by young girls are not uncommon.320 Yet, 
reading back from these supposedly failed efforts reveals women exerting their agency to live as 
they wanted. Ethel Smith used her account to reaffirm how easily she passed as a man, “Why in 
Ohio, I worked two months with a bunch of roughnecks and they never suspected me. Boarded 
with them and they never learned the difference.”321 The queer bodies of hobo girls emphasized 
their deviance and highlight efforts by judges, law enforcement, and/or welfare workers to return 
these women to the right path in life. Yet, beneath this cursory reading lies a different 
conclusion. Newspapers provided space for hobo girls to share their stories and publicly present 
their bodies in male and female garb. They revealed the fiction behind gender norms. If all it 
took to fool a police officer was a haircut, trousers, and sense of adventure then gender, many 
readers must have realized, was not all it appeared to be. 
 
Hobo Girls on Film: Beggars of Life (1928)  
“Search all trains for girl in boys’ clothes,” declared a telegraphed warning to station 
agents along the unnamed rail line in William Wellman’s 1928 film, Beggars of Life.322 The film 
followed an unnamed female hobo, in men’s clothing, and her similarly unnamed male 
companion as the former fled from the police. In the film’s opening scene, the male tramp comes 
upon a dead body and a young woman newly guised as a man. She murdered her sexual abusive 
adoptive father and is taken under the male tramp’s protection. It was Paramount’s most 
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important production of 1928.323 William Wellman was fresh off Wings’ inaugural Best Picture 
Academy Award. The film starred Wallace Beery, Richard Arlen, and up and coming It Girl, 
Louise Brooks. Released in silent and “talkie” versions, Beggars of Life was the studio’s first 
sound film.324 Its technological innovation is overshadowed by Louise Brooks’ performance as a 
woman traveling as a male hobo. Brooks’ androgynous performance was, according to her 
biographer, “a spellbinding bled of masculine and feminine.”325 This tension was echoed in press 
accounts. Journalists took pains to identify her in photos, should readers “not happen to 
recognize her at first glance.”326 Cross-dressing actresses were not uncommon, featuring 
prominently in vaudeville performances, but Brooks’ performance wrapped gender variance in 
the cool sexual allure of “It Girl” stardom.327 
The film was adapted from Maxwell Anderson’s play “Outside Looking In,” itself an 
adaptation of Jim Tully’s autobiography Beggars of Life.328 Both the play and film drew heavily 
on an earlier play, Twenty Below: Being A Drama of the Road, co-authored by Robert Nichols 
and Tully.329 It is from this play, only staged in England, that the female tramp in men’s clothes 
first appeared, not Tully’s autobiography.330 
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Brooks was familiar with the play prior to joining the cast. She attended a performance 
with Charlie Chaplin, who had already seen it twice.331 Both versions framed the adoption of 
male garb by Edna (play) and unnamed character (film) as necessary for their escape from their 
step-father’s sexual assaults. Edna is impregnated, flees, but returns home on the advice of a 
hospital matron, where the audience is led to believe she miscarried or terminated the pregnancy. 
“My God, why didn’t you shoot him,” inquired the hospital matron. Edna then does.332 The 
pregnancy was removed for the film. Instead the adoptive father’s unsuccessful rape attempt 
results in the shooting.333 Reformers, legislations, and even former hobos, as seen in Ben 
Reitman’s taxonomies above, blamed broken homes for the creation of hobos. A disruptive and 
violent home offered an environmental, rather than natural rationalization for illicit mobility and 
gender transgression. It also positioned glorified notions of the normative home as the cultural 
and moral opposite of hobos and other transient laborers. 
Set on the U.S.-Canadian Border, Beggars of Life was filmed along a desolate stretch of 
rarely used rail on the U.S.-Mexican border over seventeen days. Despite the presence of a stunt 
double, Wellman forced Brooks to do many of her own stunts. While hopping a train she was 
nearly taken under and killed.334 Paramount marketed the film as a thrilling drama with a dash of 
romance. This campaign emphasized Wallace Beery’s performance and alleged hobo past.335 
Critics praised the film, “[Wellman’s] latest soars much higher than the aviation special,” and 
was “a generally absorbing and pleasingly original work.” Richard Watts, Jr., of the New York 
Herald Tribune preferred the theatrical depiction of Oklahoma Red as a “sardonic critic of 
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modern society,” rather than the film’s “dull witted bum.”336 Others raised concerns it was “too 
sordid, too grim, and too unpleasant…[and] not appealing to women.”337 Despite these concerns 
critics, audiences, and even Brooks’ found her androgynous performance more intriguing.  
Considered one of Hollywood’s best dressed actresses, Brooks “wasn’t myself,” in her 
Beggars of Life costume. “A boy’s camp, a woolen shirt, a coat three sizes too large, trousers 
also too large, and heavy hob-nailed shoes made me a different person entirely.”338 Brooks’ attire 
was not intended to truly obscure her femininity, she retained her trademark bob and a made-up 
face. In this sense, her near-transformation was an attempt to have it her gender both ways for 
the audience. Audience members could buy into the beauty (and marketability) of a rising starlet 
while also believing in her male masquerade. Or, as Brooks was described in Photoplay, “A little 
neat and clean but otherwise a handsome and convincing boy.”339 Louise Brooks’ biographer, 
Barry Paris, argues,  “Louise’s ‘becoming’ a boy was erotic in itself for audiences raised on the 
sexual allure of the covert.”340 Brooks’ queer position as neither fully male nor female rendered 
her sexuality a tempting and transgressive force. Setting aside the limits to her transformation, it 
touched on a cultural undercurrent felt by women of the 1920s. “Many a girl has wished – or said 
she wished – she were a boy. Louse Brooks goes one further and becomes one,” noted Brooks’ 
full-page spread in the November 1928 issue of the fan magazine Motion Picture Classic.341 
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 What then, should be made of this film in relation to the gender non-conforming hobos 
surviving on the road at the time? When the protagonists arrive in the hobo jungle, only one of 
those present identified Louise Brooks’ character as a woman. “I guess I know a girl when I see 
one,” notes Snake, after examining Brooks’ face and figure. Only then do the remainder of the 
group realize a woman was in their midst. The hobos in this scene presumed their space was 
exclusively masculine and are not, save one, attuned to disruptions to this dynamic. Outside 
Looking In’s kangaroo court scene, which also appeared in the film, revolved around the 
masculinity of Louise Brooks’ companion, played by Richard Arlen. Arlen’s character refuses to 
turn over the female tramp to Oklahoma Red, which the audience was led to believe would result 
in sexual assault and rape. “The charge,” against Alren’s character, according to the hobo turned 
prosecutor, “is being a sissy.”342 His refusal to turn over Brooks’ and condone her assault 
rendered his masculinity suspect. Brooks’ masculinity, on the other hand, is punished with the 
treat of sexual violence. By intruding on an all-male space the hobos believed she was sexually 
available, if not sexually adventurous. Again, to return to Reitman’s taxonomy, female transients 
pushing the limits of the gender binary are presumed to be highly sexual, “nymphomaniacs, the 
masturbators…homosexualists, perverts.”343 Or, to put it another way, to outside observers and 
cultural producers of the early 20th century gender deviancy was a gateway to other forms of 
social and sexual transgression. 
 Reading the reception of the film hints at the status of queer hobos in the 1920s. Beggars 
of Life was never considered a controversial film. It tackled difficult subject matter, considered 
by most reviews to be the fighting and threats of sexual violence, but none described the 
presence of a gender variant hobo as controversial. Admittedly, as noted above, Brooks’ 
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transformation as intentionally incomplete and rationalized by a poor home environment. The 
lack of controversy is not quite tacit acceptance of gender non-conformity but suggests the wider 
public may have accepted it if it was done under extenuating circumstances and for a limited 
duration. Setting limits on somewhat accepted transgression makes long-term or life-long gender 
non-conformity all the more scandalous and reasserts the twisted logic of deviancy in one sphere 
resulting in deviancy in all things. Gender non-conforming hobos returned to the screen during 
the following decade. The first was another William Wellman film, Wild Boys of the Road. 
Presumed by Ben Reitman to be a vulgar reimaging of Sister of the Road, the film presaged a 
series of Depression-era films that included women as male hobos. 
 
Depression Transgressions 
An Indiana coal miner, Joe Morrison was struck by the sheer number of women and 
women in men’s clothing riding boxcars during the Depression. 
“The one that was unique was to see women riding freight trains. That was unheard of, 
never been thought of before. But it happened during the Depression. Women gettin’ 
places by ridin’ freight trains. Dressed in slacks or dressed like men, you could hardly tell 
‘em.”344 
 
Late in the Depression one estimate claimed 10 to 25 percent of hoboing youth were female.345 It 
is impossible to know how many women and gender non-conforming hobos crisscrossed the 
country during those lean years, but its clear many did. As more and more people took to the 
road the discourses surrounding hobo girls changes. Instead of local news stories documenting 
the capture and return to femininity of women in men’s clothing, hobo girls became subjects of 
novels, films (like Beggars of Life), and other popular national media. No longer the subject of 
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arrest and reform, hobo girls increasingly became a common and begrudgingly accepted figure. 
Mentions of gender masquerades or women in men’s clothing are rare after 1929. Instead, hobo 
girls became an unusual, but rationalized by-product of the Depression. Newspapers reported on 
their benevolent treatment by railroad officials and police officers doing all they can to “help 
them to their journey’s end,” instead of the harsh indictments of their identity that marked the 
travels of earlier hobo girls.346 Economic hardships coupled with a larger presence of women in 
economic and political life created a space for hobo girls to nominally exist with moderate social 
acceptability and cultural visibility in literature and film. 
 The Depression created or was perceived among those on the road as having created, a 
more diverse population of rail-riders than in previous eras. The economic precarity of 
Americans across a wider range of class, race, and gender lines drew public attention away from 
gender non-conforming hobos. At moment when the survival of so many was at stake, the 
deviancy of a few was largely overlooked. Depression-era hobos frequently commented on the 
variety and amount of people found on the road. Sharing a train with 150 or 200 other rail-riders 
was not uncommon.347 “In one boxcar I recall talking to a tattoo artist from South America; a 
high wire electrician; a telephone installer; and a former high school principal,” recalled a hobo 
from Illinois.348 African-American boxer Henry Armstrong found “[whites, blacks, and 
Mexicans] were all riding the rods together,” but that racial tensions often erupted in the hobo 
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camps.349 The increased presence of families traveling with children was also noticed.350 A 
Mississippi hobo remembered sharing a boxcar with a man, a woman, their baby, and a goat in 
1935.351 The diversification of the rail-riding community minimized the difference embodied by 
hobo girls and lessened, but did not entirely remove the attention of law enforcement. 
Nor did it elevate the dangers that had long plagued gender non-conforming hobos. 
Sexual violence, abuse, as well as the quotidian dangers of rail-riding itself remained. Thus, 
community or collegiately was a wary prospect for these hobos. Harold Segal, twenty-year-old 
hobo from Boston encountered a pair of women in “men’s shirts and pants” on a Cheyenne to 
Salt Lake City freight in 1939. Only “hi” passed between them. When a group of older hobos 
hopped aboard, they ignored the women.352 For other women, hoboing as a man became an act 
of liberation during the Great Depression. 
Among those riding trains during the Depression was Pauli Murray. Later to gain 
prominence as a lawyer, Civil Rights activist, and the first black woman ordained in the 
Episcopal Church, in 1931 and 1935 she counted herself among the down and out. Murray 
undertook two lengthy hitchhiking and hobo trips, the first took her from California to New York 
in 1931 and the second to Nebraska from New York and back in 1935. During Murray’s trips she 
donned a Boy Scout uniform and short cropped hair.353 “No one questioned me about my gender 
and I soon discovered that my boyish appearance was a protection,” Murray recalled during the 
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1931 hobo journey from California, “my sex was not immediately apparent to the hundreds of 
rough men and boys I encountered during the trip.” Only once during Murray’s trip did she 
reveal her sex. Nearly to New York, Murray was caught by a yard police officer. Murray 
implored the officer that they were female and traveling home out of desperation. The officer did 
not believe the story, but had a female officer inspect Murray. With their sex confirmed, their 
arresting officer returned Murray to the yard and “cautioned me to stay hidden” until the train got 
to Jersey City.354 Murray’s encounter with other hobos and the railroad police officer 
demonstrates the presumption held by many at the time that hobos were exclusively men.  
Murray published a poem and fictionalized story of her 1931 hobo trip in Nancy 
Cunard’s influential anthology Negro. “Three Thousand Miles on a Dime in Ten Days” 
recounted the exploits of an unnamed narrator, presumed to be Pauli, and their hobo companion 
Pete as they struck for New York from California. The pair hopped freights, battled bulls, and 
saw “our bit of the world.” It is an exceedingly rare account of hoboing from a black woman and 
unlike most hobo accounts, the trains are gendered female.355 Murray made her California to 
New York trip alone. According to Murray’s biographer Rosalind Rosenberg, “Pete was Pauli’s 
fearless twin, her daredevil foil.”356 It is not surprising then that these transient experiences and 
the opportunity they afforded Murray to explore their gender identity bracket a period of self-
exploration and study of sexuality, including the work of Ruth Benedict and Havelock Ellis.357 
Doreen Drury cautions against reading Murray into any one identity category without 
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reading into her attitudes towards racism, sexism, economic precarity, and her family history.358 
Bringing her alongside the longer history of gender non-conforming hobos is by no means an 
attempt to pin her down to any one identity which she did not publicly or privately align with. 
What her experience does do is highlight the presence of black women in men’s clothing living 
as hobos. A few stories appear in the Chicago Defender (figure 2.1) but none are as well 
documented as Murray’s travels.359 Unlike Murray, who traveled coast to coast, the accounts of 
black hobo girls in the Chicago Defender document arrivals from the South. These hobo girls are 
part of the Great Migration fleeing the Jim Crow South. While the stories of these hobo girls, 
including those pictured below, are not as well documented as white hobos, their press accounts 
hint at the liberative possibilities of becoming a hobo girl for women of color. Unlike white hobo 
girls who, in some instances, informed judges and reporters that they became hobos to live as 
men, northbound black hobo girls used train-hopping and gender transgression to flee white 
supremacy. In this sense they directly echoed the illicit mobility of enslaved transients in the 
1850s, described in Chapter One. For black queer transients, illicit mobility undercut white 
supremacy. 
Margaret Porter, later to become a popular poet and translator of lesbian poetry under the 
nom de plume Gabrielle L’autre, became a Depression-era hobo after graduating with journalism 
degree and no job prospects from Marquette.360 When Porter turned nine in 1920 she realized she 
was different and later told an interviewer, “I wanted to be a boy as I could see no profit in being 
a woman and hated girl’s clothes, women’s roles. So I pretended I was one, developing a whole 
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imaginary life.”361 She even took the name William.362 As a hobo, Porter traveled with a female 
companion across the western United States and Mexico. In interviews conducted later in her 
life, Porter does not specify whether Porter or her unnamed companion donned male clothing 
while they hopped freights, but given the rarity of women traveling as women at the time, it is 
likely both did. After a brief stint in Milwaukee she returned to California and found the only 
work available to transient women; being farmhand on a rabbit and apricot ranch as well as 
keeping house for locals. At the apricot ranch she befriend another lesbian, her first fellow queer 
friend, and found the support she had longed for.363 Despite the scant details of her hoboing days 
recounted by Porter, her story is a rare account of hoboing during the Depression by a woman. 
Moreover, it suggests gender non-conforming hobos traveled together and could shed their male 
presentation as work and travel demanded. 
 
Popularizing the “Hobo Girl” during the Great Depression 
 Although personal accounts of female and queer hobos from the Great Depression are 
exceedingly scarce, popular imaginings of hobo girls are not. To monetize the increased 
visibility of non-male hobos during the Depression writers, film makers, and journalists 
produced a string of novels, films, and stories that served as both lurid warnings and exciting 
tales of adventure. In 1937, Ben Reitman returned to his hobo roots with a novel, Sister of the 
Road: The Autobiography of Box-Car Bertha. Advertised as being “as told to,” Reitman claimed 
it was an honest autobiography with minimal alteration on his part. Readers (and generations of 
hobo historians) readily accepted his claims. While building his shack on the Morongo 
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Reservation, the Japanese-German poet and art critic, Sadakichi Hartmann found time to read 
Reitman’s book.364 Enthralled with the story, Hartmann swore he must have met Thompson 
decades prior, despite no recollection of any person matching her description.365 
For Reitman the novel was as much a morality play as a narrative of hobo life. He 
described it as the story of “[h]ow a girl passed through the underworld, syphilis and jail, and 
came out a fine, noble, useful woman.”366 Thompson’s escape from the road and turn toward 
motherhood forwarded the idea that hobo girls were not only capable of reform but with time and 
societal correction they would become respectable women. 
For historians of transient and hobo labor, the memoir of  “Boxcar Bertha” Thompson, a 
rough and masculine woman of the road, served as the definitive account of women on the 
road.367 The feminist writer Kathy Acker considered Thompson’s autobiography vital because it 
“renegotiate[d] the schism” between feminists who internalized patriarchy and those who refused 
to interrogate the sexism built into sexuality.368 Truthfully, Thompson was a creation of 
Reitman’s imagination and memories of his own hobo days and the women he encountered on 
the road. Yet, the book retains an outsized position within the scant literature on non-male 
transients.369 The frequency with which Sister of the Road is taken as the singular voice of non-
male hobos continues to silence and distort the history of female and gender-variant transients. 
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Rereading the novel as a normativizing narrative reveals a concerted effort to erase the presence 
of queer figures on the road. 
This erasure appeared all but complete once hobo girls became the subjects of pulp 
fiction and Hollywood films like Wild Boys of the Road (1933) and Girls of the Road (1940).370 
Despite poor reviews and box office performance, Girls of the Road was significant as a 
reimagining of Reitman’s Boxcar Bertha novel. He considered it a blatant knock-off and felt 
“sure they have taken the complete plot and scenes from my book.”371 Fortunately for Reitman, 
despite being advertised as an “absolutely authentic” depiction of women’s lives on the road, the 
film was a critical failure and considered in poor taste given the economic struggles of many at 
the time.372  More importantly, the commercialization of hobo girls in popular culture during the 
Depression rationalized the widespread presence of queer transients out and about throughout the 
nation. These films framed hobo girls’ gender transgressions as products of broken homes, 
sexual violence, and the economic realities of the 1930s. This made hobo girls’ masculinity an 
easily rectified discrepancy born of their environment and not a signal of a queerness far deeper 
and more troubling to dominant normative gender and sexuality. 
 
Conclusion 
The rise in hobo girls’ popularity also marked the high point of hoboing in the United 
States. Agricultural mechanization, increased use of migrant labor from Latin America, the 
demand for defense jobs during World War II, and post-war prosperity all but wiped the need for 
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domestic migrant labor. During its heyday hoboing opened a space for queer figures to thrive. 
On the road they found enough danger and freedom to last a lifetime. Yet, when they passed 
through cities like St. Louis, Nashville, or Indianapolis they came into contact with the municipal 
order. Run-ins with the law exposed them to the public’s harsh gaze and attempts at 
rehabilitation. Their bodies became objects of spectacle and speculation. Photographs captured 
their transgressions in action and captured the tensions, the before and after, of their queerness. 
Hobo girls’ mobility brought these transgressions into focus. Transgressions of urban spaces and 
depictions of their queer bodies certainly troubled gender and sexual norms, but it was only 
through transience that they completed their destabilization of urban heteronormativity. Hobo 
girls never set out to be arrested, disrupt gender norms, or become public spectacles – they 




Figure 2.1: Black Hobo Girls in Chicago 
 




CHAPTER 3: JAMES EADS HOW’S BROTHERHOOD, THE HOBO COLLEGE, AND 
THE INTELLECTUAL LANDSCAPE OF TRANSIENT WORKERS IN CHICAGO AND 
NEW YORK CITY, 1905-1935 
January 17, 1915 was a cold, blustery day in Chicago. Temperatures only reached 20 
degrees.373 An ideal day to stay indoors, if you could. That afternoon, James Eads How, founder 
and leader of the hobo organization International Brotherhood Welfare Association (IBWA), 
convened a meeting on behalf of the IBWA for Chicago’s unemployed workers in Hull-House’s 
auditorium to discuss transient laborers’ difficulties finding employment and food that winter.374 
The keynote speaker was Lucy Parsons, one of the city’s most famous radical leaders and widow 
of Haymarket martyr Albert Parsons.375 In her speech Parson’s railed against the treatment of the 
unemployed, defended the First Amendment, and shared memories of organizing in the 1880s. 
An attendee said Parsons was “anything but a firebrand.”376 Most attendees appeared to disagree 
and followed Parsons’ north on Halstead Street. Labeled the “Hull-House Riot” in the next day’s 
press, the march encountered lines of Chicago police officers blocking participants’ path. A 
detective fired into the crowd (thankfully no one died), others were beaten by billy clubs, and 
nineteen marchers, including Parsons, were arrested.377 
The so-called Hull-House Riot was a visible eruption of the tensions and connections 
between the personalities, organizations, and ideologies at work among the West Madison 
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transient community. Reformers and radicals of different stripes co-opted one another’s spaces 
and events for what they believed was the improvement of unemployed workers’ conditions over 
the winter of 1914-1915. The riot made long-standing differences between participants in the 
neighborhood’s intellectual infrastructure all the more visible. Thus, the riot serves as an ideal 
departure point into a larger exploration of transient culture, mobility, domesticity, and the 
institutions that supported them in urban skid rows. 
This chapter examines the first efforts to institutionalize hobo community and culture in 
the United States. As Chapter One and Two found, the communal practices of transient workers 
and travelers relied on a shared sense of survival and precarity around which mutual exchanges, 
intimacies, and connections were made. Jacob Coxey drew on this community, consciously or 
not, to mobilize his Commonweal in 1894 and the mobility that engendered it was defended in 
the Iowa Supreme Court in 1902. Yet, these brief moments of political organization and legal 
protection did not calcify the dynamics of transient mutuality and mobility. In 1905 the 
International Brotherhood Welfare Association and its Hobo College initiated a decades long 
project to organize hobos and improve their social, political, and intellectual standing. This 
chapter argues that the IBWA produced a distinctly hobo-inflected community and educational 
space within the urban transient hubs on Chicago’s Near West Side and New York City’s 
Bowery neighborhood during the first half of the twentieth century. These spaces, oft maligned 
as skid row neighborhoods, served the political, economic, leisure needs of all transient laborers. 
These nodes in transient laborers’ movements provided semi-stable place for workers to 
congregate, relax, and survive on whatever stake they saved from the harvest. Skid rows were the 
urban homes, however temporary, for floating workers. Despite the difficulties in organizing 
transients, uneven financing, and turnovers in leadership, the IBWA ensured hobo workers had a 
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place that claimed to represent their values in most major US cities from 1905 through the late 
1920s. The IBWA’s enigmatic founder, James Eads How, was not content with keeping the 
organization in skid rows. Chapter Four documents his uneven efforts to make this a transatlantic 
project. 
Not only did the IBWA and its Hobo Colleges foster the educational, political, and 
cultural well-being of transient workers, but along with hobos on the road, the Industrial Workers 
of the World (IWW), Hull-House, and other transient-oriented organizations in Chicago and 
New York City, they established an intellectual infrastructure that produced, circulated, and 
popularized hobo practices. By intellectual infrastructure, I mean the institutional, material, and 
cultural practices deployed by the IBWA and IWW and other organizations that transient 
laborers joined to educate and motivate their community and spread their ideas to wider 
audiences. This includes the Hobo College’s lectures and debating societies, The “Hobo” News 
street paper, and soap box speaking. IBWA and IWW members took the songs, theories, and 
information picked up from their union halls, on street corners, park benches, and in the street 
press out on the road where they circulated throughout the wider transient population. Beyond 
the immediate (and occasionally overlapping) membership of the IWW and IBWA, this 
infrastructure relied on the wider denizens of their respective cities to survive and circulate. 
Typically, these cross-class encounters were interactions with bohemian communities and 
slummers drawn by the spectacle of poverty and illicitness. 
By refocusing on transient’s intellectual and cultural infrastructure on the Bowery and 
West Madison this chapter positions the IBWA and Hobo College as the settled manifestations 
of a mobile culture. As the urban hubs of transient mobility the IBWA and their cultural work 
rendered the intellectual exchanges and conversations taking place in boxcars and campsites 
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more visible and accessible to a wider range of participants. This chapter also undercuts the 
caricatures and ridicule imposed upon on the IBWA and hobos more broadly. Often 
contemporary and historical critics directed their criticism at the IBWA’s unusual leader, James 
Eads How.378 Born to a wealthy St. Louis family, How became a committed social gospel 
adherent as a young man. He directed his family’s wealth to support settlement houses, reform 
efforts, and ultimately, the IBWA. How’s class background, personality, and lifelong 
commitment to fostering Christian brotherhood made him suspect in the eyes of many radicals 
who responded to his work with laughter and derision. Countering this derision, this chapter 
reclaims the IBWA’s complex history and that of the wider intellectual landscape of their urban 
environs. It troubles histories of casual labor organizing dominated by the IWW by teasing out 
the larger political and ideological contests taking part amongst hobos and casual laborers 
between 1905 and the mid-1930s. Through the IBWA, workers demanded legal reform, 
improved working conditions, and recognition of their human dignity. In soapbox debates, Hobo 
College lectures, and the pages of the labor and mainstream press, labor organizers, social 
reformers, and hobos argued over the varied meanings and distinctions of hobo identities, 
cultures, and communities that mediated their experiences on the road.  
Long interested in developing educational models for the working-class, How established 
Hobo Colleges in IBWA halls to foster a cosmopolitan educational atmosphere among transient 
laborers and bring them into conversation with the era’s leading cultural and intellectual figures. 
As labor historian James Barrett argues, working-class men and women at the turn of the century 
were not solely focused on local happenings but actively engaged in the wider cultural world, 
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becoming what he terms “blue-collar cosmopolitans.” For these men and women, 
cosmopolitanism was a “spectrum of experience,” encompassing contacts and activities that 
varied from community to community and person to person. Many working-class Americans 
were immigrants who spoke multiple languages, traveled across the country or globe for work, 
consumed foreign language newspapers, radical literature, or were simply curious. Among these 
cosmopolitan laborers were hobos, who circulated a “practical traveler’s knowledge,” of railroad 
routes, schedules, and urban environs among themselves along with songs, stories, and texts to 
pass the time. As Barrett notes, “a hobo would have found both the city and the road awash in 
texts.”379 Presumed to be idle, shiftless men, hobos surprised Progressive-era observers with their 
interest in and knowledge of contemporary intellectual trends, literature, and world events. For 
many hobos this was a curiosity fostered by their participation in the IBWA and its Hobo 
Colleges. 
Underlying these efforts was the IBWA’s emphasis on improving the social, cultural, and 
intellectual standing of transient workers. The spirit of “hobo uplift” aimed to “bring together the 
unorganized workers” and “bring about the higher development of the masses,” according to the 
group’s objectives.380 As Ben Reitman put it, the IBWA, unlike Chicago’s Municipal Lodging 
House, helped hobos “in a cordial, kindly manner, and without red tape.”381 By providing for 
nearly all the immediate needs of transient workers, food, clothing, and employment (through 
their free employment bureau), the IBWA attempted to meet the immediate domestic needs of 
workers and thus create a platform from which transient workers would lift themselves out of 
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poverty and off the road. Like other iterations of Progressive-era uplift, the IBWA’s work was 
mediated by the class position of its leaders, their emphasis on acculturation as progress, and 
belief in gradual and respectable reform.382 Although the IBWA’s leadership recognized their 
members and participants maintained a distinctive hobo culture, they nevertheless framed the 
social progress of transient workers through middle-class expectations. For example, the IBWA 
refashioned soapbox speaking and organizing that was frequently tied to the IWW into an 
organized debate structure that pitted teams of hobo debaters against one another or college 
teams.383 The restrictions of this approach, discussed further below, limited the IBWA’s ability 
to reach transient workers, maintain working relationships with other labor or reform groups, and 
effect structural change. Institutionalizing the methods of the road, How and the IBWA learned, 
was difficult. 
Historians of hobo life, labor unions, and welfare organizations struggled to categorize 
the IBWA and as a result relegate it to minor league status alongside the IWW.384 Often, this is 
dismissiveness rests on the criticisms of contemporary labor leaders leveled against How and not 
the IBWA’s larger history. Lynne Adrian was the first historian to piece together the IBWA’s 
story in a detailed textual analysis of the remnants of The “Hobo” News and associated Hobo 
World newspapers. She found the IBWA was admittedly “a smaller, more isolated organization,” 
in its early years but government suppression of the IWW reduced the competition for 
membership and strengthened its position. As federal pressure on radical groups increased 
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through 1919 the IBWA became subject to surveillance and mail restrictions that mitigated any 
organizational gains. By the mid-1920s the IBWA was a shell of its former shelf.385 Given the 
limitations of her newspaper archive, Adrian focused on the post-World War IBWA. This 
explains in part her emphasis (and that of later scholarship) on the group’s relationship with the 
IWW because it coincides with the most significant period of Wobbly hobo organizing under the 
auspices of the Agricultural Workers Organization. Prior to 1915 hobos were not a focus of 
IWW organizing. Thus, the early years of the IBWA, from 1905 through 1917 are relatively 
unexplored despite the group’s dominance in hobo organizing at the time and significant press 
attention given to the Hobo College and How’s national and international travels. Todd 
DePastino provides the only other extended study of the IBWA but he largely follows Adrian’s 
narrative by focusing on the IBWA’s ever-present tensions with the IWW. DePastino claimed 
the IWW began subsuming the IBWA in 1917 and rendered it all but defunct by 1922 or 1923. 
Like previous analyses, DePastino depicts How as a passive financer disengaged from the 
union’s rank and file.386 
This chapter upends this narrative with a substantial reevaluation and augmentation of the 
archival material used by previous scholars. While it does use the The “Hobo” News, 
sociologist’s notes, and government surveillance files relied upon in earlier accounts, it 
complements this material with previously unseen IBWA correspondence, underutilized archival 
holdings of IBWA affiliates, European sources, the extensive news coverage garnered by How, 
as well as How’s own published writing. Additionally, most IBWA histories focused on 
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Chicago. This is largely a result of Dr. Ben Reitman’s position as the groups’ organizer in 
Chicago. His connections to other radical figures and archival holdings provide a prominent 
place in this story. Yet, reading New York City into this story reveals a more complex narrative 
that finds much of the groups’ outreach and occasional successes occurred beyond Chicago. 
Reassessing the IBWA in relation to transient mobility illuminates the urban 
infrastructure of the cultural and social practices maintained on the road. Attending to mobility 
and the IBWA in Chicago and New York identifies further ties between harvesters and the rural 
and urban spaces they circulated through. It also suggests the intellectual and cultural work of the 
IBWA helped transient workers shape urban homes in Chicago and New York. These urban 
homes, unlike boxcars or campsites, were flophouses and shelters which contained the basic 
aspects of a home: beds, bathrooms, and common spaces. But, they were spaces run for profit or 
overseen by charitable organizations with religious or reformist agendas. Other places, the 
IBWA and IWW halls served the political and personal needs of transients. The Bowery and 
West Madison were dynamic spaces where the contours of hobo culture and community were in 
constant flux. Argued over campfires and in boxcars during the harvest season, and these 
conversations, practices, and debates were then re/built as transient laborers arrived to winter 
over in urban neighborhoods during the off-season. As a result, their flophouses, labor halls, and 
saloons became the urban manifestation of hobo intellectual life year after year. They served as 
homes and educational spaces. These vibrant and complex communities attracted reformers, 
social scientists, and bohemian writers and poets. Taking together these cities and their mobile 
subjects reveals the overlapping contests and conflicts that made them the cultural and 




James Eads How and Hobo Uplift, 1887-1905 
Born into the upper echelons of St. Louis society in 1868, James Eads How committed 
himself to a life of simplicity and downward mobility. Inspired by his extensive formal 
education, and voracious reading of Scripture, philosophy, political and economic works, How 
used his wealth to establish a series of progressive political and welfare endeavors culminating in 
the first hobo organization in 1905. How’s intellectual development reveals a trajectory for 
organizing the transient poor not based on structural change but instead rooted in social gospel 
principles of brotherhood and uplift. It offered a competing, and at times compelling vision for 
hobos, reformers, and sociologists, and supported the development of an intellectual 
infrastructure for hobos in Chicago and New York from 1907 through the mid-1920s. 
How’s downward mobility offers another perspective into the practice of “becoming” a 
hobo than those laid out in Chapter Two and Chapter Five. In the former, hoboing served as a 
space for work, liberation, and/or safety for queer folk, while for the latter it was employment in 
the art of disruption and subterfuge. How did ride the rails, pass through both jungle campsites, 
and live in urban flophouses, but these moves were all predicated on his privilege. How had the 
wealth to play poor without the precarity of his transient companions. This was not uncommon 
given the number of social investigators and journalists making similar downward moves, but 
How was unusual for the sincerity and earnestness with which he attempted to shed his class for 
another. How, like queer hobos and labor spies, demonstrate the instability of hobo as a category. 
For most of the working-class men transient labor was a temporary condition of survival, a 
common phase most workers passed through at least once in their working lives.   
Railroads built the How family fortune, an irony surely not lost on James Eads How as he 
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depleted his inheritance for the benefit of illicit rail-riders.387 How’s father, James Flinthem 
How, was a vice president and general manager of the Wabash Railroad.388 His mother, Eliza 
Eads How was an heir to her own fortune. Eliza’s father, James Eads was a famed engineer who 
first rose to prominence building Civil War ironclads before reengineering the Mississippi 
River’s mouth, building the world’s first all-steel bridge, and developing plans for a ship-railway 
in Mexico.389 
Prepared at St. Paul’s Academy in New Hampshire, How entered Harvard in 1887 but 
left after two years. He next attended Manchester College (now Harris Manchester College) at 
Oxford.390 At Manchester there was a small, but growing number of students interested in 
socially conscious ministries. How regarded them as “a sign of the times.” More young minsters 
were preparing to subsist on “the sweetness of a ‘locust and wild honey’ diet” of social work in 
far-flung towns or urban slums.391 Oxford also introduced How to Fabian Socialism, which 
informed his reformist approach to social change.392 How buttressed his reformist approach with 
the work of the economic critic Henry George. George’s writings were incredibly popular among 
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labor and populist circles in the 1880s and 1890s and influenced progressive reformers and 
organizers well into the twentieth-century.393 More importantly for How’s intellectual 
development was George’s effect on the social gospel. How’s dual interests in reformist attitudes 
within the social gospel and Georgism are unsurprising. Many reformers considered them 
mutually constitutive ideologies. The influential Baptist preacher and social gospel thinker, 
Walter Rauschenbusch, found George’s criticisms of the industrial order prepared the public for 
the aims of progressive Christianity. “[George’s] teachings dropped into the minds of the young 
and grew up with them.”394 George’s exposure of the fractures and failures of society forced 
Christians and non-Christians alike to reassess their position and complicity in the growing 
inequality of the Gilded Age, which turned many to the growing social gospel movement.395  
How’s intellectual curiosity then carried him to the Meadville Theological School, a 
Unitarian seminary in Pennsylvania where he graduated in 1895.396 Since the 1840s Unitarian 
theology shaped much of the social gospel movement and How was deeply shaped by this 
theological tradition at Meadville.397 Although How was versed in popular critiques of industrial 
capitalism he was not known as a campus agitator during his early years. How arrived at 
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Meadville in a dress suit with a banjo under his arm and his fashionable ways quickly made him 
“a favorite with the fair sex,” according to his classmates.398  
How abandoned these frivolities for the company of like-minded students interested in 
Christian responses social questions. Their group brought noted social gospel thinkers to 
Meadville, like Harvard Divinity School’s Francis Greenwood Peabody.399 From these meetings 
and conversations emerged the IBWA’s precursor, the Brotherhood of Daily Life. Although it 
existed “in spirit rather than in fact,” admitted How, the group would nevertheless, “be the 
triumph of the still, small voice.”400  By shedding the trappings of his upper-class upbringing, 
How hoped “to get away from the Christ and the Church, as commonly understood.”401 How 
adopted the moral posture made popular by Charles Sheldon and William Stead’s Christian-
based social problem novels that popularized undertaking acts of Christ-like sacrifice for the 
redemption of a society plagued by structural poverty.402 He “resolved to renounce the world and 
to extinguish himself” in accordance with the practices of early Christians.403 In this endeavor 
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How also joined other social gospelers and religiously minded labor advocates who worked to 
remove the trappings of organized religion from Jesus’ teachings to reach, what they believed, 
was a purer, historically-grounded, and more radical Nazarene.404 For example, C. Osborne 
Ward claimed in his two volume study of working-class movements in antiquity, “the thing we 
call ‘our era’ originated in…a vast working people’s movement.” Ward argued contemporary 
radical labor movements were the latest iteration of a fight between working peoples and the 
powerful that extended deep into the ancient world. Among this long movement’s greatest 
leaders was Jesus, whom Ward described as “a working man” who tried “to push and pry the 
socialism” of the Jewish people.405 How, Ward, and others aimed to bring industrialism and 
Jesus’ teachings together to counter what socialist minister Bouck White described in his popular 
1911 working-class biography of Jesus, The Call of the Carpenter, as “the alienation of the 
world’s workers from the world’s religion.”406 How’s adherence to the social gospel animated 
his life’s work, specifically the desire to realize true Christian brotherhood with the poor 
modeled on Jesus’ ministry. 
To undertake this, How moved into the Messiah Mission Home in St. Louis in 1898. Ella 
Kelly, the secretary of the mission’s Sunday School considered How’s move an assumption of 
“the greatest hardship.” How slept on a cot, visited impoverished families throughout the 
neighborhood, and organized clubs for the youth.407 The work took its toll. He contracted malaria 
and his body wasted away, but this only proved further evidence of his mission. Observers found 
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his “tall and slight, almost emaciated” frame and “deeply sunken” eyes echoed “the accepted 
pictures of the Nazarene.”408 Comparisons to Jesus, while flattering, were anathema to How’s 
work. He told curious reporters, “I have done nothing as yet worth of public attention.” How 
sought to work amongst the poor with little recognition, but his rejection of wealth and voluntary 
downward mobility drew decades of press coverage. By the 1910s, How’s attitude changed and 
would actively seek press attention to promote his mission 
How was not content with mission work. After a few months at the Messiah Mission, 
How facilitated a meeting of St. Louis ministers, Christian socialists, reformers, and mission 
workers in the home’s backroom.409 How wanted reformers to work together for common goals 
and directed his wealth to Populist political causes and social welfare organizations in St. Louis. 
In the fall of 1900, How gifted $2,000 to found the Reform Headquarters in downtown 
St. Louis. Envisioned as a home for reformers and radicals from across the political spectrum, 
including silver and paper money advocates, protectionists, single taxers, socialists, communists, 
and anarchists, How hoped the space would spark public discussion and debate much like 
Athens’ ancient agora. The Single Tax League, considered “the best-known reform organization 
in the city,” operated out of the building. Committed to spreading the work of Henry George it 
received significant financial support from How. Social Democracy also used the space and hung 
a portrait of its presidential candidate, Eugene Debs, in the lecture hall. A labor union and 
debating society also had weekly meetings there. 410 The arrangement was not without problems. 
Distribution of the People’s Fund and Welfare Association, also referred to as “the James Eads 
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How fund” between the occupants of the Reform Headquarters, spurred public debates over the 
intent of How’s gift and ability of the Republican and Democratic parties to draw on its holdings. 
How made no public comments on the matter.411 
James Eads How did not participate in these debates because he was no longer in St. 
Louis. The officers of the Reform Headquarters’ “believed [How] to be in Evansville, Ind.”412 
By 1899, How was anxious to spread his message beyond St. Louis and rarely stayed in any one 
city, including Evansville, very long. Although he continued to support the Reform Headquarters 
and People’s Fund and Welfare Association until at least 1902, when the People’s Fund opened a 
free lodging house in St. Louis, How was living on the road by this time.413 He first targeted 
New York City. When he arrived in the city in 1899 to expand his work for the poor the press 
described him in messianic terms, “Imagine the Christ as the great Italian masters have painted 
him and the reader will get an idea of this man.” Although, he made clear his position on 
Christian doctrine was not orthodox, telling a New York preacher, “Perhaps I am more of a 
Buddhist than a Christian, though something of a Christian too…Sometimes I think I am more of 
a Buddhist than a Christian. Sometimes more a Christian than a Buddhist.” How’s primary aim 
was establishing the Brotherhood of Daily Life to promote social justice.414 Over the next three 
years How devoted most of his efforts to the IBWA in Chicago and New York. 
 
Bringing the Brotherhood Welfare Association to the Nation, 1905-1909 
 In 1905 James Eads How brought his ideological and intellectual pursuits, wealth, and 
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ambition together in his longest lasting and most successful endeavor, the Brotherhood Welfare 
Association (BWA). Modeled, in part on How’s earlier organization the Brotherhood of Daily 
Life, the group set out to serve hobos, whom How believed to be “one of the biggest problems in 
our social life.”415 To bring out the hobos’ improvement, How established storefront union halls 
in St. Louis, and shortly thereafter Chicago, that functioned as community centers, lodging 
houses, and soup kitchens for men on the move.416 These spaces marked the hobos’ presence 
within the city and served as platforms for further advocacy on the part of the down and out. 
Legal historian Joel Black found Chicago’s hobos used the Brotherhood’s physical structures and 
newspaper to resist efforts to regulate their spatial presence and instead assert their own distinct 
communal and cultural imprint within the city.417 
 From 1905 to 1907 How and the Brotherhood fed thousands of hobos wintering over in 
the city, but according to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch conflicts over leadership ended their work. 
A rival Brotherhood faction led by General Lewis Cass Fry, whose rank stemmed from his 
leadership of a Commonweal contingent from the West Coast, ousted How. So, How left St. 
Louis and set up shop on Bleecker Street in New York City. “I have organized relief stations, 
and I intend to organize more,” How informed a New York reporter.418 This was not How’s first 
attempt to bring his message to New York. He made a similar attempt with mixed results in 
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Establishing a presence in New York City made sense, especially on the Bowery. The 
neighborhood was space where individuals living on the margins and against social norms 
formed relationships and community well before How arrived. Adjacent to the Lower East Side 
and neighboring Greenwich Village and Chinatown as well, bohemians, working-class 
immigrants, and transient laborers interacted and intermixed on the Bowery. During the early 
Jacksonian Era the Bowery and the adjacent Five Points neighborhoods were infamous for their 
widespread poverty and gang violence.420 Later, in the 1840s and 1850s, working-class Bowery 
b’hoys and g’hals sauntered along its avenues and theatres hoping to catch one another’s gaze.421 
As George Chauncey notes, the Bowery was New York’s first established gay neighborhood 
beginning in the 1890s.422 Later, during Prohibition, the Bowery’s famous concert saloons butted 
up against new Black and Tan clubs that permitted interracial mixing at the center of what Kevin 
Mumford’s identified as interzones, simultaneously marginalized and centralized urban spaces 
where stigmatized vice proliferated.423 This long history of the Bowery as a space for outsiders, 
outcasts, so-called sexual deviants, criminals, the poor and unwanted continued well into the 
twentieth century and ensured its status as a hub for transient laborers. 
The Bowery bordered the Lower East Side neighborhood. By the 1890s this area was a 
hub for labor and radical political activism, largely among its expanding Jewish population. 
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Socialist organizers in the neighborhood established clubs, mutual aid groups, self-education 
societies, and lecture circuits for locals and visiting speakers. Yiddish newspapers, soap-box 
speakers, and mass meetings also contributed to the creation of this radical public sphere, 
according to Tony Michels.424 This Yiddish socialist public sphere was part of a larger radical 
cultural and intellectual infrastructure in the city that lasted through the 1920s. Lower 
Manhattan’s street corners, labor halls, and cafes were hubs for debates, lectures, and 
community-building. One could find a sort of folk coming together on the East Side. Louis 
Waldman recalled the presence of, “Men and women of every conceivable political complexion 
gathered [at the Café Monopole]: singe taxers, Marxists, Veblenites, Revisionists, Kropotkinites, 
Fabians, syndicalists and pacifists.”425 It is worth noting these gatherings echoed the gatherings 
How institutionalized through the St. Louis Reform Headquarters. This radical cacophony 
included transient workers passing through the city. “Out of the west came big, tanned men with 
powerful and persuasive voices and intoxicating ideas,” remembered a New York garment 
worker and IWW-member.426 These were the men James Eads How and his IBWA aimed to 
support in New York as well as Chicago.  
 For most hobo workers New York City was a layover in a longer life defined by mobility 
and economic precarity. The New York State Board of Charities case file of John H. Kennedy 
provides a small, but indicative example of this. In October of 1913, John left Boston to locate 
work in New York City. White, 47 years old, and described as a machinist and construction 
engineer he quickly became incapacitated with a swollen and ulcerated leg. Lacking any funds or 
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relations in the city he was put up in the City Hospital and a Bowery flophouse for nearly two 
months. He reported to the examiner he and his wife, Blanche Kennedy of Boston, had been 
separated for a year. During that time he lived in Memphis, Boston, New York City, and his 
native Savannah. When he was well enough to travel the State Board of Charities made contact 
with his step or foster father (it is reported both ways) who paid his fare to Savannah aboard the 
S. S. Huron in late November.427 
 John Kennedy’s time in New York was unexceptional. Here is a worker seeking 
opportunity in a new city, only fail and require his father’s help. As a step or foster child he was 
already living outside the normative family structure. His separation from his wife and life as a 
wandering laborer only compounded this. While we do not know the cause of their marital 
separation, John made a new life without her. This is a very small and limited example, but 
speaks to a larger community of workers disconnected or at least distanced from dominant 
familial structures building their own networks of intimacy and connection amongst themselves. 
 How’s response was brotherhood, which he fostered through halls that facilitated a 
network of hobos, newspaper dealers, local reformers, and journalists supportive of, or at least 
intrigued by the Brotherhood’s work. Established in St. Louis, Chicago, New York, and later 
Omaha, Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Portland, Oregon these halls became public platforms from 
which the Brotherhood sought structural change, or as How termed it, “a change in the existing 
order of things,” to improve the life of transient laborers.428 By the Brotherhood’s founding How 
had two decades of press attention at his back. Later in his career How’s relationship with the 
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popular press was the dominant critique of his message, but he understood the importance of 
press attention for the success of a social movement. How’s public persona established a durable 
image of an unusual but compassionate reformer whose message was critical, informed by 
Christianity, and not revolutionary. How was a respectable reformer insulated from charges of 
radicalism by his wealth and advocacy of gradual social change. His frequent appearance in 
newspapers and periodicals made How a household name but did not ensure a clear transmission 
of the BWA’s aims. Thus, to spread their message How founded the first of a series of 
newspapers in 1908. In the first, and likely only issue of the BWA’s initial newspaper, 
Brotherhood News, How laid out an ambitious set of goals for the organization (figure 3.1): 
 “A. To bring together the unorganized workers in St. Louis and other centres. 
B. To co-operate with persons and organizations who desire to better social conditions. 
C. To utilize unused land and labor. 
D. To furnish medical and legal aid. 
E. To educate the public mind to the Right of Collective Ownership in Production and 
Distribution. 
F. To bring about the higher intellectual, moral and spiritual development of the 
masses.”429 
 
A close reading of these aims highlights the intellectual trends informing How’s work. His 
emphasis on brotherhood, “to bring together, “to educate,” and “to furnish…aid” is evident 
throughout. Brotherhood established through organization could realize reform, according to 
How. As he would tell a New York reporter later in 1908, “only by organizing can the working 
man gain power, and through power obtain his rights.”430 How’s interest in Henry George’s 
economic and land plans, as well as in socialism, both of which dated to his college days, was 
evident in the Brotherhood’s call for public use of unused land and collective ownership of 
production. Yet, he eschewed direct action. How’s aspirational reformist agenda drew heavily on 
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his Christian faith and belief in American democracy. How wanted to “teach [the hobo] that he is 
a useful citizen,” who could effect change through education, organization, and social uplift.431 
Admittedly, How was not a leading intellectual within the wider landscape of reformist and 
radical politics in the early twentieth century. As noted above, hobo uplift was a relatively 
conservative response to transiency that emphasized acculturation and personal improvement. As 
a result, How’s goals and the aims of the IBWA proved too tepid and derivative to shape larger 
debates on unemployment and homelessness, but his force of will and wealth allowed him to 
maintain an organization, associated institutions, and level of direct service that few matched. 
His first attempt at creating a newspaper did not last. Only a single copy of the Brotherhood 
News’ first issue survives, but three years later How was telling the newspaper trade press 
another hobo paper, The Underdog or The Hobo News was on its way.432 The first issue of this 
paper, The “Hobo” News finally appeared in 1915.433 Taken together, How’s newspapers are the 
first street newspapers in the United States.434 
 How’s aims stood at the core of his groups’ efforts for the next 25 years. Ensuing debates 
over the means to these ends and their versatility in a rapidly changing political environment 
consumed local meetings and the national convention, but How’s desire to bring together a 
human brotherhood through the spiritual and intellectual uplift of casual laborers never changed. 
How would never stop working “to make the ‘hoboes’ not only better citizens, but better 
‘hoboes[.]’”435  
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 How and Reitman found men willing to listen to How’s message and accept the 
Brotherhood’s charity. In April and May 1907 they served 200 men at their Chicago hall. When 
transients arrived How or Reitman welcomed them with a handshake and asked that they be 
seated. They were then asked a single question, “[W]hat do you want us to do for you.” Reports 
of services provided by the hall divided men into four classes: tramps, hobos, bums, and stranded 
professional men. One hundred and twenty were hobos, which the BWA defined as an unskilled, 
unemployed worker in search of employment. The next largest group were bums, primarily 
alcoholics, according to the BWA. Thirty stranded professional men also sought out the BWA’s 
help. They consisted of doctors, reporters, college professors, preachers, actors, lawyers, and 
other white-collar professionals in search of work. The smallest group were tramps, only 10 men. 
Per the BWA, these were men who preferred travel over work.436 The report does not describe 
the classification process, but the groups’ use of these distinctions identifies the limitations of its 
call for brotherhood. While the BWA did engage directly with transient workers, it still 
trafficked in discourses of the worthy poor that categorized some as degenerative or deficient to 
the point that any aid or relief would be counterproductive. 
 The BWA hall served men who rejected the services of other organizations in the city. 
Fifty men, a fourth of those served during those first two months, avoided Chicago charities 
“because they understood from other sources that these institutions did not help them.” The 
proliferation of these criticisms, men were “especially bitter against the Municipal Lodging 
House,” indicates the circulation of information found amongst hobos on the road was an 
established feature of the community in urban spaces. Hobos’ bitterness towards the Municipal 
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Lodging House was so severe “they preferred to walk the streets rather than go there.” 437 BWA 
records do not lay out the specific of workers’ critiques of Chicago’s lodging house, but at a 
mass meeting organized that winter by the BWA nearly 2,000 unemployed men adopted a 
resolution condemning the management of the Municipal Lodging House and demanded the city 
employ them in street upkeep.438 The input from Chicago’s transient community suggests the 
BWA filled a niche in the network of charities, shelters, flophouses, and soup kitchens these 
figures relied on and worked to fill gaps in social services or community needs otherwise were 
unwilling or disinterested in filling. This included the proper treatment of their dead. 
On May 31, 1909 in New York City How, along with Brotherhood leaders Alexander 
Law and Cornelius Donovan, and approximately twenty other homeless men, boarded a 
Department of Corrections steamer bound for Hart Island, New York City’s island-sized 
paupers’ field. Law and Donovan were the secretary and president, respectively, of New York’s 
Tenant’s Union through which they advocated on behalf of the city’s housed and homeless 
populations.439 Every man carried a wreath, flower bouquet, or potted plant. Their memorial was 
a mournful challenge to the structures that put bodies into Hart Island and to the erasure of a 
pauper’s grave.440 It also signaled that for the transient poor, an unmarked grave could be their 
only stable “home.” Once on the island they gathered beneath a large oak tree where Donovan 
spoke on behalf of the dead. 
“These dead shouldn’t have died. They have died as a result of their sacrifice, which has 
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been to add another million to the fortunes of the men who are already too rich. No 
matter how efficient or how skillful or educated these poor men were, if they had not 
been submerged there would have been an equal number to fill their trenches here.” 
 
These men, Donovan noted, followed the established path to a pauper’s grave. Once confined to 
the municipal lodging house a trip to the hospital and morgue were not far behind. Hart’s Island 
was “a virtual paradise and the only spot free from suffering” most of the “submerged” ever 
found. Alexander Law concluded the service with a selection from Thomas Gray’s poem, “Elegy 
Written in a Country Churchyard.”441 
 Underlying the earnest grieving of How and his entourage was the precarious position of 
those who remained on New York’s streets. The group was shown the open trenches prepared for 
“one hundred [bodies] a week,” and it is almost certain a few mourners realized their bodies 
would eventually rest nearby. Some of the mourners were not far from the trench themselves. An 
unnamed homeless mourner told the Tribune reporter who accompanied them “I haven’t had 
anything to eat for two days except a cup of coffee I got from Mr. How this morning.”442 For the 
transient poor, death was a constant companion on the road and How provided small comforts 
against it in the city. 
 The IBWA’s visit was the first organized commemoration of Hart Island’s indigent dead 
by the city’s living poor.443 In this sense, the spring organizing and trip to Hart Island are a very 
Howian take on Mother Jones’ famous war cry, “Mourn the dead and fight like hell for the 
living,” given his avowed pacifism and preference for education and reform efforts. Workers’ 
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deaths and the funerals that followed, “produced an absence in which the living reflected on what 
a life meant during the industrial era,” according to Michael Rosenow.444 Cornelius Donovan 
made this point during his address; the men whom they mourned died to enrich the wealthy.  
Although the IBWA’s trip to Hart Island was a one-off memorial it shares similarities 
with working-class mourning at Waldheim Cemetery in Chicago. Since the funeral of the 
Haymarket martyrs in 1887 the cemetery functioned as a space of commemoration and 
community. There working-class men and women transformed the criminalized dead into 
celebrated heroes in Chicago’s history through annual events and the construction of a 
monument in 1893.445 The trip to Hart Island, while a small episode in the history of the IBWA, 
was an effort to create a similar culture of commemoration among the transient poor. Like the 
working-class memorialization of the death in Waldheim Cemetery, which James Eads How and 
Ben Reitman were certainly aware of, the IBWA’s Hart Island memorial sought to create a place 
of mourning and celebration for those killed by industrial capitalism.446 Moreover, like the Hobo 
Colleges and IBWA halls, it signaled the IBWA’s production of distinct transient spaces within 
New York City, in this case a practice of mourning the formerly mobile.447 The memorial 
ultimately speaks to the care and attention the organization paid to the down and out, from 
clothing and feeding the men and women who filled their halls to mourning the indigent dead. 
  Mourning the dead and achieving a “better hobo” were actions on different scales. As the 
sociologist Nels Anderson noted, “The IBWA is revolutionary, but not as red as it is sometimes 
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painted…The IBWA is primarily evolutionary; it is a labor movement, but it proposes reform 
through education.”448 How’s uplift efforts and public commemorations for the transient dead 
were not designed to radically alter society, but instead provide a comfort and solace for those on 
society’s periphery that others were unwilling to provide. The Brotherhood never completely 
adopted a stringent political ideology and rejected the direct action of their IWW compatriots. 
This vague centrism left the IBWA open to critiques from the left. For example, IWW organizer 
William Z. Foster labeled the Brotherhood “mere pretenders” when it came to organizing 
transient laborers.449 How did little to assuage any concerns on the radical left that he shared 
their politics telling the New York Times in 1907, “I am not a Socialist nor an Anarchist.”450 
Despite these concerns he maintained a cordial, if not always productive relationship with others 
in the United States and later international labor movement.451 
These tensions came to a head in 1908 when the IBWA’s Chicago leader, Ben Reitman, 
fell in love with Emma Goldman. Lazarus Averbuch’s attempted assassination of Chicago Police 
Chief George Shippy brought the pair together. In the immediate aftermath both Reitman and 
Goldman were tied to the assassin by the Chicago press. The Chicago Tribune claimed Averbuch 
was “a disciple of Emma Goldman, ‘Queen of the Reds,’ and probably a marcher in the recent 
parade of the unemployed which had ‘Dr.’ Ben L. Reitman at its head.” While the evidence for 
Averbuch’s connection to Reitman was tenuous, police witnessed “a number of anarchists – or 
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men who closely resembled them” amongst Reitman’s “disorganized mob,” Averbuch was 
known to extoll Goldman’s virtues to his co-workers. A small library of Russian-language 
anarchist literature was also found in his apartment. Averbuch’s sister, Olga laid blamed it for 
her brother’s actions, “If he has done anything it was because he was insane over too much 
reading and brooding.”452 While acknowledging the sensationalized nature of the press accounts, 
its position that Averbuch moved with ease between Goldman’s anarchism and the IBWA’s 
radically-inflected reformist agenda suggests the latter was, at least in its early years, considered 
a respectably radical group. Now, it could also indicate the reporter’s lack of knowledge on the 
finer points of radical politics in Chicago. That Reitman then invited Goldman to speak at the 
IBWA Hall after the assassination attempt when every other venue refused, demonstrated a 
willingness to put the IBWA on the line for radical causes.453 
Pressure from the police forced Reitman to call off Goldman’s speech at the IBWA hall. 
He quickly arranged for Goldman to appear without announcement at the Workingman’s Hall, 
but detectives forced Goldman from the stage. These police actions did little to counter the 
Goldman and Reitman’s growing infatuation. Reitman decided to travel with Goldman and 
abandoned his IBWA duties in Chicago.454 IBWA members in Chicago responded by publicly 
revoking Reitman’s membership.455 How had other intentions and brought Reitman quickly back 
into the organization’s fold, but as Reitman spent more time with Goldman and her cohort his 
doubts about the IBWA grew. In a letter from April 1909 Goldman makes her thoughts on How 
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clear, “Personally, I can not see, how you can work together with Howe, when you have realized, 
that he is only hurting instead of helping the unemployed.” Retiman himself found fault with 
How, as Goldman was quick to remind him. “You yourself criticise him for his silly reforms, 
you no longer believe in them, or do you still?” Yet, she asked that he continue to work for the 
IBWA for the time being because the IBWA’s upcoming convention was in New York. Reitman 
was planning on being a delegate and it coincided with a Mother Earth dance.456 Despite 
Goldman’s concerns, Reitman would return to work off and on for the IBWA through the 
1920s.457  
 When Reitman decided to leave the IBWA and take on the role of Goldman’s manager, 
Goldman used Reitman’s experience with the IBWA to bolster his radical credentials within the 
anarchist community suspicious of the unruly Chicago hobo doctor. In the letter of introduction 
to Peter Kropotkin on Reitman’s behalf, she praised his “great work with the unemployed [in 
Chicago] which resulted in a very severe and brutal attack on R[eitman] by the police.”458 
Despite these reassurances, Reitman’s IBWA organizing was not considered by others in 
Goldman’s orbit as a respectable beginning for someone entering the inner circle of the 
American anarchist movement. 
Goldman and her associates were hardly alone in radical or laboring circles with a loose 
embrace of the IBWA. How’s wealth immediately made him suspect amongst working-class 
organizers. Furthermore, his advocacy of moderate educational reforms and support for 
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government solutions to unemployment were leagues apart from the revolutionary action 
proposed by Goldman and her allies. At the IBWA’s 1911 meeting, Socialist Party leader Victor 
Berger denounced the hobo. “We are not accustomed to look upon the so-called hobo or casual 
laborer as a friend of the organized working class.” He argued hobos were strikebreakers, scabs, 
and plied by drink to vote for anti-labor candidates.459 Yet, Berger’s presence at the IBWA 
convention hints at labor’s awkward embrace of How and his organization. Most labor leaders 
considered How eccentric and lacking the proper ideology to succeed, but given the sustained 
government hostility toward radical labor activists, many sought any available allies, no matter 
how unusual. The dynamics of these unusual alliances was exemplified by the Hull-House Riot 
of 1915.  
 
Hobos and the Hull-House Riot, 1915 
 A number of representatives of significant contending tendencies in Chicago’s radical 
landscape were present at the IBWA’s meeting of Chicago’s unemployed in January 1915. While 
many radicals later expressed skepticism of How’s efforts, they attended the gathering 
nonetheless. IWW organizer Ralph Chaplin criticized the event’s unnamed organizers (James 
Eads How and the IBWA), who “were not exactly hungry,” for planning a hunger demonstration 
with only “newspaper headlines in mind.”460 Chaplin articulated a long standing criticism of the 
IBWA, and James Eads How in particular, from Chicago’s radical groups, including the I.W.W. 
and Lucy Parsons, that he was only interested in headlines and not improving the working 
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conditions or economic system hobos labored under. Roughly 800 to 900 unemployed men, 
women, and children were packed into Hull-House’s Bowen Hall when Chaplin and Rumbaugh 
arrived.461 Chaplin remembered, “Everyone seemed glad to be indoors, where, blue faces and 
stiff fingers could be nursed back to warmth.” An unemployed laborer opened with a discussion 
of local conditions, followed by Parsons, a Russian Jewish baker, and then a Hull-House 
worker.462 
When Parson’s took the stage she recalled carrying a black banner with HUNGER 
written across through the streets of Chicago in 1885. Parsons told a Tribune reporter after her 
arrest, “I hoped I could carry such a flag again. I did not know it at the time, but just such a 
banner happened to be in the room.” Chicago police detectives claimed Parsons ordered 
everyone out into the streets to break windows and steal food.463 Multiple attendees disputed the 
detectives’ claims. University of Chicago Dean Sophonisba Breckinridge found nothing 
incendiary in the speech, while Ralph Chaplin found Parsons, “anything but a firebrand.”464 As 
everyone poured out of Hull-House, Parsons took her place at the head of the march beneath the 
HUNGER banner.465 
 A half-dozen detectives attempted to stop the march, claiming they lacked permits, but a 
voice in the back shouted, “To hell with the orders. We’re hungry,” and a crowd now estimated 
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at 1,500 people continued up Halsted Street. Swallowed up by the marchers the police began 
beating everyone in reach with their clubs and pistol butts and the crowd responded in kind. 
“A small, dark hared girl, climbing on to the shoulders of a man, dove head foremost into 
the center of the flight, her fingers reaching out for the yes and hair of the 
policemen…Women threw their arms around the necks of the plain clothes men, biting 
them and tearing their faces with finger nails. A girl with a red sweater crawled out of the 
seething mass with a clump of black hair clutched in her hand.”466 
 
Three shots from a detective’s pistol halted the melee, but did not stop the marchers from 
continuing up Halsted. At the next block they met a line of officers with clubs and pistols at the 
ready. Beneath a hail of blows from billy clubs, Parsons marched on through the police line. On 
the street corner an Episcopal cleric watching the events unfold rushed to pick up a banner 
inscribed with “Give us this our daily bread.” By day’s end, Rev. Irwin St. John Tucker would 
find his name in papers across the country. Bruised, bloodied, but undeterred the marchers 
flowed around a mounted police unit attempting to halt their advance and made it another five 
blocks before the police used street cars and an automobile to pin them in. Parsons, Tucker, and 
nineteen others were loaded into paddy wagons while marchers and police officers mingled and 
cleaned wounds in corner drugstores.467 
 As news of the “riot” and arrests spread the Chicago press highlighted the involvement of 
three Haymarket “veterans”: Parsons herself, deputy police superintendent Herman Schuettler 
and police Captain James O’Dea Storren.468 Another participant, Honoré Jaxon was also 
connected to the Haymarket Affair, but escaped arrest. Rev. Tucker’s arrest also made headlines. 
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The beating of a priest carrying a portion of the Lord’s Prayer aloft was not a positive reflection 
on the Chicago Police Department’s methods. After his release Tucker commented on the 
“strange sensation” to see his face everywhere and the looks of recognition on everyone who 
passed.469 Charges were eventually dropped and Judge Gemmill offered a sharp rebuttal of the 
police department’s methods. He ruled permits were not necessary for future marches and that 
the police had no right to interfere (as long as marchers remained orderly).470 At the follow-up 
meeting at Hull-House, Jane Addams’ pled for a temporary hold on marching, but was shouted 
down by the crowd. Parsons then appeared at the door and railed everyone to rise up and march. 
Six hundred unemployed men and women followed. Only a few minor scuffles with officers 
were reported during the second march.471 
 Lucy Parsons and other radical voices in the Chicago unemployment movement used the 
political momentum garnered by the police violence and press attention to co-opt How’s 
followers into their fold. The IBWA’s presence in these events was quickly overshadowed. 
Tucker blamed an indignant IWW whose simmering tensions with the IBWA for the chaos of the 
first march.472 At the first IBWA meeting after the march members drafted a public statement 
decrying the police actions as a symptom of the “crime of civilization” against the millions of 
unemployed who “have not lost our manhood,” struggling to survive. “Hunger knows but one 
law – the law of self-preservation. Violence breeds violence. We are Human,” implored the 
IBWA’s post-riot statement.473 From breadlines, flophouses, and homeless shelters they 
demanded jobs, food, and an end to police violence.  
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Chaplin was partially correct in his criticisms of the IBWA’s mass meeting. It received 
extensive press coverage – so much that Irwin St. John Tucker put together an entire scrapbook 
of clippings. But the police violence against women and children, coupled with the arrest of 
Lucy Parsons, a cleric, and nineteen others overshadowed any positive attention How hoped to 
engender for the poor, homeless, and transient wintered over in Chicago.474 The meeting showed 
How’s ability to attract other radical voices into his orbit, but the riot and ensuing press coverage 
underscored his limited influence among Chicago’s better known activists and the difficulties in 
spreading the IBWA’s message through the mainstream press.  
 The riot demarcated a shift in How’s aims. Long interested in building a global 
brotherhood movement, the sustained difficulties in fostering a national organization often at 
odds with its larger and more radical competitor were clear. With the war in Europe growing 
louder How saw toward Europe as the future of the IBWA. This story, outlined in the next 
chapter, was an earnest effort by How to mobilize for transient laborers on an international stage. 
In doing so he would adopt what Daniel T. Rodgers termed the “social politics of motion” 
undertaken by other progressive reformers who crisscrossed Europe in search of new ideas, 
thinkers, and solutions to the world’s ills.475  
 How’s involvement in the riot, albeit peripheral, did not diminish his relationship with 
Hull-House. He continued to make frequent visits whenever he was in town. As Edith Abbott 
recalled,  
“He would often arrive at the House late in the afternoon and ask for Miss Adams. He 
would have a large paper bag of bananas under one arm and a bag of buns under the 
other. We all urged him to come into the dining room for dinner, but he always replied 
that he had some supper with him, and if we didn’t mind, he would eat his buns and 
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bananas there on the sofa.”476 
 
The riot, while remarkable for the cast of influential figures in attendance, made the divisions 
between different groups of reformers and radicals all the more visible. Wobblies thought very 
little of How and the IBWA, but were still curious enough to attend the meeting. Parsons was 
friends with Ben Reitman, likely acquainted with How, but her relationship with the IWW was 
fraught. After participating in the group’s founding and writing for its newspaper, The Liberator, 
Parsons distanced herself from the IWW over its inaction in the class struggle.477 How was the 
most capable of those involved in navigating the ideological landscape of Chicago’s reformers 
and radicals. Maybe it was his easy-going and inoffensive nature, or the allure of his wealth that 
facilitated his relationships with Hull-House, Parsons, and members of the IWW. In relation to 
transient mobility, this episode underscores the negotiations necessary to maintain the IBWA’s 
intellectual infrastructure in Chicago. To education and organize unemployed workers How and 
the IBWA needed the resources and prestige of respected institutions like Hull-House, or the 
influence and access to transient laborers maintained by the IWW. 
 
The Hobo Colleges, 1907-1930s 
“What an opening Class! Lousy panhandlers, crummy bums, clean sunburned honest 
stiffs fresh from the wheat fields and resplendent in new overalls, audacious IWW’s, 
cranky communists, derail and canned heat addicts in various stages of alcoholic 
delirium, jack rollers, fairies and faggots on the make for trade, sticky fingered and 
slipper tongued punks and petty larceny thieves – not the best looking nor the most 
intelligent student body, but the strongest smelling class in Chicago.”478 
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So proclaimed Ben Reitman on the Hobo College’s opening day when a confusion of 
hobos, tramps, leftist, addicts, sex workers, and criminals settled in for the first class. The Hobo 
College served as an intellectual clearing house for West Madison’s denizens and interested 
parties across Chicago. Although strongly identified with hobo laborers, the College served 
casual workers from all sectors in the neighborhood, including sex workers. As Reitman’s 
account of the first class makes clear, it was also a place of cross-class and queer encounter 
where Wobblies and male sex workers rubbed elbows with tenured faculty from Chicago 
universities and harvesters in from the Midwest. The College served as a locus within the 
broader social landscape of Chicago’s skid row drawing in hobos and non-hobos alike with its 
communal atmosphere, educational opportunities and especially important for anyone spending 
the winter on West Madison: warmth, coffee, and doughnuts.479 
The Hobo College was a series of nighttime lectures held in Chicago’s IBWA hall. 
During the summer when hobos decamped and headed out to the harvest fields the colleges 
closed.480 Chicago’s remains the most well-known but a Hobo College also operated out of the 
IBWA hall in New York City’s Bowery neighborhood.481 Reitman and How invited academics 
from the city’s universities, reformers, labor organizers, and cultural figures to lecture or preform 
for the assembled students. Through his Colleges How hoped, “[t]o give [hoboes] a mode of 
expression, to bring them together as a unit, to quip them for managing their problem, thus far 
ignored by the country at large.”482 This echoed his call in 1908 for “the higher intellectual, 
moral and spiritual development of the masses.”483 In this sense, the Hobo College paralleled the 
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Open Forum movement, a social gospel inspired educational movement founded in 1908 that 
facilitated lectures by leading intellectuals and discussions in communities across the nation.484  
Education, whether formal or self-conducted, shaped many influential reformers, 
including James Eads How. It expanded their possibilities (especially for female reformers), 
transformed knowledge into action, and fostered new intellectual and personal connections.485 
Many made it a central part of their reform efforts. For example, Jane Addams and her Hull-
House co-founder, Ellen Gates Starr, considered education, in both practical skills and the arts, a 
cornerstone of Hull-House’s mission.486  
How and the IBWA, as noted above, aimed “[t]o give [hoboes] a mode of expression”487 
This echoed Ellen Gates Starr’s argument on the necessity of arts and cultural access to uplift 
poor working-class immigrant families and maintain society’s spiritual and artistic state. 
Succulently, Starr said, “art must be of the people if it is to be at all.”488 The Hobo College 
debates, poetry readings, and the columns of The “Hobo” News provided intellectual and artistic 
outlets for transient workers. The IBWA also hosted lectures from public intellectuals and 
cultural figures, like the Scottish opera star Mary Garden who performed at Chicago’s IBWA 
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hall in 1917.489 
Hobos themselves provided most of the intellectual work at the college, peppering 
speakers with questions, debating one another on topics of the day, and reciting their own poetry. 
Outside lecturers garnered press attention, but at the Bowery college half of the lectures were 
given by hoboes.490 Two poems written and read by hobos at the Hobo College survive, collected 
by University of Iowa folklorist Edwin Ford Piper.491 The poems hint at the ways hobos 
consumed popular culture and disseminated it within their ranks.492 On the evening of February 
24, 1923, an unnamed Texas hobo regaled those assembled at the Hobo College with his poem, 
“The Longer I Linger.” The hobo told Piper he penned the poem in jail. Piper found the poem 
carried a “sense of humor” despite the author’s “pessimistic view of life.”493 Despite the hobo’s 
authorship claim, “The Longer I Linger” was written by socialist writer Henry M. Tichenor at 
least a decade prior and appeared under a range of titles in numerous labor publications.494  
Hoboing was predicated on the stealing of rides from railroads, so claiming authorship of 
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someone else’s poem was a small matter. But it fits into the lager schema of hobo culture that 
allowed and often encouraged transients to reinvent themselves and take what was necessary to 
survive. As noted in previous chapters, hobos typically shed their names for monikers or 
nicknames during their travels as a matter of safety and insulation from personal attachments 
while others adopted male personas to shed the female lives society dictated to them. How 
himself participated in hobo culture’s fluid identity boundaries in the shedding of his wealth and 
reinventing himself as a hobo, albeit a wealth one. 
The Hobo College was the public face for this process in Chicago. By bringing outside 
academics, authors, and musicians into its fold it allowed them to become, if only for one night, 
one of the down and out.495 In this sense it served as another type of slumming for middle-and 
upper-class Chicagoans and New Yorkers, especially in the College’s later years when Ben 
Reitman facilitated tours of the West Madison neighborhood for Reconciliation Trips, Inc.496 The 
turn towards slumming as a means of support during the 1920s marked a shift in the Hobo 
Colleges’ mission. After two decades of operation the College had a degree of respectability. Its 
advisor board included prominent Chicago religious, labor, and educational leaders including the 
sociologist E. W. Burgess, Chicago Federation of Labor president Ed Hammond, and theologian 
Arthur Holt. Visitors to the College, including, University of Wisconsin sociologist Edward A. 
Ross commended Reitman on the “extraordinary opportunity” the college provided to engage 
with the subjects of his research on public health among the homeless. Ross found their 
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questions after his lecture insightful and wished he were a much younger academic so he could 
spend months at the College collecting life stories.497 In appreciation, Ross received a Hobo 
College diploma.498  
How’s Colleges presaged the rise of urban bohemian culture, but this was acute 
particularly in post-war Chicago where one writer argued the College served as “a kind of proto-
Pickle [Club].”499 The College appeared in Chicago guidebooks and drew a diverse clientele of 
hobos and non-hobos alike.500 New York City was not far behind. When How opened a new 
IBWA branch on the Bowery in 1923 the ceremony featured a reading by the bohemian poet 
Maxwell Bodenhelm.501 
 Outside the confines of the Hobo College, Chicago’s soap boxing locales provided 
another liminal space for hobos and the public to interact. The educational merits of the speakers 
at Bug House Square (Washington Square Park) and the Bug Club (Washington Park on the 
South Side) is debatable, but for working-class and transient Chicagians it provided an 
intellectual outlet and opportunity for public expression. Moreover, they were part of a 
decentralized network of free speech spaces utilized by hobos and radical organizers across the 
country. Given that any street corner or park could be transformed into a speaking platform with 
the addition of a wooden box, soapboxing became a vital tool in the dissemination and 
articulation of hobo political thought and ideas as well as sites of violent battles over the right to 
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free speech prior to World War I.502 
The possibilities of these spaces where exciting and damndable according to the Chicago 
writer James T. Farrell, “The Bug Club will save the world, and drive everybody to drink or 
hell.”503 Born to a poor Irish family near the South Loop, Farrell’s impressions of Chicago’s 
“drunkards, Negroes, expressmen, homosexuals, immigrants and immigrant landlords, filling-
station attendants, straw bosses, hitch hikers, bums, and bewildered parents” populated his 
fiction.504 Like Reitman and Anderson before him, Farrell sought out Ernest Burgess at the 
University of Chicago for comments on the first volume of his Studs Lonigan trilogy when it 
appeared in 1932.505 In Farrell’s rendering of the Bug Club, a nest of speakers declaimed the 
merits of the Single Tax, communism, and Sen. La Follette. They argued that “Jesus Christ was a 
bum. A hobo, with no place to lay his head.” And they weighed the merits of Ernest Burgess’ 
“Zone of Transition” theory of urban growth (the theory built in part on research in 
Hobohemia).506 Despite being a fictional account, it spoke to the mood and scene of Chicago’s 
hobo-supported free speech spaces. 
 
West Madison as Laboratory: The IBWA and the Chicago School of Sociology, 1910s-
1920s 
The rise of the Chicago School of Sociology in the late 1910s spurred exhaustive studies 
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of Chicago and its diverse populace.507 Richard Wright later argued in his introduction to one of 
the school’s most enduring studies, St. Clair Drake and Horace Cayton’s Black Metropolis, that 
“Chicago is the known city, perhaps more is known about it, how it is run, how it kills, how it 
loves, steals, helps, gives, cheats, and crushes than any other city in the world.”508 Producing this 
knowledge required time, teams of investigators (typically graduate students), and the social and 
financial coverage offered by an institution like the University of Chicago. The Near West Side’s 
hobo district was of particular interest to Chicago faculty and students, so much so a Chicago 
social worker claimed it was “the camping ground of many investigators”509 Hobos and hobo 
organizers were well aware of the sociology students and researchers in their midst. The IBWA 
was more welcoming than the IWW to their presence.  
Chicago School sociologists Nels Anderson, the foremost academic authority on hobos 
during the 1920s, and his mentor Ernest Burgess, argued West Madison’s hobo district was a 
naturally occurring urban space of transition between the business core and outer residential 
areas. Like the other spaces included in Burgess’ “Zone of Transition,” including Chinatown, 
Greektown, and the Near North Side’s rooming-house district, West Madison retained a distinct 
social world readily identifiable to outsiders.510 Anderson termed this Hobohemia’s 
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“atmosphere,” “local color,” or “personality of the neighborhood.”511 Anderson’s affective 
description of hobo culture as merely “atmosphere” obscured the personalities, negotiations, and 
institutional conflicts that undergirded the re/production of West Madison as a distinctive hobo 
space during the early twentieth century.  
Anderson’s knowledge of the district derived from three sources: his experiences in the 
area as a hobo, ethnographic research conducted while a master’s student at the University of 
Chicago, and his employment as a vice investigator for the Juvenile Protection Association. In 
the latter two efforts he worked closely with James Eads How and Ben Reitman. Both men 
introduced him to transients and Reitman toured him around the brothels on West Madison.512 
Anderson’s reliance on the IBWA for access and information to transient communities in 
Chicago speaks to the connections between the neighborhood and the social reformers and 
investigators working to study and obliterate the vice and criminality they saw in the space. 
As a result of Anderson’s ties to How, Reitman, and the IBWA had prominent roles in his 
influential study The Hobo. Ben Reitman served on Chicago Council of Social Agencies’ 
Committee on Homeless Men that financially supported the publication Anderson’s hobo 
study.513 In an interview with The “Hobo” News while in the process of researching what later 
became The Hobo, Anderson lent his support to the group’s publication of hobo poetry. From the 
article it is evident the IBWA enjoyed the academic gloss this gave their verse. Anderson argued 
the publication of poems by hobos in “The Hobo” News and other unnamed magazines allowed 
them “an opportunity to air a grievance.”514 Yet, Anderson did not approach the organization 
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uncritically and did not publish all of his writing on the group, which included pointed critiques 
of How.515 
When The Hobo appeared in print the IBWA’s mouthpiece, renamed The Hobo World, 
reviewed the book. The transient book critic, known as “Caveat,” eviscerated the text, “The book 
is not what it purports to be.” Instead of a study of the casual and migratory worker the book, 
according to Caveat, was a survey of the immorality of “certain districts of Chicago.” A study of 
transient labor could not be written by Anderson or any other “social worker, minister, college 
professor.” Caveat was suspicious of Anderson’s claim to personal experience on the road, for 
“one who has ‘hoboed’ a few months and has the opportunity to get off the job and out of the 
jungles when he pleases” is inherently incapable of telling the true story.516  
Caveat’s review of The Hobo is indicative of the active engagement within the IBWA 
and possibly the wider transient population on West Madison with the academic scholarship 
being conducted on them. As Anderson himself noted in The Hobo, Chicago’s hobos were 
voracious readers. “[B]ooks in the field of social science are surprisingly popular,” and 
bookstores in the neighborhood were well stocked in sociology, history, economics, and political 
science.517 Anderson’s work was also read by former hobos in Chicago. Carl Sandburg seemed 
to enjoy Anderson’s work. “I am sure we are interested in the hobo for similar reasons, scientific, 
sentimental and other urges for which there are no words,” wrote Sandburg in a 1927 letter to 
Anderson, then working at the Whittier House Settlement in New Jersey, “I hope we can meet up 
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and talk things over.”518 While the IBWA’s book critic considered Anderson insufficiently 
transient to truly study the community, and Sandburg considered him a fellow traveler, the 
fellow sociologists whom Anderson hoped to impressed the most with his work considered him 
too close to his subject matter to receive an academic appointment.519 Thus, shortly after 
graduating from the University of Chicago he became an undercover vice investigator for the 
Juvenile Protective Association. 
In this capacity Anderson relied on his skills as a sociologist and experience as an 
ethnographer to locate and document brothels on the Near West Side. Based on police reports, 
community tips, and information from Ben Reitman, Anderson, along with his partner Benjamin 
Blinstrub, visited suspected brothels in apartments, businesses, and homes throughout the Near 
West Side and reported the presence of police officers, bouncers, or sex workers themselves.520 
Anderson’s employment with the Juvenile Protective Association did not last long. He soon left 
to complete his PhD in sociology at New York University.521 Yet, his ability to parlay his 
ethnographic experience with West Madison’s hobo population into a job as a vice investigator 
speaks to the conditions of the neighborhood as both a social scientific laboratory and space of 
intense private and police surveillance. Ben Reitman’s support for Anderson in both projects also 
underscores the negotiations West Madison’s denizens made with curious, and connected, 
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parties.522 With social scientists and vice investigators in the area it behooved those with 
community influence to befriend them. 
 
The IBWA’s Afterlife on the Bowery 
 After How’s death a pair of newspapers arose on the Bowery with competing claims to 
his legacy. The first, The Hobo News, began publication in 1937.523 According to an oral history 
with the Hobo News’ secretary, bookkeeper, and horse racing columnist, Irene Lohsen, taken by 
Jay Doyle in the 1980s, the paper was “concocted at the typewriter by whomever was in the 
office at deadline time.” Writers drew on the down and out around the office for stories.524 
Hobos, like Charles Barth, sent in stories and articles as they traveled. 
 Except for a stint with the American Expeditionary Force in France, Charles “Buffalo 
Chuck” Barth worked consistently as a transient laborer in the Midwest and West from 1916 
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through the Great Depression.525 Starting in the mid-1920s he began writing poetry and short 
stories as he traveled, which he later sold to The Hobo News. His worn green composition book 
contains all the road writing that the self-identified “Poet-Tramp” produced between 1924 and 
1927. From 1928 through 1945 Barth sold these pieces and noted the title, publication date, and 
price for each. A poem in the Hobo News earned Barth $2.00 while a piece on the front page 
received $5.00. Thematically, Barth’s Hobo News poems ranged from the hustle and bustle of 
the passengers, red caps, and tramps at a train station, the weariness of urban life and draw of 
rural travels, or a lament about the virtues of womanhood. Most of Barth’s oeuvre was based on 
hobo experiences, including poems about walking Denver’s streets at night in subzero 
temperatures and hobo jungles, which he sold to The Hobo News for 5.00.526 As a record of a 
transient laborer and writer’s relationship with the New York street press, Barth’s poems suggest 
these later street papers provided an artistic and intellectual outlet for floating laborers. 
Moreover, Barth’s manuscripts support what Jay Doyle found in his research on The Hobo News. 
The paper maintained the “shoe-string financing, hobo tenacity, and the oral tradition of the 
road.”527 In addition to publishing in The Hobo News, Barth was regularly featured in The 
Bowery News throughout the 1950s and early 1960s.528  
In October 1945, Harry Baronian announced to creation of a new street paper on the 
Bowery. At the press conference Baronian, a former employee of The Hobo News, claimed a 
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new paper was needed to defend the Bowery’s transient community from outsiders. The paper’s 
primary purpose was, “to preserve the honest character of the Bowery.”529 According to one 
interviewer, Baronian was well-spoken and attractive – a born newspaper man. A native of St. 
Louis, he moved to New York during the Great Depression and began working for The Hobo 
News.530 Before creating The Bowery News he edited a short-lived humor magazine, The 
Flophouse News.531 Baronian, it’s important to note, never claimed to be a hobo or homeless. 
Yet he spent thirty years advocating for the rights of Bowery transients in print, on the television, 
and through community organizations.532  
The pin-up girls, cinema starlets, and burlesque dances splashed across the extant copies 
of The Hobo News and The Bowery News were far and away from the cosmopolitan paper and 
organization James Eads How set out to build in 1905. Yet, these papers retained a space for 
self-reflection and intellectual engagement for the down and out. The continued presence of a 
hobo-inflected newspaper demonstrated the continued relevance of How and the IBWA’s 
infrastructure building decades after both passed away. For example, a photograph of famed 
1940s burlesque dancer Lilly Christine appears beside an interview with the sociologist Jesse 
Walter Dees, who dressed as a hobo and authored a study on flophouses grace the front page of 
The Bowery News’ May 1951 issue.533 By creating an intellectual infrastructure for transient 
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laborers in Chicago and New York, James Eads How and the International Brotherhood Welfare 
Association demonstrated their commitment to the intellectual and social uplift of the transient 
poor, but above all, considered these men and women capable of great ideas whose words were 
as worthy as those of any one else. 
 The International Brotherhood Welfare Association maintained hobo-inflected 
community and educational spaces in New York and Chicago for over twenty years. Through 
their union halls, Hobo College lectures, public debates, and newspaper the IBWA served the 
political, economic, leisure needs transient workers passing through the city. Along with Hull-
House in Chicago, and the IWW in New York and Chicago, the IBWA helped maintain an 
intellectual infrastructure re/built by hobos, tramps, and other transient workers as they traveled 
throughout the country. These spaces served as nodes where workers could find one another, 
debate the issues of the day, find something to read or an outlet for their writing, and share in 
their experiences on the road. 
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CHAPTER 4: JAMES EADS HOW ABROAD AND THE INTERNATIONAL LIMITS 
OF HOBO UPLIFT, 1909-1929 
Emma Goldman confronted an especially disheartening moment during her 1920-21 exile 
in the Soviet Union. The labor halls and theatres Goldman filled on her popular speaking tours, 
which were arranged by her manager-lover and erstwhile hobo Ben Reitman over the previous 
decade, were worlds away from the famine-gripped Soviet state. Disgusted with the other 
Americans in country, disappointed in her brief meetings with Vladimir Lenin and Maxim Gorki, 
and aghast at suppressions of free speech and worker activism emerging from a revolution she 
once championed, Goldman left with Alexander Berkman after only twenty-three months.534 In 
exile she reluctantly reconnected with an acquaintance from her Chicago days, the hobo 
organizer James Eads How. Goldman had privately criticized How for his “silly reforms” when 
he had been the employer of her former partner, Ben Reitman.535 In the ensuing years her 
assessment did not change. Goldman was confused at How’s presence in Moscow.536 
How’s 1921 Soviet sojourn was not an anomaly, but part of a sustained and international 
project that was supported by the IBWA. From 1909 to 1929, just prior to his death, How made 
regular sojourns to Europe and eventually Asia to lecture, organize IBWA branches, seek out 
allies, and participate in international conferences. Other IBWA delegates made their own trips 
to Europe to spread the organization’s message. Foreign correspondents for The “Hobo” News 
reported on unemployment and transient labor conditions abroad and international coverage was 
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prominently featured in the paper as well. In these endeavors How brought his call for “hobo 
uplift” to leaders and listeners the world over. Although How’s prominence as an international 
leader never manifested in a sustained global organization or movement for the improvement of 
transient laborers, it garnered transatlantic attention for the concerns of the down-and-out in the 
United States. It scaled up the institutionalization of hobo culture driven by the IBWA, outlined 
in the previous chapter, to unprecedented heights. How’s efforts underscore the difficulties of 
institutionalizing and expanding an established set of cultural practices and communal norms, 
especially when it was disconnected from the conditions that produced them in the first place. 
How wanted to make a place for hobos in a global conversation, but he did not bring other hobos 
abroad, only other respectable IBWA organizers. 
How joined a cacophony of reformers, radicals, educators, preachers, scholars, writers, 
social scientists, journalists, and other interested parties in conversation and debate about the 
meaning and method for political and social reform across the Atlantic. These figures, some 
famous—most not—crafted the contours of political, social, and economic possibilities and 
alternatives that defined the Progressive Era and into the interwar period.537 This included many 
with whom How maintained a working relationship in his various endeavors, like the leaders at 
Hull-House. Jane Addams found the inspiration for Hull House on London’s East End in the 
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settlement house Toynbee Hall and from her encounters with the area’s poor.538 Prior to World 
War I, Grace Abbott traveled to Central Europe “to study the problems of immigration at the 
source,” according to her sister.539 The global sojourns of IBWA members and journalists, as 
well as the travels of other reformers, strengthened ties between reformers, intellectuals, and 
activists on both sides of the Atlantic. 
How and the IBWA were not the sole American labor organizations with worldly 
ambitions. Early scholarship focused on craft unionism’s influence on United States’ foreign 
policy or labor’s position within international leftist politics between 1900 and 1920.540 Later 
work not only expanded the chronology of transnational connections between labor unions, their 
leadership, and the circulation of workers, but also moved past strictly diplomatic or 
institutional-focused histories into the lives of workers themselves, particularly migrant laborers, 
and their place within wider imperial, economic, and political structures.541 Included within these 
historiographical developments are innovative histories of casual and transient laborers bringing 
legal, gender, and sexuality analyses to bear on migrant agricultural laborers.542 
Connecting these histories of transnational political and cultural circulation, labor and 
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leftist organizing, and transient labor is renewed attention to the global efforts of hobo-aligned 
groups, primarily the Industrial Workers of the World. As Peter Cole, David Struthers, and 
Kenyon Zimmer make clear, “far too many scholars have chosen to ignore ‘the World’ in the 
organization’s title.”543 Although the IWW was not exclusively focused on organizing hobos, the 
founding of their Agricultural Workers Organization (AWO) in 1915 drove up membership 
numbers and union coffers. By 1916, 18,000 hobos joined the AWO allowing the IWW to 
expand and rise to its peak of power.544 Reframing the IWW in global terms is a useful departure 
for reassessing the IBWA for, “International” in the IBWA’s name is also overlooked. Unlike the 
IWW, the IBWA focused its work exclusively on transient laborers, rendering it the only 
distinctly hobo voice on the global stage for much of the early twentieth century.  
This chapter pieces together the international presence of the International Brotherhood 
Welfare Association and its leader, James Eads How. It begins with How’s first organizing trips 
to Europe during which How sought allies and attention for his organization. Next, it moves to 
the pages of the IBWA’s newspaper, The “Hobo” News, and explores the paper’s international 
coverage. Then the chapter turns to How and the IBWA’s involvement in the international anti-
war movement during World War I. Together these histories reframe How as a progressive 
reformer ensconced in the debates of the day and the IBWA as an organization with global 
aspirations. 
In doing so this chapter documents a different type of transient movement: international 
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mobility in the name of hobo workers. James Eads How was the most visible manifestation of 
this movement. He engaged in what Daniel T. Rodgers termed the “social politics of motion” 
adopted by reformers in search of European answers to American questions.545 The search for 
answers elsewhere in the world was not limited to How. In The “Hobo” News writers, hobo and 
non-hobo alike, and international correspondents brought news and debates from across the 
globe to transient readers. This global mobility, in person and in print, highlights the presence of 
hobo-inflected politics in the leading labor and pacifist debates of the day, particularly during 
World War I. How’s global ambitions also hoped to foster a new globally-oriented form of 
transient domesticity. While it was not a straight-forward effort at home-making, How wanted 
hobo workers to have both symbolic and realized relationships with transients, organizers, and 
reformers the world over. How wanted a home for the homeless on the world stage. 
How was not a global leader like his friend and neighbor Jane Addams. Never considered 
a prominent intellectual or leader of any progressive movement, How lacked a strong 
organization and influential allies. Yet, he was known to many powerful reformers who likely 
welcomed the press attention and money that came with How’s association with their causes. 
How also had a knack for being at the right place at the right time. Weighing the influence and 
impact of his efforts paints an uneven portrait of success, set-back, and unrealized possibility. As 
Rodgers found, most of the intellectuals and reformers who turned to Europe for answers 
returned with ad hoc solutions and lacked both political power and the resources to implement 
their new ideas.546 This was also true of How and the IBWA’s global ambitions. This chapter 
raises a different set of questions about the IBWA’s transnational presence. What did the 
international outreach of How and The “Hobo” News contribute to transient intellectual culture? 
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How does international mobility alter understandings of transient movement, domesticity, and 
culture? Also, why was How committed to a global vision of hobo uplift and what did his 
presence say about the global reach of the “hobo problem?” Ultimately, this continues the 
reassessment of How and the IBWA begun in the previous chapter. Doing so upsets the flattened 
press-driven narrative of How as an eccentric millionaire in light of the full scope of his efforts 
on behalf of the transient poor on the international scene.  
Perhaps the most significant difficulty in piecing together the IBWA’s history is How 
himself. Although he was frequently in the press, How is infuriatingly contradictory and avoided 
straight answers during interviews. It is never entirely clear when one of his organizations or 
projects begins, ends, or is reimagined under a new name in a new city. Many IBWA halls or 
Hobo Colleges only seem to succeed when How was present. This is likely a result of the 
accompanying press attention and lack of IBWA records that could show a local’s strength when 
How was absent. He left a small archival presence, with less than a dozen letters and an 
incomplete run of his newspaper surviving.547 Despite these limitations, How’s international 
travels are well-documented, both in national and international newspapers, but in the accounts 
sent back to The “Hobo” News. This renders How’s press coverage and frequent interviews the 
best and often only documentation of the IBWA’s global ambition.  
 
Bringing the World to Hobos, or How Abroad, 1909 
James Eads How’s first trip abroad in his capacity as head of the Brotherhood Welfare 
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Association occurred during the summer and early fall of 1909. It followed a national 
unemployment meeting in St. Louis hosted by How and his memorial for the impoverished dead 
on Hart Island in New York City.548 Twelve days later How departed for England aboard the 
steamer St. Paul with the hopes of building an international unemployment movement with the 
help of European allies.549 Although this was not How’s first trip to Europe, it was his first under 
the auspices of the International Brotherhood Welfare Association.550 
How hoped to connect with European unemployment and labor advocates and 
organizations, establish IBWA branches in London and Paris, and raise the international profile 
of his movement.551 Seeking those connections, How visited Ruskin College at Oxford.552 
Founded by Americans Prof. Charles A. Beard and Walter Vrooman in 1899, Ruskin College 
was an independent college for working-class youth.553 Since at least 1905, How had wanted to 
open a similar college where “great subjects of the people’s welfare should be brought to their 
door.”554 The Hobo College later fulfilled this dream. 
When How arrived at Ruskin College in 1909 its was undergoing severe strains. Students 
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struck in January over concerns in the college’s direction and the dismissal of its principal.555 In 
a letter to IBWA member Nicholas Klein, How reported, “[U]nfortunately, the students are 
divided into groups and factions, which may lead to no end of trouble.”556 It is unknown what 
other groups or individuals How met with in England or France, but he later reported speaking to 
at least one audience of unemployed workers in England. “I told them that when I left America 
things over [t]here were not the ‘bum,’ and not to come yet. When things improve I told them 
we’d let them know.”557 No IBWA branches were opened either, but How secured a cultural 
coup when he convinced Bernard Shaw to visit the United States. 
 Shaw was famously resistant to visiting the America, labeling it “that awful country, that 
uncivilized place called the United States.”558 Thus, the news of Shaw’s impending visit on 
behalf of the IBWA was warmly welcomed at home. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch’s literary critic 
hoped Shaw would speak beyond his engagement at the planned hobo convention in Chicago, 
particularly on the status of drama in America.559 How’s unusual mission and life story may have 
peaked Shaw’s interest. Moreover, both shared a mutual respect for Henry George and arrived at 
their ideological beliefs after being introduced to his work. Shaw’s thoughts on How’s proposal 
have not surfaced, and it is possible the announcement was meant to drum up press, a motivation 
that critics often lodged against How and his ability to command attention for impractical 
projects. An earlier letter to the author Anthony Hope hints at a more likely possibility, that How 
and Shaw did discuss the writer attending the hobo convention in Chicago, but Shaw never 
intended to make such a trip. As he told Hope in 1903, when similar inquiries were made by the 
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American promoter Major James Pond, “[T]here is really no use in wasting Pond’s time by 
extracting proposals from him which I don’t really mean to accept, though I generally let people 
make them because I like to know my market value as a matter of business and personal 
vanity.”560 Shaw probably told How he would attend the hobo convention without any intention 
of honoring the request. Frankly, the pair probably hit it off over their mutual propensity for 
grand but undeveloped plans. Shaw continued to rebuff efforts to bring him to the United States 
until he briefly visited in 1933 and again in 1936.561 Regardless of the veracity of Shaw’s 
intentions to visit in 1909, How maintained press attention, connected with similar educational 
endeavors in Oxford, spread his message to audiences in England and France, and most 
importantly scored a public relations victory with the Shaw invitation. 
 How marked his return to the United States with an address at the IBWA hall at 33 
Bowery in New York City. Cornelius Donovan, who provided the biting benediction at Hart 
Island, spoke in his capacity as the mayoral candidate for the “Rent Payers and the 
Unemployed,” but the main attraction was How. “Every type of Bowery derelict was represented 
from the gray-bearded wreck of years of dissipation to the young fellow who had settled down to 
spend his life in the bread lines and cheap lodging houses,” and How greeted everyone as a 
brother “with expressions of affection,” noted the New York Times. This was the constituency for 
whom How traveled. How’s adoption of international mobility was, he believed, for the benefit 
and improvement of the down and out. He went to Europe to share news of the plight and always 
aimed to return with new ideas, allies, or possibilities for them. How told the assembled Bowery 
folk that he told England’s unemployed to wait before they immigrated and offered his 
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assessment of the conditions of the unemployed in Europe.562  
How closed with a tribute to the recently executed Spanish anarchist and education 
reformer Francesco Ferrer.563 Despite his relative obscurity within the United States, Ferrer’s 
death spurred the development of the Modern Schools among anarchist circles. Based on Ferrer’s 
work, these institutions rejected rigid state and parochial educational models and instead 
emphasized a liberative education built on science, observation, reason, and the experience of 
students and educators that drew heavily on anarchist ideology for support. Emma Goldman and 
Alexander Berkman organized other anarchists, socialists, civil libertarians, and freethinkers 
under the auspices of the Ferrer Association, which founded the first modern school in New 
York two years later. Hutchins Hapgood and Jack London, authors both known for their 
depictions of hobo life, joined the Association’s Advisory Board.564 How’s Hobo College is not 
considered part of the larger Modern School movement and his tribute to Ferrer following his 
execution are How’s only publicly known comments on either the movement or its founder. But, 
the Hobo College and How’s tribute to Ferrer denote a connection between broader reformist and 
revolutionary educational efforts and the work of the IBWA not identified previously. This 
shows that contrary to radical critics who considered hobos, tramps, and other transient laborers 
to be unorganizable or worse yet, counter-revolutionary, they were organized and in conversation 
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with cutting-edge debates on radical education. 
How’s 1909 trip was a limited success. He made no lasting connections with any labor or 
socialist organizations in Europe. How did not establish an IBWA local in Paris or London. 
George Bernard Shaw did not attend the IBWA’s national convention. Yet, How brought the 
plight of his transient supporters to new audiences, including Shaw, who was one of the most 
famous socialists in the world. The visit to Ruskin College exposed him to the challenges of 
creating a school for working-class students, but affirmed the necessity a similar institution for 
transient workers. This drive for a new model of education for the masses was further affirmed 
by the murder of Francisco Ferrer, who How evidently admired. Global mobility on behalf of the 
hobo then, even with minor and short-lived success, proved a worthwhile practice for How and 
the IBWA. How would return to Europe, but at this point international expansion of the IBWA 
was one of many ambitions. In December 1909, he became a medical doctor.565 While How’s 
commitment to a truly international IBWA continued, The “Hobo” News served as a space for 
global reporting in the meantime, but the outbreak of war in Europe renewed How’s international 
ambition. 
 
The “Hobo” News’ International Coverage, 1910s-1920s 
 “The Russian migratory worker,” wrote Casmir Svadiz in a 1916 “Hobo” News article, 
“Hoboes in Other Lands,” “demands work as his right; gets his price or keeps his labor power.” 
Svadiz does not provide any biographical details, but his familiarity with transient labor in 
Russia and America as evidenced in his article suggests he was a Russian-born migrant laborer 
himself. “[T]he Russian Hobo,” in Svadiz’ comparison of transient labor conditions in Russia 
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and the United States has more respect from employers than his American counterpart.566 By 
reading the American hobo through the status of transient labor in Russia Svadiz articulated a 
sense of international solidarity between migratory workers. He also brought information on the 
wider world to transient readers. International news and analysis were frequent features of the 
IBWA’s mouthpiece, The “Hobo” News. Introduced in the previous chapter, this newspaper was 
an outlet for IBWA members writing, stories, and poetry as well as local, national, and 
international reporting on issues and events relevant to floating laborers.  
The “Hobo” News’ editorial decision to provide broad coverage of international news 
was in line with many periodicals of the period. As the historian Gertrude Almy Slichter noted, 
popular monthly news magazines like The Forum, North American Review, Chautauquan, and 
Arena devoted half their content to foreign material.567 One found more coverage of Europe in 
the Chicago press than vice versa. British journalist William T. Stead chastised the European 
press for its lack of American coverage, “The Chicago citizen on Sunday morning would find as 
a rule three special correspondents’ letters from London, one from Paris, and one from Berlin, 
telegraphed the previous night.”568 The global information network maintained by the IBWA 
was not as extensive as Chicago’s leading papers, but was unprecedented for a street newspaper 
printed by and for transient workers. 
The “Hobo” News had its own foreign correspondents. Laura Clarke was the “Hobo” 
News’ London correspondent. Clarke and How participated in an unemployed laborers march on 
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the 1921 Labour Party convention, which is discussed further below.569 In the early 1920s, How 
and the IBWA were attuned to British politics. In its June and July 1921 issues The “Hobo” 
News charted the rise of Marxism in Great Britain. The series included details of a Marxist 
student group at Ruskin College and mentioned a visit James Eads How had made to the college 
in 1919.570 In 1922, Nicholas Klein, an established IBWA leader and attorney for the Universal 
Negro Improvement Association, went on a fact-finding trip to study unemployment conditions 
across Europe on behalf of the IBWA. Klein visited England, France, Belgium, Austria, 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Serbia, Bulgarian, Italy, Yugoslavia, Germany, and Poland. 
“Everywhere the message of the Brotherhood was welcomed,” reported Klein, but none more so 
than in England. “The London movement of the I.B.W.A. is active,” wrote Klein, “Business 
meetings are held regularly, and open-air meetings when possible.”571 The IBWA was building a 
movement beyond the United States through the movement of its organizers, but its successes 
were limited to English-speaking spaces. 
There were exceptions though. During this period foreign IBWA branches beyond the 
United States or Great Britain are occasionally listed in The “Hobo” News. In March 1920 this 
included locals in Tokyo and Stockholm.572 By July 1921 neither the Tokyo nor the Stockholm 
local are recorded, but two organizers are listed in Great Britain. The “Hobo” News itself was 
sold in five London bookstores and another three in Glasgow, Scotland.573 As discussed at length 
below, after World War I How redirected much of his efforts towards building a truly global 
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international brotherhood of workers. It appears both How and The “Hobo” News found a 
receptive audience in Great Britain after the war. 
The visibility and sharpness of these transatlantic journalistic ties rose during periods of 
heightened trouble, like World War I. In a letter to Arena editor B. O. Flower shortly after 
leaving war torn Europe in 1914, women’s rights advocate Mary Wright Seward shared, “my 
heart is still with my friends on the other side where rulers are committing and suffering sudden 
atrocities.” Seward wanted to put her experiences to paper (she inquired about inexpensive 
typing services) and “discuss many things” with Flower.574 The same desire to sustain 
transatlantic ties during the war was true of the IBWA as well, but unfortunately wartime issues 
of The “Hobo” News either did not survive or are as of yet unknown to historians. Thus, to 
understand the IBWA’s role in the anti-war movement and the status of its international presence 
during World War I it is necessary to focus on movements of its organizers, both domestically 
and abroad, as well as the pronouncements of its rank and file printed in the mainstream press. 
 
Hobos Against the Great War, 1917-1918 
The European war was of great concern to the IBWA. One of the earliest extant copies of 
The “Hobo” News, dated March 1916, included the war’s costs and casualty lists broken down 
by year. George Brown, a hobo from East St. Louis, implored IBWA members to refuse to take 
up arms or the tools of production against fellow workers.575 The IBWA’s strong anti-war 
sentiment coupled with How’s avowed pacifism led him to convene IBWA organizers from 
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Chicago, Cincinnati, Kansas City, St. Louis, and East St. Louis in the office of a St. Louis 
probate judge in April 1916. How wanted their advice on the disposition of $3,000 in his estate 
drawn from companies actively speculating in munitions and the war industry.576 This was no 
small matter, amounting to nearly $72,000 when adjusted for inflation.577 It meant ending a 
steady course of income for the Brotherhood, but the organization’s position against the war and 
How’s strongly held beliefs led to his divestment from war industries. Afterwards How held a 
meeting St. Louis’ hobo community in a dismantled barn where he likely shared the news on the 
group’s divestment from war profiteers. The divestment meeting, described by one of the 
attendees as “the strangest committee meeting I ever saw,” was the first in a series of actions 
taken by How against the war in Europe.578 By the early spring of 1917 the IBWA publicly 
positioned themselves against the conflict.  
In his capacity as IBWA’s leader, James Eads How testified in Congress twice against 
the Wilson Administration’s creeping preparations for war before heading to Europe in an 
unsuccessful attempt to solve the conflict diplomatically at the Third Zimmerwald Conference. 
The IBWA’s involvement in the anti-war movement and How’s public actions in particular 
marked a lasting departure from domestic concerns. From this point on How focused on 
developing a global movement. Others stepped in to take over the domestic programs, during the 
war the Rev. Irwin St. John Tucker managed the Hobo College and Ben Reitman reorganized it 
in the 1920s. Once James Eads How had a taste of international fame, he never looked back. 
The IBWA’s anti-war position likely had as much to do with its presence on Chicago’s 
Near West Side as it did How’s pacifism. To many of the area’s immigrant inhabitants the 
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outbreak of war in 1914 was a continuation of the Balkan War of 1912-1913. According to Hull 
House worker Edith Abbot, “Ill-will and resentment” between the neighborhoods Greek and 
Bulgarian immigrant residents spilled out into side streets, where open-air forums on Greek and 
Bulgarian nationalism stirred local emotions. Some of the men on Chicago’s Near West Side 
immigrated to the United States to escape wartime conscription laws.579 Edith’s sister and fellow 
Hull House worker Grace found many of the neighborhood’s Bulgarian immigrants struggled 
with unemployment and took up transient labor to survive.580 In this atmosphere Edith Abbott 
recalled, “the war seemed, to those of us who lived at Hull House, to involve Chicago in a very 
real sense.”581 Jane Addams saw trouble brewing. The week before the Hull House Riot in 1915, 
she joined women from across the country in Washington D.C. at the founding meeting of the 
Women’s Peace Party.582 Given this context, How’s anti-war declaration appears less a personal 
stance expressed through the IBWA and more an expression of the concerns of the local 
communities where its members resided. Edith Abbott identified strong anti-war attitudes on the 
Near West Side as early as 1912 and surviving “Hobo” News issues indicate the IBWA was 
against the war by at least 1916, but probably earlier. Thus, the IBWA’s alignment with other 
anti-war groups and How’s forays into European pacifist politics, amplified the positions held by 
transient members of the IBWA. 
On February 15, 1917, the IBWA publicly called for an end to European hostilities and 
joined the call for a national referendum to counter “that atmosphere of bankers, [and] munition 
[sic] makers” clouding elected officials. “We suggest immediate action, petitions, [and] protests, 
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to keep out of the war.”583 Two days later, How testified before the House Committee on Foreign 
Relations amidst the flurry of referendum debates at the capital between February 9th and 23rd.584 
How laid out a simple argument before the Committee, “What [hobos] want is not war, but 
work.” He demanded a public referendum, for should war come it would overwhelmingly impact 
his constituency, or as he phrased it to the Committee, “[Hobos] would be cannon fodder.” 
Asked under what conditions he could support the war, How made his position clear. “Now, 
gentlemen; I am a vegetarian…I would not ask anybody to take life. My view is along Tolstoi 
lines.”585 Nothing would get How to support the war. Though How noted this was his personal 
view, his control of the IBWA ensured this was also the union’s position. 
 In April, How testified before Congress again, this time before the House Judiciary 
Committee on interference by outside groups with the nation’s neutrality in the European 
conflict, although it was a moot conversation as Wilson declared war a week before the first 
hearing. Instead of discussing neutrality, How critiqued proposed conscription laws moving 
through Congress (and passed in May). How also reiterated the position made in his prior 
testimony. American hobos would be cannon fodder in a European war. 
“We are the people who are going to be conscripted, and we are the people who feel this 
is such a terrible, serious proposition, because some of us are not very good shots, and we 
think it is wrong to shoot people.”586 
 
With the passage of the Selective Service Act, the How and IBWA turned to Europe, and voted 
at their annual meeting in May to send a delegate to the proposed Stockholm Conference of 
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international socialist parties. European socialist leaders called the conference to discuss 
proposals for ending the war and rebuild the Second International.587 James Eads How was 
chosen to represent the IBWA.588 That year, as suppression of the IWW was in full swing, many 
IWW members turned to the IBWA for cover. Todd DePastino argues the infusion of IWW 
members radicalized the group. Federal intelligence reports agreed, concluding the IBWA was 
“used to camouflage meetings of radicals.”589 However, it is unlikely an infusion of Wobblies 
altered the IBWA’s stance on the war, as the group’s pacifism was publicly known. 
 The week after the IBWA voted to send How to Stockholm, the nation’s leading 
reformers and radical voices hosted an anti-war rally at Madison Square Garden.590 From that 
rally emerged the People’s Council of America for Democracy and Peace, the largest and most 
well-known anti-war organization formed during the war. Michael Kazin argues the People’s 
Council was “a hybrid of liberal hopes and radical ambitions,” bringing a wide leftist ideologies 
and leaders together under the anti-war banner.591 The IBWA soon joined the cause. 
The head of the IBWA’s New York office, Charles Kruse served on the organizing 
committee of the People’s Council of America. James Eads How was also nominated for the 
committee but failed to secure enough support.592 How’s exclusion from domestic leadership in 
the anti-war movement may explain in part his efforts to join the international effort. As for 
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Kruse, he is listed as a member of the organizing committee, but does not appear to be as active 
as other members, as no correspondence from or to Kruse relating to the Council survives. 
However, Kruse played a very public role in People’s Council’s aborted Minneapolis 
convention, discussed below. Nor was he the only IBWA affiliate at the convention, Hobo 
College leader and Hull-House Riot arrestee, Rev. Irwin St. John Tucker was advertised as a 
speaker.593 
On August 30, 1917, People’s Council leaders Louis Lochner, Kruse, Florence 
Margolies, and two others were chased by a mob from Hudson, Wisconsin – just east of 
Minneapolis-St. Paul – while trying to organize an alternative location for the conference in an 
abandoned boxing arena. A mob of war supporters riled up by a mass meeting in front of the 
town’s armory – led by a Civil War veteran – found the pacifists waiting in the hotel lobby. Maj. 
Campbell delivered a petition denouncing the planned People’s Council conference and 
demanded Kruse sign. When Kruse refused the crowd rushed at him with shouts of “Get a 
rope…Get the tar and feathers” filling the lobby. After the mob action was halted by the County 
Attorney, Kruse and the rest of the organizers fled.594 A shortened conference occurred in 
Chicago, but the failure of the Minneapolis convention all but broke the People’s Council. Many 
well-known members including David Starr Jordan and Judah Magnes resigned, and Charles 
Kruse appeared to have distanced himself, as his name soon disappeared from the organizing 
committee.595 Yet, the 1918 run of the Council’s Bulletin infrequently included advertisements 
for the IBWA and its newspaper, The “Hobo” News, denoting a connection between the groups 
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 As Kruse confronted mobs in Wisconsin, How made headway on the peace issue in 
Stockholm, Sweden. There was some concern about How’s European sojourn among pacifist 
circles after the British authorities detained other leftists traveling to Europe including, Leon 
Trotsky. A letter to the Emergency Peace Federation offered reassurances per How’s travels. The 
letters’ author, a Miss Warneson of Kansas City wrote, “ I was afraid [How] might be shut up 
with the German prisoners in Halifax as were Trotsky and the other Russians who attempted to 
return to their native land after the revolution.”597 Concern for How’s travels indicated his anti-
war efforts in Europe were seen as more than acts of vanity. How was an established pacifist, so 
his commitment to the cause was not suspect. Moreover, How was not considered a dangerous 
radical by the State Department and was allowed to travel to Europe, unlike the other invited 
American delegates. 
 How departed under the assumption that other leading American peace activists, 
including leaders in the Socialist Party, were preparing to join him in Stockholm. But Morris 
Hillquit, Victor Berger, and Algernon Lee were all refused passports by the State Department.598 
This news reached How in Stockholm and he assumed the role of America’s sole delegate to the 
conference. How then publicly called on the American consulate to “not dissuade him from 
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participating,” and he still hoped Hillquit, Berger, and Algernon would appear.599 In a cable to 
Rep. Meyer London (S-NY), reprinted in the socialist New York Call, How pleaded, “Please help 
our Comrades in American to get passports.”600 The Stockholm conference was a national 
security concern in the United States. Cables from the Chicago Tribune’s correspondent went 
unpublished and were routed to the State Department. “Stockholm delegates completely in dark 
concerning bearings of conference on America,” noted the reporter, who included a message 
from the delegates to the American people. It read, in part: 
“We [are] here neither to play politics nor inflame world, but by interchange views to 
assuage cruel conditions afflicting world and lowering civilization…We [are] here to 
study, discuss and accumulate material for humane ends.”601 
 
Despite these pleas, the Stockholm Peace Conference never occurred. The Russian Revolution, 
the scandal of a Swiss socialist’s peace negotiations between Germany and Russia violating 
Swiss neutrality known as the ‘Grimm Affair,’ and inability for all warring parties to even meet 
ensured the final agreed upon date passed without a conference.602 How’s role in these intrigues 
is unclear. No diplomatic communications sent to Washington and other European powers 
mention How, despite coverage of his involvement in the national press. Yet, he was one of ten 
delegates who voted to continue with the proposed Zimmerwald gathering in August, later 
moved to September 5-12. The Stockholm Zimmerwald Conference was a continuation of two 
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prior meetings of international socialists held during the war. The conference brought together 
revolutionary and reformist socialists to discuss anti-war measures. Smaller than previous 
Zimmerwald gatherings, marred by delays, lack of attendance, and overshadowed by the Russian 
Revolution and war, the Stockholm gathering is considered a failure by most historians, a mere 
footnote on the way to the Third International.603 
Despite the gathering being labeled a “comedy,” and the “rotten Zimmerwald” by V. I. 
Lenin, the Bolshevik’s quickly took control of the proceedings.604 Angelica Balabanoff, the 
Bolshevik representative at the Stockholm Zimmerwald, provided cover for How during the first 
session. Most of the European delegates had never heard of How or the IBWA and were unsure 
about the stranger in their midst. Balabanoff noted How lacked a national mandate, “but many 
proletarians are behind him.”605 How spoke only once during the conference sessions, telling the 
assembled delegates, “Without Englishman and Americans etc., we cannot get a socialist peace. 
We have to form a conference and become permanent and start a newspaper.”606 These 
comments revealed How’s ignorance of the international scene, including both the failure of the 
Second International and previous Zimmerwald gatherings, as well as the movement’s 
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publications. His unproductive comments and personality led many delegates to sour on his 
presence. Balabanoff found the American delegate “who turned out to be no ‘delegate’ at all…to 
be a source of both comedy and embarrassment.”607 Balabanoff feelings aside, the meeting’s 
organ, Nachrichtendienst, a German-language newspaper published by the International Socialist 
Commission, found the IBWA’s February 1917 anti-war resolution a signal that not everyone in 
America was convinced of Wilson’s then isolationist stance.608 How was not discouraged by his 
minimal impact on the gathering. He networked with European socialist leaders, received 
international press attention, and made an impression within the international socialist and labor 
movements. 
After the conference concluded, How stayed in Stockholm. According to the French press 
How was attempting to organize a conference religieuse et sociale. Reporters noted that the 
agenda or ideological position of the conference was unclear. But given How’s beliefs it was 
likely a gathering of social gospel adherents and pacifists.609 It went forward on a much smaller 
scale. How rented a lecture hall for Sunday afternoon talks aimed primarily at English-speaking 
tourists and pacifists, a makeshift Swedish Hobo College. Balabanoff recalled How calling on 
the Bolshevik’s headquarters “with the air of a conspiratorial benefactor” and promises of 
financial support for the Bolsheviks, but he only slipped five krona into her hand.610 How stayed 
in Stockholm after the breakdown of both conferences to spread the IBWA’s message and 
establish global connections through his tried-and-true domestic tactics of education and 
financial support. A small series of lectures was no Hobo College and five krona for the 
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Bolsheviks was hardly a windfall, but both were signs of How’s persistence in seeking new 
adherents and allies in his global mission. 
 Still, How was at the epicenter of world changing events during his 1917 European 
sojourn. With the Bolshevik delegation How frequented in Stockholm providing the most up-to-
date news of the October Revolution, How was one of a handful of American witnesses to the 
unfolding events in Russia.611 Unfortunately his full account of the Stockholm meeting and 
commentary on the Russian Revolution did not survive, thus leaving his short dispatches to The 
“Hobo” News cited above as the only window into these events. Nevertheless, How’s 
involvement in the meeting documents the intrusion of hobos into world events. When How 
founded the IBWA he never saw a limit to the institutional or intellectual possibilities of the 
United States’ transient laborers. If provided with cosmopolitan educational and cultural outlets a 
hobo could, in How’s mind, lift themselves into a better state of being as part of the brotherhood 
of man. Undergirding this aim were relationships with institutions and organizations around the 
world that kept hobos back home apprised of global events and provided a platform (through 
How) for their voices to be heard in international conversations. Aspirational yes, but How 
believed a global mission was not outside the realm of possibility now that he was acquainted 
with world-changing revolutionaries. 
 
Post-War Travels 
 The events of 1917 gave How a taste at international prominence that had eluded his 
travels in 1909. He continued to travel in Europe and later Asia through the late 1920s. Despite 
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repeated failures at establishing any organizational structure or transnational support, How never 
gave up on building an internatéional unemployment movement. How’s first international trip 
after Stockholm was to Moscow in 1918, much to Angelica Balabanoff’s chagrin.612 The only 
mention of this trip comes from Balabanoff’s memoir, but How probably hoped to capitalize on 
the recent success of the Bolshevik Revolution and establish some sort of connection between 
the IBWA and Lenin’s government. How failed to establish an IBWA—Soviet relationship, but 
he returned to Russia in 1921 to try again. 
 In 1919 How made another attempt connect with French radicals. Two years prior Paris’ 
leading daily paper, Le Temps labeled How a étrange personnage, but this did not diminish his 
local standing.613 In Paris’ labor press the announcements for How’s lectures billed him as a 
member of the “American Socialist Party.” How lectured at Paris’ Salle des Sociétés Savantes on 
the status of socialism in America and the way forward on building international solidarity.614 
Unfortunately, the incompleteness of The “Hobo” News extends to the period of How’s French 
forays. How only made one more trip to France in 1921, while on the way to Soviet Russia. 
The International Brotherhood Welfare Association was never an explicitly Marxist-
inspired organization, although a misquote of Marx did hang prominent in the Bowery’s Hobo 
College.615 The Bolshevik Revolution spurred vigorous debate about Marxism’s merits in The 
“Hobo” News but an official ideological position on the matter is not found in any of the extant 
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issues.616 For those hobos interested in Marxism, copies of Harry Waton’s The Philosophy of 
Marx were available for purchase at The “Hobo” News’ Cincinnati office.617 How and to a much 
lesser extent, the IBWA, criticized capitalism and embraced Marxists as allies in the struggle for 
worker’s rights, but did not actively call for or work toward a proletarian revolution. 
Stockholm connected How with the Bolsheviks at a critical moment in the rise of the 
Soviet Union and, as previously noted, he attempted to capitalize on this opportunity and connect 
his organization with the nascent Soviet state. Although the Soviets thought little of How, he 
made a return trip to Moscow in 1921 as part of an extended organizing foray in Europe. First, 
How, Laura Clarke, the “Hobo” News’ London correspondent, and British unemployed 
movement organizer, J. H. Holt marched a contingent of London’s unemployed to the Labour 
Party’s annual conference at Brighton. There Holt addressed the delegates.618 How then visited 
France and Switzerland before journeying to Russia to “get at the real truth about this wonderful 
experiment in the government of an oppressed people.”619 How hoped to offer an honest 
appraisal of Russia’s growing famine and reestablish his relationship with Russian leaders. 
Unlike earlier European trips, he achieved both goals. How reconnected Russians he met in 
Stockholm. The December 1921 issue of The “Hobo” News, based on How’s reporting, was a 
“Special Famine Number” devoted to the Russian situation.620 (figure 4.1) 
As How set out for Russia from Riga, Latvia he reported feeling a “quiet fellowship” 
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with the poor farmers in their third-class carriage, which was little more than a boxcar with 
makeshift windows and benches made from rough planks. How makes no mention of speaking 
with his fellow travelers. Instead he read The “Hobo” News’ latest issue while crossing the 
border.621 How’s sense of an unspoken solidarity between himself and anonymous Russian 
farmers on the move signaled, in his mind, a larger link between transitory agricultural laborers 
in the United States and Russia. Joined not only by vocation, but mode of transport, these 
workers share a connection with spiritual undertones. Fellowship denotes a coming together of 
believers in a shared tradition. How’s feeling of transnational solidarity between transient 
agricultural laborers is based on shared sense of class, mobility, and lifestyles, but undergirded 
and ultimately facilitated by an innate spiritual (i.e. Christian brotherhood) connection. 
Unfortunately, further “quiet fellowship” eluded How when he arrived in Moscow. 
When Emma Goldman called on the Moscow home of her friend, Angelica Balabanoff, 
in late September 1921 she found James Eads How was already there. Although a decade had 
passed since they last interacted in Chicago when Goldman was partnered with How’s second-
in-command, Ben Reitman, her assessment of How remained unchanged. “Of all the freaks who 
come to Russia,” Goldman wrote in a letter to her half-niece shortly after the meeting, “What can 
a man like [How] get out of her sufferings?” Later that same evening he called on Goldman and 
laid out the goals of his trip.622 How hoped to visit the famine zone and publish truthful 
observations on the situation in The “Hobo” News. At this point, Goldman was souring on the 
Soviet system and soon realized How was unable to offer any critiques of his own. “You can 
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imagine what he will not know,” reported Goldman, “With some people ignorance is always 
bliss.”623 Goldman’s analysis of the famine laid blame on the corrupt Soviet bureaucracy. 
Foreign aid and the attention of gullible foreigners, like How, played into Soviet propaganda 
trumpeting their humanitarian response.624 How was observant enough to pick up on Goldman 
and Berkman’s disillusionment, later reporting Goldman was “a little downhearted” by the 
ongoing situation. He also caught up with an old acquaintance from Chicago, “Big Bill” 
Haywood, who made clear his desire to come home.625 
Exile was a lonely existence and the opportunity to see anyone from better days, even 
someone as peripheral and maligned as How, was a welcome opportunity for Goldman and 
Haywood. For How it was an opportunity to reconnect with old acquaintances whose fame and 
importance to the labor movement far outshone his own. Although he relayed summations of 
these meetings and observations of the ongoing famine to The “Hobo” News, they were not 
picked up by any other mainstream or radical newspapers, thus mitigating any popular attention 
How hoped for his trip. Yet, his Russian foray of 1921 proved highly successful on a personal 
level because How came as close as one was able to at the time to his deceased intellectual and 
spiritual role model, Leo Tolstoy, when he met with the Count’s editor, Vladimir Chertkov.626 
Other reform-minded Americans, like Jane Addams, William Jennings Bryan, and even another 
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hobo, Josiah Flynt, traveled to Russian to meet Tolstoy.627 Countless others, interested in 
pacifism, Georgism, Christian spirituality, and/or bettering the life of the poor devoured 
Tolstoy’s writing. Although these visitors and untold others reading Tolstoy’s works drew 
inspiration from his life and writings, few emulated Tolstoy as directly as How. Both men 
divested themselves of significant wealth and privilege as a matter of faith and ideology. Integral 
to their downward mobility was the alignment in appearance and practice with the poor which 
was made manifest in simple living and labor alongside them. For How this included hopping 
freights and frequenting flophouses as he traveled. How also adopted Tolstoy’s position on 
ethical eating and became a lifelong vegetarian, which observers claimed contributed to 
starvation at the time of his death.628 Nevertheless, neither Tolstoy nor How entirely shed the 
trappings of their privileged upbringing. Tolstoy retained the family estate whereas How used his 
trust fund to build a modest but nonetheless impressive home outside Los Angeles and sustain 
the IBWA. Downward mobility for both men meant shedding, but not entirely absolving 
themselves, of the trappings and influence of wealth. How adopted the hobo lifestyle and hobos’ 
preferred mode of travel in his work for the IBWA but continued to turn to his wealth and 
privilege to support his international travels.  
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The IBWA suffered like much of the labor movement in the 1920s but did its best to 
reclaim some of its earlier prominence. How’s turn toward global audiences left most of the 
domestic operation in the hands of others. Ben Reitman returned to the fold and re-invigorated 
Chicago’s Hobo College branch.629 When How was in the country he focused on more personal 
matters. In the fall of 1924 James Eads How married Ingeberg Sorenson, an IBWA secretary and 
single mother, in Chicago. Rev. Irwin St. John Tucker, the priest arrested during the Hull House 
riot who later took over management of the Hobo College, conducted the service. Sorenson was 
29, How was 55.630 How adopted Sorenson’s son and built a home for his new family outside 
Los Angeles. Designed by Rudolph Schindler, a colleague of Frank Lloyd Wrights, the 
Modernist home is now on the National Register of Historic Places.631 While in California How 
organized local events for the IBWA and continued to travel extensively on the organization’s 
behalf, yet the energy he expended on transient causes took a personal toll. He and Ingeberg  
How separated in 1926.632 
Ingeberg filed for divorce in 1928. She claimed How openly admitted “he preferred to 
associate with bums and hobos rather than [her]” and required her to attend “I.W.W. meetings.” 
James Eads How was never home, according to his wife, always traveling for hobo events and 
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How Alumni File, Meadville Lombard Theological School Archive, Chicago 
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was at present organizing a hobo college.633 Prior to the divorce James Eads How had left their 
home to live with transients in a hotel on the Eastside of Los Angeles. He told his wife he wanted 
to “be nearer the hoboes and to live with them.” A Los Angeles judge granted the divorce.634 
How disagreed with the desertion charge. “She doesn’t understand me. She told the judge I 
deserted her. That is wrong,” How argued, “I had to go to the hobo convention in Fort Worth this 
summer. And then the work of the international brotherhood (known as the brotherhood of 
hobos) takes me places.”635 It continued to take him places, if only for a short while before his 
death in 1930. 
From 1929 until his death How made a home in the Jefferson Hotel in Memphis, 
Tennessee.636 He made a final trip abroad to London in September 1929.637 On July 13, 1930 
How was found by Travelers’ Aid Society employees at Cincinnati’s Union Terminal. 
Disheveled and near-death, How requested someone contact his friend, Nicholas Klein.638 The 
attorney rushed to the station and found How, “haggard and seamed, his laborer’s clothes shabby 
and torn.” A doctor diagnosed How with “exhaustion caused by self-starvation.”639 Klein then 
had How transported to a sanitorium in Staunton, Virginia. There he died on July 22, 1930.640 
                                               
633 “Divorce From ‘Millionaire Hobo’ Asked, Newspaper Clipping, James Eads How Alumni File, Meadville 
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635 “Millionaire Hobo For Reconciliation,” Boston Herald, December 26, 1928, James Eads How Alumni File, 
Meadville Lombard Theological School Archive, Chicago 
636 “King of Hoboes Leaves 3 Books, Pair of Pants,” Boston Traveler, August 5, 1930 in Meadville Theological 
Seminary, Alumni Files, James Eads How. 
637 “Hoboes Confer In London on Unemployment,” New York Herald Tribune, September 20, 1929. 
638 Klein was a longtime leader in the IBWA and one of How’s attorneys, but How was not Klein’s most famous 
client. Klein was the Universal Negro Improvement Association’s legal counsel and general counsel for the Marcus 
Garvey Committee on Justice. The Marcus Garvey and Universal Negro Improvement Association Papers, Volume 
VI: September 1924-December 1927. Edited by Robert A. Hill (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), 
368n1 
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Left To Workers,” New York Times, July 24, 1930, James Eads How Alumni File, Meadville Lombard Theological 
School Archive, Chicago 
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 After his death How’s hotel room in Memphis was discovered. His effects inside totaled 
three books and a pair of pants. The proprietors remembered How as silent and kind, “He always 
told me that whenever I saw a broke fellow to let him have his room.”641 In addition to the three 
books and pair of paints, How’s estate totaled an estimated $1,000,000, all of which was left to 
the IBWA according to a will drawn up with Nicholas Klein in Cincinnati. A sign of the 
enduring public interest in How, the will’s full text appeared in the New York Times.642 His 
funeral at the All Souls’ Unitarian Church was sparsely attended. No hobos were present.643 A 
two-year court battle ensured How’s press presence continued even after death. The bulk of 
How’s estate went to his brother, Louis. How’s stepson received $55,000 and the Los Angeles 
home. The IBWA received nothing.644 
 Surprisingly, the most touching tribute to How came from his longtime critics in the 
Industrial Workers of the World and ran in the Industrial Worker. 
“Whatever criticism we may have of his theories, we can only speak in terms of affection 
for a man who was so sincere in his faith that he bore out in practice that axiom of the 
Nazarene – ‘Greater love hath no man than this, that he lay down his life for his 
friends.”645 
 
How crossed the nation and sought out international allies in the hope of improving the lives of 
the transient poor. Most considered his efforts foolish, or as the IWW saw it, a sort-of holy 
                                               
641 “King of Hoboes Leaves 3 Books, Pair of Pants,” Boston Traveler, August 5, 1930, James Eads How Alumni 
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foolishness. How’s downward mobility was never a complete abandonment of his wealth, yet 
while alive he directed most of his fortune to the IBWA. Yet, he strove to internalize what he 
believed to be the humble bearings of the poor. Or, as Nels Anderson found, How was “‘pleb’ to 
the bone, and he doesn’t care who knows it.”646 
 By the end of the 1920s How’s international sojourns wound down. Now married and a 
proper homeowner, How only made two documented trips overseas after his visit to Russia in 
1921. Since 1909 How and the IBWA made and maintained an uneven, but productive, presence 
in European leftist and labor politics. IBWA branches sprung up in Great Britain, Sweden, 
France, and Tokyo. How’s penultimate trip abroad was a tour of the Pacific in 1927. He wanted 
to “investigate conditions from the standpoint of a possible future war” between the US and 
Japan, but also inaugurated a labor school in Manila and tried to attend a conference of Pan-
Pacific Labor Unions.647 These efforts indicate How continued to keep an eye towards 
geopolitical developments and saw a future for the IBWA in Asia. Two years later he was in 
London, where the IBWA arguably had its greatest international success, learning about 
unemployment in Great Britain.648 His 1929 sojourn to Great Britain was his final trip abroad. 
 How and the IBWA did not remake international radical or labor politics in the hobos’ 
image during the early twentieth century, but they nevertheless succeeded in spreading the 
message of hobo uplift to receptive audiences the world over. The travels of James Eads How, 
Nicholas Klein, and other IBWA leaders were the most visible manifestations of international 
transient mobility. These trips produced press attention, interest from other reformers and labor 
organizers, and fostered global conversations on the conditions of unemployed laborers. In the 
                                               
646 Nels Anderson, “How and the Hobos: Character Sketch of J. E. How, ‘Millionaire Hobo,’” in On Hobos and 
Homelessness, ed. Rafaele Rauty (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 90. 
647 “America's "Millionaire Hobo" Visits Far East,” The China Weekly Review, Vol. 41, No. 2 (June 11, 1917), 39. 
648 “Hoboes Confer in London on Unemployment,” New York Herald Tribune, September 20, 1929. 
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pages of The “Hobo” News transient laborers in the United States participated in these 
conversations as journalists, editorialists, and curious readers. Through these efforts the 











































Figure 4.1: “Hobo” News, Special Russian Famine Issue (December 1921) 
 
 






CHAPTER 5: SPIES IN THE HARVEST FIELDS: TRACKING HOBOS IN THE UPPER 
MIDWEST, 1910s-1920s 
In late August 1922, a northwest bound Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie (Soo 
Line) freight train left Minot, North Dakota with nearly 100 transient harvesters aboard. During 
the fifty-odd mile trip towards the small community of Kenmare, the train’s illicit passengers 
likely shared news on going wages and working conditions, some may have shared food or 
cigarettes, other probably slept. An outgoing hobo may have led his boxcar companions in a tune 
from the Industrial Workers of the World’s Little Red Songbook to pass the time. Most of the 
train’s occupants were members of the IWW. Two card-carrying Wobblies from Minnesota, 
William H. Morris and Richard J. Cassin, left detailed accounts of this trip and a dozen other 
movements across the Upper Midwest during the 1922 wheat harvest. 
Seventy-five more Wobblies met the train in Kenmare, North Dakota and led its 
occupants to the nearby hobo jungle for a workers’ meeting. After IWW organizers signed non-
members up, the assembled harvesters agreed to demand a $6 daily wage and refuse anything 
lower. Morris and Cassin believed the IWW’s efforts were working. Back in Minot, 200 
Wobblies waited for farmers to meet their $6 wage. Ten IWW organizers operated out of the 
city, signing up men, and distributing literature. All signs indicated the IWW’s organizing drive 
was proving successful, a welcome development following their suppression during World War 
I. William H. Morris and Richard J. Cassin found these developments alarming. Although both 
men carried IWW membership cards, illicitly hopped freights, harvested wheat, lived in jungle 
campsites, and looked like rough transient laborers (after a quick looking over a Soo Line police 
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officer refused them entrance to the Drake, North Dakota depot) they were not hobos.649  
William H. Morris and Richard J. Cassin were undercover agents for the Northern 
Information Bureau, a Minneapolis-based private detective agency whose clientele ranged from 
industrial trade groups and regional corporations to state governments. In 1922 the Northern 
Information Bureau, at the behest of North Dakota Attorney General Sveinbjorn Johnson, 
embedded Morris and Cassin within the Industrial Workers of the World to track, identify, and 
hinder the efforts of its organizers to unionize harvest laborers. Morris and Cassin were sort of 
anti-hobos. They adopted all the traits, practices, and illicit mobility of the wider transient 
population but only to undercut the organizing, community building, and consciousness-raising 
efforts of the IWW’s boxcar organizers. These organizers were trying to advance the 
Agricultural Workers Organization (AWO), which following its 1915 founding, had revitalized 
the wider IWW with an increase in dues and membership. Its success depended upon boxcar 
organizing, which used the illicit mobility and peripheral spaces of transient labor “wherever 
fruits and foodstuffs are grown,” according to a 1923 bulletin from the group, to its advantage.650 
Organizers turned the boxcars into mobile soapboxes for extolling the virtues of the IWW and 
improvement in wages and working conditions unionization made possible. Those who refused 
to join were removed from the train or could expect difficult travels as train crews, often IWW 
members themselves, treated union cards like tickets. Organizing in jungle campsites functioned 
similarly, with social exclusion meted out to those who refused union membership. IWW 
delegates also distributed copious amounts of reading material for the hobo on the go; books, 
                                               
649 “Reports of Nos. 1 and 2, Dated Portal, N.D. Aug. 27th [1922],” Folder: Folder 14.966, Box 1, Northern 
Information Bureau Minneapolis Records 1910-1933, Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul, Minnesota. Hereafter 
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650 Agricultural Workers Industrial Union No. 110 of the I.W.W., Bulletin No. 4, February 7, 1923, Folder 169, Box 
14, Franklin and Penelope Rosemont Collection of IWW Publications and Ephemera, Newberry Library, Chicago. 
Hereafter referred to as NL 
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songbooks, and pamphlets that helped pass the time on trains or between jobs. The AWO’s 
emphasis on boxcar organizing was successful because delegates met hobos where they were at, 
and on their own terms. 
This chapter exposes the infiltration of the hobo population by private agents of the state 
in the 1920s and the efforts by these agents to emulate and then disrupt the mobility and 
community-building efforts of transient harvesters in the Upper Midwest. As previous chapters 
demonstrate, mobility was a fraught but central component of transient life in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. This chapter argues these mobility practices were adopted and 
contested by both harvesters and the state through their spies. As Chapter One demonstrated, 
mobility facilitated community building and political mobilization, and once institutionalized by 
groups like the IWW and IBWA in Chapter Three, these practices took on new meanings. 
Through the AWO, the IWW reimagined the possibilities of illicit mobility as a political 
practice. The success of the AWO’s boxcar delegates was considered a threat by Midwestern 
agricultural interests and their supporters in the region’s statehouses. Given the failure of blunt 
force to obliterate the organization, the Northern Information Bureau and its private and public 
clients engaged in covert actions to strike at the IWW from the inside. In other words, the 
institutionalization of hobo mobility and culture through the IWW provided new political 
opportunities for harvesters but also provided new entry points for the state to undercut them. 
The NIB’s spies were versed in the subtle rules and social expectations of transient community 
and members in good standing with the IWW. This knowledge and participation in the 
institutionalization of hobo culture allowed them to subvert the very practices and groups they 
were mimicking. The institutionalization of hobo mobility, culture, and community was difficult 
and limited by the personalities willing to undertake the work, as shown in Chapters Three and 
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Four. This chapter highlights the ability of the state to use institutionalization efforts to its benefit 
and at the expense of transient workers. Moreover, by focusing on the history of a little-known 
agency, the Northern Information Bureau, and its richly documented involvement in the 1922 
wheat harvest, this chapter illuminates the role mobility played in policing labor organizing and 
transient communities. Doing so posits that anti-labor surveillance was a form of counter-
mobility designed to undercut the movements, communities, and spaces of mobile workers. 
The mobility of Wobbly hobos marked them in the eyes of business leaders and the law 
as a violent insurgency comprised of fleeting saboteurs. The region had long manifested a 
“hostile tolerance,” toward transient harvest laborers according to Tobias Higbie. Prior to the war 
communities and transients negotiated an annual truce over their shared need for work and labor. 
Fractures in this negotiation are evidence not of an outsider-insider conflict, but as Higbie 
articulates, the conflicts of a shared regional community.651 With the onset of World War I, the 
mobility, community, and domestic practices of hobos charted in previous chapters took on new 
dangerous meanings to the state. South Dakota, Minnesota, and Nebraska passed vagrancy 
statutes and anti-syndicalism laws in an effort to restrict the movements of IWW and AWO 
members and their ability to organize during the war.652 Supporting these restrictions was an 
anti-radical, xenophobic, and nationalistic fervor mobilized by the press, community boosters, 
business leaders, state and local councils of defense, and the federal government. It did not 
                                               
651 Higbie, Indispensable Outcasts, 134-172. The vast majority of harvest laborers were men, although as Chapter 2 
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peacefully recede on November 11, 1918.653 It continued to fester. Business leaders and 
government officials in the Upper Midwest used this rhetoric to rationalize their suppression of 
the Industrial Workers of the World through the 1920s. Deportations, detainments, and raids may 
have deprived the organization of its leadership, expertise, and paper records, but nevertheless 
the group persisted amongst agricultural laborers on the Great Plains. Although its agricultural 
unionization efforts never surpassed its pre-war numbers the Agricultural Workers Industrial 
Union rebounded briefly from 1920-1923.654 During this resurgence in the early 1920s 
harvesters’ illicit mobility was emulated and undercut by labor spies employed by the Northern 
Information Bureau to track IWW delegates, identify weapons caches, and dissuade any sabotage 
efforts. 
Reading the Minneapolis-based Northern Information Bureau’s archive against IWW 
publications, the local and regional press, and writings of farmers and hobos from the period 
reframes the illicit mobility illuminated in previous chapters and identifies the emergence of 
state-sponsored counter-mobility in the 1910s and 1920s. This counter-mobility served to disrupt 
transient communities and IWW organizing drives by identifying and arresting organizers. It also 
                                               
653 The literature on World War I xenophobia and anti-radical suppression is vast. For overviews see: Christopher 
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expands on the limitations of institutionalization efforts, described in Chapters Three and Four, 
by showing how the state used IWW membership to mask the identifies of its agents and direct 
the union’s regional plans by maintaining high level organizers on its payroll. This chapter also 
expands on histories of labor surveillance by engaging with the presence of spies within the 
IWW and in particular its transient labor organizing efforts. This shifts away from narratives 
focused on large national agencies like the Pinkertons or Baldwin-Felts towards the work of 
regional players. This also disrupts histories of striking breaking as the dominant form of anti-
labor mobility by attending to the mobility of undercover labor spies. Moving from industrial 
strike actions attended to by most histories of labor surveillance and towards the quotidian 
presence of spies among agricultural workers underscores the preemptive actions taken by the 
state to restrict worker organization and resistance.655 This complicates histories emphasizing the 
transient unemployed as strikebreakers. It reframes transient laborers as a site of anti-labor 
surveillance and not exclusively as agents of anti-labor agendas as strikebreakers.656  
What does it mean when anti-transient forces adopted hobo practices? As Chapter Two 
showed illicit mobility opened up a space for adoption of new personas. But the travels of queer 
hobos were undertaken for safety and liberation, whereas spies mimicked hobos to disrupt the 
political mobilization engendered by mobility. Emulating their subjects was fraught. As John 
Kasson found, “the detective hid his own identity under multiple disguises and lived a more 
radically fragmented, isolated, theatrical life than the most deceitful villain.”657 In all but 
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becoming transients, undercover detectives set out to destroy the very mobility they adopted.  
It also complicates narratives of the IWW’s post-war decline by revealing a robust, albeit 
short-lived, series of harvest organizing drives in the 1920s.658 This then complements and 
expands chronologically Tobias Higbie’s analysis of the IWW’s place within the agricultural 
communities of the Northern Plains.659 Admittedly, the rebuilding occurring in Dakota wheat 
fields was undertaken without the knowledge that leaders in the Minneapolis were agents of the 
Northern Information Bureau. Moreover, it answers a call by Rosemary Feurer and Chad 
Pearson to integrate labor history from below with work on employers, management, and other 
anti-union forces constituting those in power. As Feurer and Pearson argue, “History from above 
and history from below need to be understood together in order to fully appreciate the continual 
attempts to congeal employers’ power over workers.”660 With regards to the subject at hand, the 
aims and methods of the Northern Information Bureau reveal as much about the Industrial 
Workers of the World as they do about the state’s attitudes toward workers’ mobility. It also 
raises the question, what does a history of the IWW and AWO look like if we know which 
members were on the payroll of private detectives? Bridging these histories helps historians 
understand the larger history of movement and mobility within the IWW and casual labor on the 
whole.  
Private detective agencies intentionally left scant paper trails for union members, 
congressional investigators, and later historians to follow. Even extant collections are 
problematic.661 “[A private detective agency] keeps its books in code, destroys its records 
                                               
658 Melvyn Dubofsky, We Shall Be All: A History of the Industrial Workers of the World (New York: 
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quickly, uses aliases, designates its operatives by number or false initials, gives blind addresses, 
and sends its bills on plain paper to dummy names,” reported Senator Robert La Follette during 
his Senate investigation into corporate anti-labor practices.662 Despite the best efforts of private 
detective agencies to minimize paper trails, enough material survives in state, federal, and 
corporate repositories for historians to document the private and state intelligence and 
surveillance networks deployed against unions in the United States.663 
The archival holdings and historiography of federal surveillance are more much 
extensive, particularly relating to the suppression of the Industrial Workers of the World during 
World War I.664 Yet, the Bureau of Investigation and Department of Justice were not involved in 
every strike or action. Most anti-labor intelligence gathering was conducted on smaller scales by 
law enforcement or private agencies. Even during federal anti-labor actions like the coordinated 
raids on IWW halls in the fall of 1917, the Bureau of Investigation relied on intelligence 
gathered by local, state, and private investigators to succeed. After the war the Bureau of 
Investigation and Department of Justice redirected their energies towards Bolsheviks and away 
from the weakened IWW. Yet, the reduction of federal pressure did not dissipate regional 
concerns about the IWW. In the war’s aftermath private agencies like the Northern Information 
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Bureau pressed on in the fight against the IWW on behalf of the state. 
To contextualize the work of the Northern Information Bureau in the Upper Midwest 
after World War I this chapter begins with a succinct overview of the place of the hobo in the 
history of labor espionage and undercover social investigation in the late nineteenth century. The 
emergence of labor espionage was, in part, a defensive response by expanding railroad 
corporations concerned about their cargo and infrastructure. The employment of private 
detectives to protect trains and property put them in frequent contact and conflict with hobos. 
The overlapping emergence of undercover social science investigation both popularized the 
adoption of transient dress and practices to document the mobile poor and made the population a 
central site for the investigation and articulation of class difference. These forms of investigation, 
documentation, and analysis identified the mobility of transient laborers as a definitive 
characteristic of the community. Spies and social investigators found illicit rail mobility a 
necessary practice to adopt in order to complete their subterfuge. 
Next, the chapter moves directly into the Midwest and the presence of labor espionage in 
the region prior to World War I. As noted above, transient workers were a tacitly accepted 
presence in northern reaches of region. As transient harvesters organized around the IWW and 
found support from groups like the Nonpartisan League in the mid-1910s business and 
government entities hired private detectives to restrict these actions. The war provided 
substantial support for these actions and this carried over into the early 1920s. The Northern 
Information Bureau’s involvement in the 1922 harvest is detailed at length with attention to the 
movement of their agents in Minnesota and the Dakotas and the involvement of not only North 
Dakota’s Attorney General but local elites in directing the spies’ actions. 
Mobility was the hobo’s best weapon against violence at the hands of bulls and local 
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police. It also facilitated the Agricultural Worker’s Organization’s remarkable unionization and 
political organization work during the 1910s-1920s and buoyed the IWW through its darkest 
days. The reports and case files of the Northern Information Bureau produced between 1917 and 
1924 provide an unprecedented look into the IWW, the AWO, and their harvest drive organizing. 
They also reveal the counter-mobility strategies undertaken by the NIB in their efforts to stamp 
out radical hobos. 
 
Pinkertons and Tramps, or the Emergence of the Anti-Tramp Detective 
As the preeminent private security force for railroads during the late nineteenth century, 
the Pinkerton Agency worked actively to deter and suppress hobos and tramps and pioneered the 
undercover techniques deployed by the Northern Information Bureau against the Industrial 
Workers of the World in the 1920s. Following the Civil War, railroad corporations were 
reluctant to trust local law enforcement in the West and Midwest with the proper defense of their 
property.665 The Pinkerton Agency filled in this void in state authority and, according to S. Paul 
O’Hara, brought industrial and market order to the regions.666 In this capacity they pioneered the 
anti-mobility tactics later adopted by most railroad police force and private detective agencies in 
their suppression of hobos and other rail-riders. Placing Pinkertons on trains to force tramps from 
trains, rail yard patrols, and deployment of undercover agents within the transient community 
sought to halt illicit rail-riding and undercut any labor organizing or radical politicking amongst 
hobos. Private policing of railroads also reinforced white supremacy and racial stereotypes, 
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according to T. R. C. Hutton, in his study of the Baldwin-Felts Agency in Virginia.667 Pinkerton 
and the Baldwin-Felts were hardly alone in catering to railroad companies or providing anti-hobo 
services to business. A Eureka Detective Association wanted poster from 1883 retained in the 
Pinkerton Agency’s records boldly declared, “LOOK OUT FOR TRAMPS!!”668  
The Pinkerton Agency’s founder, Allan Pinkerton’s account of the 1877 Railroad Strike, 
Strikers, Communists, Tramps and Detectives included a sustained analysis of tramping. 
Pinkerton conceded tramping, walking long distances as leisure or exploration serves as a 
“physical and mental elevation of spirit,” but economic precarity altered its meaning. Tramping 
was no longer a leisure activity, but a survival practice undertaken by the unemployed. Pinkerton 
makes clear he “deplore[s] and condemn[s] the vicious features of the fraternity,” but is “quite as 
willing to have it known that I have a kind word to say for thousands of them who have become 
homeless wretches and wandering outcasts.” Tramps, in Allan Pinkerton’s analysis, were a 
transhistorical phenomena that counted many influential figures across history within their 
fraternity including Jesus Christ, John Bunyan, Sir Walter Scott, and Benjamin Franklin. Thus, 
tramps would remain a part of human society “until the end of time.”669 Pinkerton’s historical 
argument was not unique, and would be famously reimagined in Art Young’s 1913 Masses cover 
and 1921 Good Morning illustration of Jesus Christ as a tramp agitator wanted on vagrancy 
charges.670 Pinkerton’s historical analysis of tramping, personal encounters with tramps in 
Europe, and reports from his agents during the Great Railroad Strike of 1877 who found tramps 
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occupying shuttered mines, led him to conclude tramps were not, as a class, criminals, “and we 
have no right to take such measures against them as will make them such.”671 Pinkerton’s 
willingness to recognize the rights of the mobile poor stands in sharp contrast to the later actions 
of his sons, William and Robert, as they directed the family business toward union and strike 
busting. This included policing hobos and conducting undercover operations within their 
community. While Allan Pinkerton’s call for humane treatment of transients is remarkable, it 
still rationalized the abuse of the transient poor. By rendering them a deplorable but 
transhistorical class, Pinkerton deems vagrants a problem without a solution. The poor will 
always be with us regardless of how they are treated. Following Pinkerton’s analysis, 
organizations could attempt to solve an immediate problem, say by embedding undercover 
agents to target union organizers, without accounting for the long-term well-being of the 
transient poor. 
 Railroads contracted with the Pinkerton Agency to protect valuable shipments, patrol 
railroad property, provide security in stations and yards, and remove trespassers from trains. 
Railroads paid generously for these services. The success of their railroad protection contracts 
derived, in part, from an extensive network of informants and undercover agents. The 
Pinkertons’ use of undercover agents became well-known due to popular accounts written by 
Allan Pinkerton and former agents, capitalizing on their infiltration of the Molly Maguires in the 
1870s.672 It is unclear when the Pinkertons began deploying undercover agents into the hobo 
community, as the earliest surviving ledger of informants dates to 1904. Listed as yeggman, 
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tramp, or hobo, Pinkerton’s transient informants operated in Chicago, Kansas City, Buffalo, St. 
Paul, Philadelphia, and Hot Springs, Arkansas. The geographic range ensured Pinkerton had at 
least one informant with ties to the transient labor community in every major railroad hub in the 
United States.673 Anecdotal evidence from hobos suggests the Pinkertons placed not only paid 
informants but also mobile undercover agents among hobos. In the 1920s an unnamed hobo 
informant (likely Ben Reitman) told Nels Anderson that a hobo with whom he traveled was later 
revealed to be a Pinkerton agent around 1905-1910. In the Flora, Indiana railyard, Anderson’s 
informant was beaten by railroad bulls but they did not attack his companion. At the time, 
Anderson’s informant was organizing for the International Brotherhood Welfare Association and 
heard from multiple hobos over the course of the year that his companion was a Pinkerton tasked 
with “get[ting] a line on me as an agitator.”674 The presence of undercover agents amongst hobos 
shows the Pinkerton Agency extended its spy networks out from the factory floor and into hobo 
camps and presumably, harvest fields, at the turn of the century.  
 The network of Pinkerton informants tasked with observing the transient labor population 
in major rail hubs indicate railroads and employers of transient casual labor were invested in 
obtaining information about the comings and goings of hobos by the early twentieth century. 
Although the extant Pinkerton ledger predates the formation of the IWW and IBWA, the 
dominant hobo-oriented organizations of the period, the desire to keep tabs on transients suggests 
the Pinkertons and their clients were wary of any whiff of organization or radicalism coming off 
the road. It also suggests a growing effort to stay informed on transient movements throughout 
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the nation. The Pinkerton’s tramp informants likely provided travel information: departures, 
arrivals, routes taken, and destinations. Yet, stationary informants could not account for all the 
events of the road. To ascertain this information mobile informants were required and if Reitman 
is to be believed, the Pinkertons were early adopters of the practice. For an agency with the size 
and prestige of the Pinkertons, tracking tramps was beneath their dignity. Thus, smaller agencies, 
like the Northern Information Bureau took these contracts. In doing so their agents emulated the 
undercover practices of the Pinkertons to travel with hobos. Spies were not the only undercover 
operatives documenting the lives of the down and out. Beginning in the 1890s and lasting to the 
1920s, progressive-minded journalists, writers, and reformers frequently adopted the clothing, 
language and preferred way of travel to understand and solve transient poverty. 
  
Progressives as Performative Tramps 
 Reading the work of William H. Morris, Richard J. Cassin, and Northern Information 
Bureau with an eye towards the history of Progressive-era social investigation further 
contextualizes undercover work within a wider popular and intellectual and cultural practice of 
documenting and studying the poor. Undercover social investigators donned hobo disguises 
because their subjects of study, as Tobias Higbie notes, were the “extreme human manifestation 
of unregulated industrialization.”675 The adoption and emulation of the mobile poor was a tool 
for social investigators to, so they believed, all but become tramps. Once on the road these 
performative hobos strove to maintain their totalizing performances as hobos, so much so that 
the line between investigator and subject blurred. Like spies, undercover investigators wanted to 
end tramping by becoming tramps. 
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As Mark Pittenger argues, Progressive-era social investigators believed they would 
become truthful and objective commentators on the life of poor and working-class if they 
adopted workers’ argot, clothing, and composure. To ensure the truthfulness of their 
performance these investigators emulated working-class culture and social customs. Once 
invested in their class masquerade many social investigators worried they would be subsumed by 
their performance.676 An investigator living with (and as) a Wobbly harvester in California wrote 
in his diary, “I am living eating and breathing agitation, agitation that is really anarchy…I felt it 
vaguely at first, then strongly when I came into personal contact with members of a great 
floating army.”677 No matter how complete an investigator believed their disguise, they retained 
the knowledge of their ulterior motives and the fragility of their presence. As Alexander Irvine, a 
socialist preacher turned undercover investigator of working conditions in the South, put it in a 
fictionalized account of his experience, “It only takes a gesture, a look, a word to betray to such a 
group…the difference between such a man and themselves.”678 Undercover social investigators’ 
experiences were not only shaped by their own intellectual development but the venues and 
genres in which they published, according to Kathryn Oberdeck.679 Building on Oberdeck’s 
argument, Higbie demonstrates the need to analyze investigator’s writings as more than life 
histories but as mediated texts with their own embedded tensions over class and culture.680 Taken 
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together Oberdeck and Higbie raise questions about the texts of undercover spies and how they 
rendered class difference into their reports. 
Investigators with middle- or upper-class bearings used the critical edge their masquerade 
was meant to carry to reinforce their own difference from the subjects at hand, both 
psychologically while undercover and in the public writing that followed. According to 
Pittenger, the “most powerful method for holding themselves apart from the world they 
investigated was to attack its inhabitants.”681 Reading and reflecting on the reports and stories of 
social investigators is a useful starting point for analyzing the reports of labor spies. Admittedly 
the intent behind social investigation and private espionage differed. Social investigators wanted 
to tell the story of class conflict and typically articulated empathy with their subjects, whereas 
spies actively worked to reinforce and exploit the tensions of class conflict for financial gain. 
  Oberdeck, Higbie, and Pittenger demonstrate the necessity of contextualizing and fully 
engaging with the social investigators moving through working-class communities and 
organizations. Together they also suggest that other investigatory figures with differing agendas, 
like spies, would be reading class in their own image. Importantly, for the spies at hand, social 
investigators rationalized and strengthened the practice of undercover performance for disruptive 
means. While most investigators likely believed their motives were altruistic, they still served a 
state agenda of poverty eradication and social othering. Moreover, they make clear the need to 
read the writing of social investigators and spies against the grain, not only locate stories of 
working-class lives found nowhere else but identify the avenues with which class was reimaged 
for the benefit of middle-and upper-class readers and leaders.  
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Labor Espionage in the Midwest 
 Although the Chicago-based Pinkerton Agency was the premier private detective agency 
in the Midwest from its founding in 1850 through the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, 
it competed and occasionally collaborated with other intelligence gathering agencies in the 
region. During the Civil War the United States government established an extensive military 
intelligence network in the Midwest to identify and suppress Southern sympathizers, including 
Copperheads and the Knights of the Golden Circle, as well as locate draft dodgers and deserters. 
While military intelligence was at the heart of this network, the government also relied on private 
detective for surveillance and intelligence gathering.682 The war demonstrated the worth of 
domestic spy networks and private intelligence gathering. Corporate and industrial leaders 
understood the value of this type of information and increasingly relied upon private detectives 
to report upon and repress the growing labor movement later in the century. The deployment of 
private detectives was not uncontested by organized labor. 
 In Minnesota unionization was slow with few strikes prior to 1900. Between 1900 and 
1902 union membership in the state doubled, driven in part by a growing economy.683 
Wisconsin, whose union presence was better established by 1900, experienced similar growth 
early in the century. As a result, four private detective agencies, including the Pinkertons, 
established offices in the Wisconsin by the 1900s. Union members understandably resented these 
agencies. Delegates at the first Wisconsin State Federation of Labor convention in 1893 called 
on the state legislature to ban anti-labor detective agencies, but the legislature demurred and 
prohibited hiring of armed guards for strike breaking or protection of property without state 
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authorization instead.684 As unions expanded at state and national levels, workers pressed for 
better wages, hours, and working conditions, and their employers responded by contracting 
private agencies. 
 These anti-labor agencies quickly made their presence known. A national strike for a 
nine-hour day by the International Association of Machinists started in May 1901 shuttered all 
the machine shops in Minneapolis.685 Over the next nine weeks the Twin Cities Association of 
Employers of Machinists and National Metal Trades Association organized strikebreakers, 
published anti-union advertisements in in local papers, and refused to negotiation with striking 
workers.686 Minneapolis’ machinists hoped their strike would serve as “a mile-stone in the 
progress of the labor movement.”687 Instead, the strike spurred the creation of two organizations 
intent on fastening millstones around labors’ neck in Minnesota and the wider Midwest: the 
Citizens Alliance of Minneapolis and the Northern Information Bureau. Both groups presaged 
the more well-known Minnesota Commission of Public Safety, but during the 1910s all three 
worked in tandem to break the Industrial Workers of the World’s presence in Minnesota and the 
Upper Midwest. 
 Hoping to head off further labor troubles in 1903, leaders of the Twin Cities Association 
of Employers of Machinists, who also led the National Metal Trades Association, organized 
Minneapolis business and industrial leaders as the Citizens Alliance of Minneapolis to defend the 
city’s open shop status. Sold to Minneapolis business leaders as a “defense movement,” the 
Citizens Alliance hired strikebreakers, intimidated labor organizers, and maintained a network of 
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spies within union and radical organizations.688 The espionage work was subcontracted to 
regional organizations, including the NIB. 
 The Northern Information Bureau was a private detective agency founded in 1903 by 
Luke Boyce that offered surveillance and intelligence gathering services to timber, grain, mining, 
and manufacturing companies and associations across the Upper Midwest. A former Milwaukee 
police officer, Boyce arrived in the Twin Cities in 1899. Boyce had abandoned his wife and four 
children in Milwaukee and eloped with a young woman named Rose Champagne. They traveled 
to St. Paul, where the pair lived under assumed names. Their ruse lasted a week before Boyce 
slipped up and used his real name. A reporter from the St. Paul Globe soon appeared at their 
door. Boyce confirmed his identity, refused to comment on the status of his relationships, but 
said he had “completed arrangements today to go into business here.”689 This was hardly an 
auspicious start for a private detective, but Boyce’s law enforcement training and willingness to 
break both social norms and the law for his benefit were handy skills for a detective. During 
World War I the Minnesota Commission of Public Safety and U.S. Military Intelligence 
contracted with the Bureau. The NIB also worked with other federal institutions in Minnesota, 
including the Federal Reserve Bank and Department of Justice.690  
By the end of the decade Boyce and his Northern Information Bureau’s cornered the 
regional intelligence market. State government and business associations recognized the utility of 
private agents and legislatures hesitated to restrict such useful tools. Yet, clear calls to restrict or 
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abolish these organizations arose from labor and former detectives. At the 1912 Wisconsin State 
Federation of Labor, Carl Sandburg, then secretary to Milwaukee’s Socialist mayor Emil Seidel, 
authored a resolution condemning private detectives alongside “strikebreakers, finks, and 
working[-]class traitors.”691 Criticism also came from former detectives. Ex-Pinkerton Charles 
Siringo argued Pinkertonism was a worse danger to American values than the radical forces it 
fought.692 This pre-war push against private detectives reached the Northern Information Bureau 
when the lumber supplier for Sears and Roebuck’s catalog homes brought a successful anti-trust 
lawsuit against lumber industry associations and the Bureau. The NIB had planted undercover 
agents in lumber manufactures at the association’s behalf.693 However, despite public critiques of 
private detectives and the legal woes of the Northern Information Bureau, the industry remained 
robust and was reinvigorated by xenophobia and anti-radical hysteria energized during World 
War I. 
As noted above, the Bureau was briefly hired by the Minnesota Commission of Public 
Safety. Established by the Minnesota legislature in late April 1917 after the United States entered 
into World War I, the Commission of Public Safety was directed to mobilize the state’s 
resources, protect public safety, defend public and private property and most importantly, ensure 
the success of civil, industrial, and military actions on behalf of the war effort.694 The 
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Commission of Public Safety was the dominant component of a series of wartime acts swiftly 
passed by into law by Minnesota in April 1917. Before the Commission’s establishment the 
Minnesota legislature passed an anti-syndicalism act targeting the IWW alongside an alien 
registration act, and a bill prohibiting interference with troop enlistment.695 Neighboring states 
quickly followed suit and adopted similar anti-syndicalism laws.696 The broad legal purview of 
the Commission of Public Safety, what its historian Carl Chrislock labeled “a virtual 
dictatorship,” swiftly expanded to any and all critics of Minnesota’s political and economic 
order, in addition to those critical of the war. The Commission targeted trade unions and the 
Nonpartisan League with Minnesota’s anti-IWW laws restricting syndicalism and enlistment 
interference.697 
Despite the Commission’s legal purvey only covering Minnesota, it lobbied the federal 
government to undertake sweeping arrests and raids that drastically altered the power and 
influence of the Industrial Workers of the World in the Midwest. Per an unpublished report 
preserved by their legal counsel and shared with William Watts Folwell, the president of the 
State Historical Society and founding president of the University of Minnesota, the Commission 
of Public Safety instigated the series of raids on IWW halls in the fall of 1917 which decimated 
the union and led to the infamous Chicago trial in 1918. Seeking a federal response to the IWW, 
the Commission sent its legal counsel, Ambrose Tighe, to meet with the Department of Justice in 
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Washington. Federal statutes, according to the Department of Justice, did not support any action 
against the IWW. Frustrated, Tighe was passed through meetings with a series of assistant 
attorneys general until he found one sufficiently interested to develop an anti-IWW plan. Further 
pressure from Senator Knute Nelson forced the Department of Justice to act on the 
Commission’s request. Tighe and his supporters in the Department of Justice planned to arrest 
IWW leaders. Even if they failed to convict the Wobblies at a later date their arrest would 
immediately incapacitate the union. An investigator was then sent to Chicago to meet with the 
Chief of Police, federal intelligence officers, and Ambrose Tighe to plan their next move. Within 
48-hours of this meeting the IWW’s Chicago headquarters was raided. Further raids on IWW 
halls across the country followed. Evidence collected during the raids resulted in the arrest of 
Bill Haywood and over a hundred others.698 The nationwide raids on IWW halls and subsequent 
trials decimated the union. The Commission of Public Safety’s instigation of these events 
illustrates the organization’s far reach and influence beyond Minnesota and underscores the 
severity of the IWW’s perceived threat to economic and political power in the region. By 
organizing harvesters, lumberjacks, and miners in Minnesota the IWW rattled the state’s grain, 
timber, and ore merchants, who in turn used wartime fears of radicals and immigrants to 
suppress the group regionally and nationally.  
 
The Rise of the Agricultural Workers Organization in the Upper Midwest 
 The Industrial Workers of the World made its presence known in the Upper Midwest 
shortly after its founding in 1905.699 IWW members made quick inroads with workers in the 
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region with a series of mining strikes and free speech fights, which in turn, drew the ire of 
business and government forces.700 The IWW’s continued presence and resistance to years of 
suppression, coupled with the widespread perception among business leaders and politicians that 
the group threatened the timber, grain, and mining conglomerates that dominated regional 
economies, resulted in the Northern Information Bureau’s contracts to plant undercover agents in 
the group during World War I. Regional disdain for the IWW among business and political 
forces grew with the creation of the Agricultural Workers Organization in 1915. Soon the 
AWO’s boxcar delegates delivered the IWW’s message deeper into the Great Plains. 
Initially headquartered in Kansas City, the Agricultural Workers Organization relocated 
to Minneapolis’ Bridge Square neighborhood in 1915.701 Considered Minneapolis’ skid row, the 
area was filled with flophouses, bars, and employment agencies.702 Bridge Square served as a 
primary hub for transient labor in the Midwest. Denigrated by regional contemporaries, like 
Norwegian-American author O. E. Rølvagg, as “mere human wreckage floating around in 
society,” Bridge Square’s hobos and tramps were vital to the economic and agricultural vitality 
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of the Midwest.703 In his early labor history of Minneapolis, Charles Rumford Walker deemed 
the lumberjacks, section hands, and harvest workers, and other casual laborers congregated there 
the “shock troops of empire.” Bridge Squares’ transient workers were, Walker argued, the true 
force building the wealth of the state’s magnates like Great Northern Railway president James J. 
Hill.704 The number of transients in in Bridge Square certainly shocked visitors. In 1915, an 
unknown commentator found thousands of men packed around Minneapolis’ employment 
bureaus, “so close together you couldn’t put a newspaper between their elbows!”705 Bridge 
Square was central to the AWO’s organizing efforts. In 1916, Minneapolis hosted the AWO’s 
semi-annual meeting. One thousand members attended.706 Leading up to the harvest IWW 
delegates canvased the neighborhood’s saloons and flops for harvesters interested in better 
wages, working conditions, and the possibilities of One Big Union. To weaken the IWW at the 
onset of World War I, the Minnesota Commission of Public Safety’s inaugural act shuttered 
every saloon, theater, pool hall, cinema, and other leisure space in the Bridge Square 
neighborhood “as a matter of military expediency.”707 This military restriction on worker’s 
leisure was an effort to force their entrance into the wartime labor market. Publicly perceived as 
“slackers,” transient laborers found themselves subject to anti-slacking ordinances, typically 
strengthened vagrancy statutes, during the war. By pushing transients from Bridge Square, the 
Minnesota Commission of Public Safety’s order also forced them back onto the road, or at least 
required them to move on to a different neighborhood or more hospitable city. 
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The AWO’s renewal of the IWW infused the organization with members and dues.708 It 
made the AWO a center of power in the IWW, but more importantly for its transient membership 
on the ground, the IWW and AWO were supportive communities responsive to their struggles.709 
The AWO brought, according to their weekly bulletin, “protection on the trains, in the jungles, in 
the towns, in the courts, and on the jobs.”710 The AWO defended workers’ mobility, communal 
spaces, legal rights, and fought for improved working conditions.  
The AWO’s move to Minneapolis gave the city’s status as a regional hub for hobo 
workers new political meaning as the IWW made successful inroads among the area’s casual 
workers. These workers and their spaces were soon subjected to wartime restrictions, as 
evidenced above by the Minnesota Commission of Public Safety, but the public and 
extraordinary nature of wartime policies were not sustainable, nor successful in driving the IWW 
from the region. Instead, regional governments and industries relied on secret, tactical, and 
small-scale efforts by organizations like the Northern Information Bureau to control the IWW. 
It is unclear when the NIB first infiltrated the IWW. Millikan suggests the Bureau had 
someone inside the IWW prior to the 1916 Mesabi Range Strike, but Boyce himself claimed the 
Bureau infiltrated the IWW, along with the Socialist Party, Nonpartisan League, Social Science 
League, and other radical and progressive organizations starting in 1914.711 No IWW material or 
intelligence reports in the surviving NIB records date prior to spring 1917, suggesting 1914-1916 
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material was either destroyed or Boyce overstated the Bureau’s experience infiltrating these 
groups. The latter is more likely. Also, the Nonpartisan League was founded in 1915 so the NIB 
could not have infiltrated the group in 1914. Boyce’s inflation of the NIB’s successful 
infiltrations may have masked the agency’s limited abilities.  
Boyce’s boasting earned him clients. The Commission tasked the NIB to infiltrate the 
IWW in July 1918, but the contract was canceled after three months. Commission of Public 
Safety historian Carl Chrislock suggested the Commission terminated their contract with the NIB 
over competency and credibility concerns. NIB agents’ poor and inaccurate reports coupled with 
the MPSC’s belief the war was coming to a close ended any need to work with the agency.712 As 
part of this contract the NIB also cooperated with U.S. Military Intelligence. William Millikan 
identified E. C. Green as the Northern Information Bureau’s spy within the Minneapolis IWW.713 
Federal advances against the IWW and the war’s end undercut Boyce and the NIB’s business 
model. The Bureau needed the threat and fear of subversive elements to maintain its contracts 
with businesses and industry organizations. 
The earliest documents acquired by the Bureau from the Minneapolis IWW, including 
meeting minutes, membership forms, Tom Mooney defense committee correspondence, and a 
contract for 16 !
"
 chairs, nearly all date to 1918.714 The dates and types of documents support the 
contention that Green was a spy. He was elected to the Organization Committee in May 1918. In 
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this role Green was tasked with maintaining the hall and defense work, granting him access to 
the local’s files. Green was not the only Northern Information Bureau spy on the Minneapolis 
IWW’s Organization Committee. When William Morris joined the Bureau’s payroll is unclear, 
but he was working for the NIB by 1922.715 
  While the IWW’s actions in northern Minnesota during the unsuccessful miners’ strike 
in 1916 and lumberjack strike in 1917 garnered national attention, the wartime paranoia directed 
by the federal government and amplified by the national, state and local Councils of Defense – 
not to mention Minnesota’s Commission of Public Safety – largely focused on the perceived 
disloyalty of German immigrants and radicals.716 Midwestern states restricted First Amendment 
rights and newly founded patriotic community groups subjected German-Americas, Nonpartisan 
League members, and the IWW to violence. Allegations of disloyalty, insufficient support for the 
war, and treason lobbed at Germans-Americans, both native-born and immigrants, spurred 
violent confrontations. Arrests and beatings by Home Guard units, law enforcement, or 
community members were frighteningly common. State bans on foreign language instruction 
targeted German churches and schools, broke German ethic organizations, and led to book 
burnings. Suspicious fires and splashing yellow paint (signifying cowardice) on homes and 
churches plagued German communities, especially in the Midwest with its high German 
immigrant population. Even with Armistice, the paranoia and violence unleased by wartime 
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mobilization persisted in regional politics.717 
 Founded in 1915, The Nonpartisan League, was an agrarian political movement that 
demanded the creation of state-owned elevators, mills, insurance and banks, to create a fairer 
marketplace for farmers. Buoyed by electoral success in North Dakota the movement expanded 
nationally. Charges of antiwar sentiment and anti-Americanism during World War I rendered 
them a target of state and community violence.718 Anti-German prejudice was also mobilized 
against the group. The NPL’s ties to the Socialist Party and IWW made it suspect. Critics in 
North Dakota claimed its funding came from Germany. When the NPL attempted to expand into 
Texas organizers were accused of being German spies, beaten, and threatened with violence if 
they stuck around.719 Spies from the Washington State Secret Service kept NPL organizers under 
observation.720 In Minnesota, local defense councils and loyal committees suppressed 
Nonpartisan League meetings, threatened organizers with lynching and railroaded them out of 
town.721 Hoping to stem abuse in Nebraska, the Nonpartisan League sued the state’s Council of 
Defense, but then withdrew the case, promised to halt the distribution of “objectionable 
literature” and the employment of non-Nebraskan organizers. “[T]he League has not cut much 
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figure one way or another,” reported the Nebraska State Council of Defense in a letter to George 
Bangs, attorney and League opponent in North Dakota.722 
 For many, anti-German sentiment and fear of the NPL alloyed in a hatred for the 
IWW.723 Papers sought to tie the groups together and framed them as co-equal threats to the 
future of the nation. In September 1917, Duluth’s trade union paper, The Labor World, blasted 
Wobblies as “enemies of the country as well as enemies of the working people.”724 The alarmist 
nature of the press and anxieties of business and government leaders reinforced each other as 
they denigrated and then attempted to disrupt the IWW’s presence in the region. News of IWW 
strikes, organizing, and threats of violence elsewhere in the nation was certainly discussed in 
smaller farm communities, but farmers faced a different set of negotiations with Wobbly 
harvesters. North Dakota farmers considered the IWW “a tough outfit,” but, as one farmer 
recalled, the Wobblies’ attitude towards area farmers, “depended a good deal on how they were 
used.” When Hugh O’Connor hired on twenty men for his threshing crew he asked all whether 
they were IWW members. All demurred. When the season ended a month later and after the men 
were paid they took O’Connor out on the town. After a night of drinking they revealed to 
O’Connor that they were, in fact, all Wobblies. Decades later he considered his Wobblies, “the 
best bunch of men I ever had. No trouble.”725 O’Connor, like other North Dakota farmers, were 
wary of the IWW but ultimately made do with the men available. Admittedly, he did not know 
his was an IWW crew until the harvest concluded, but the episode demonstrates the best way to 
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preempt tension with harvesters was to treat them well and provide a fair wage. This perennial 
need for harvesters, uneven supply labor supply, fluctuating crop prices, and tight finances of 
farm families led many farmers to hire Wobblies and negotiate acceptable wages and working 
conditions. 
 The war made these concerns more acute. Midwestern university students who left school 
and returned to their family farms in the spring of 1917 reported widespread concerns about a 
lack of farm labor. “Every one [sic] is in the field early and stays late for help is very scare,” 
wrote a farmer’s son in Ellendale, North Dakota. “We could use another man to very good 
advantage if we could get hold of one now.”726 A classmate offered a similar assessment from 
his family farm outside York, Nebraska, “Help is scare here…[my brother] was without any help 
when I arrived here so I come in mighty handy.”727 North Dakota mobilized volunteers in cities 
and towns to assist farmers, but they were not enough.728 The wartime harvest labor shortage was 
a boon to the IWW’s agricultural workers. 
 Global demand for wheat raised prices, but the allure of better paying war industry work 
and conscription reduced the number of farm laborers.729 With their skills in demand, the IWW 
sought higher wages and better working conditions for their members. In North Dakota, the 
IWW had influential farmers backing their efforts. R. J. J. Montgomery, president of the state’s 
Farmers’ Union, only hired card-carrying Wobblies during the harvest because he found union 
men worked better. Montgomery lobbied the Nonpartisan League to negotiate a wage scale for 
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harvest labor with the IWW to ensure a smooth harvest. The farmers did not agree to the IWW’s 
proposal.730 Yet, the effort suggests some farmers and harvesters felt a sense of class solidarity 
between themselves and recognized together they were stronger. Even critics of the NPL and 
IWW articulated a begrudging respect for the latter. In his anti-NPL book, The Despoilers, J. 
Edmund Buttree claimed, “I have found princes among them, even though they are ‘dubbed’ 
‘hobos’ in this fair State.”731 In response to wartime labor restrictions and in-line with the NPL’s 
willingness to engage directly with harvesters, Governor Lynn Frazier issued a proclamation 
decrying the abuse of transient laborers in North Dakota. Elected on the Nonpartisan League-
Republican ticket, Governor Frazier criticized vagrancy statutes and the common practice of 
“shaking down” harvesters as they passed through town.732 Hobos likely welcomed the efforts to 
remain out of the state’s notorious jails. After an inspection of twenty jails across the state in the 
early 1910s a University of North Dakota sociologist could only describe them as 
“dehumanizing,” “indescribably dirty,” and “antediluvian.”733 The legislature followed Governor 
Frazier’s call with legislation establishing employment bureaus to distribute available labor 
across the state. As a result, Wobblies conducted fewer strike actions in North Dakota in 1917 
than it did in neighboring states.734 Yet, the NPL’s efforts to provide for a smooth and efficient 
harvest led its detractors to claim the IWW and NPL were one in the same with an identical 
radical agenda. Accusations of NPL involvement with the IWW erupted again in 1921 when 
Governor Frazier was removed from office in the nation’s first successful statewide recall of a 
governor. When the Northern Information Bureau was hired in 1922 by North Dakota’s attorney 
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general they were tasked not only with identifying and tracking IWW delegates across the state 
but investigating the relationship between the IWW and NPL. 
  
Sabotage, or The Nightmare Dreams of the Hobo 
 As noted in the introduction, public discourses of disease, decay, and infestation were 
frequently directed at transient workers in the press, by the state, and members of the public with 
whom they interacted at the turn of the century. The emergence of the IWW and AWO as salient 
political forces amongst hobo workers added a violent dimension to these discourses: sabotage. 
Newspapers in the Midwest and West blamed broken machinery, industrial accidents, and 
wildfires on unnamed Wobblies.735 During the trials of IWW members in Everett, Patterson, 
Boise, and Chicago, prosecutors argued the group’s call for sabotage in print demonstrated its 
innate violence.736 To many, the IWW’s supposed violent nature was tied up with their mobility. 
In the Midwest and West the state and business leaders considered freight hopping the vehicle 
for violence and sabotage. World War I amplified these concerns when the defense of industry 
and infrastructure became a matter of state control.  
In November 1917, a Nebraska potash plant owner warned that IWW men were, 
“traveling from place to place for the purpose of retarding industry and stirring up trouble,” and 
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had organized a strike, threatened to blow up his plant, and led employees out “on the next 
train,” within 48 hours of their arrival on a freight train.737 The plant owner wanted the state’s 
Council of Defense to hold the boxcar organizer and IWW responsible. Although the Council of 
Defense was alarmed by the Wobblies efforts, any legal action was a federal mater.738 This 
episode hints at the fears carried by the IWW. The group’s expansion across the Upper Midwest 
threatened to disrupt the casual labor markets of the region. Hobo workers’ freight riding and 
violent episodes between workers and train crews were a policed annoyance, largely accepted by 
the general public as the necessary and seasonal conditions for a successful harvest. 
Compounded by wartime concerns about political radicalism, fears of the IWW altered regional 
attitudes towards harvest workers. Harvesters were no longer solely a seasonal annoyance 
because the labor organization that claimed to speak on their behalf was considered a national 
security threat. As a result, the state sought new avenues for suppressing transient mobility and 
community. Yet, these efforts were hampered by conflicting jurisdictions, to return to the 
Nebraska encounter. The decades long struggle to police transient mobility continued to frustrate 
state authorities, but the war provided new legal restrictions and sanctioned increased police 
actions to combat the Wobbly menace. 
 Local inaction and wartime anxiety deepened fears of IWW violence. Business leaders 
demanded increased federal action and turned to private organizations, like the Northern 
Information Bureau, to curtail the IWW. Reports from St. Paul of Wobblies dissuading men from 
enlisting and attacking soldiers heightened fears.739 Nor were these tensions isolated in 
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Minnesota. “We cannot fight [the IWW] successfully unless the source of supplies, and the 
center of the propaganda, is made a matter of Federal concern,” argued a Washington state 
orchard owner in an unsolicited report sent to Senator Wesley Jones on the IWW threat to 
Washington and the nation. Despite the presence of federal troops in the state, action needed to 
be taken at every level of society to repulse “this sinister and dangerous movement.” The orchard 
owner’s demand for federal and local action demonstrates the difficulties faced in policing a 
decentralizing and mobile organization. AWO members were dispersed across the Midwest and 
West. Policing a localized but mobile population required area police with local knowledge of 
the harvest, farmers’ hiring habits, train schedules and routes, and location of jungle campsites. 
Yet, given the number of transients and their movement across state boundaries a federal force 
capable of coordinated actions in multiple states was required. Thus, the IWW’s presence among 
transient harvesters in the Pacific Northwest not only threatened the fruit industry in the Pacific 
Northwest but served as a harbinger of the national “Hobo’s Nightmare Dream”: 
“It has always been the nightmare dream of the ‘hobo’ and of the degenerate that some 
day [sic] his wilful [sic] incapacity and ignorance coupled with his hatred of those who 
are capable and striving, would clog the wheels of industry and befool its machinery so 
that industry must cease and that all men would of necessity be reduced to the sordid 
level of his own incapacity, inability, and want.”740  
 
Violence, degeneracy, and the fall of capitalism – the hobo’s dream – appeared to be a dream 
only federal stewardship of state, local, and private action could defer. Two months later, federal 
agents raided IWW halls across the nation. Agents confiscated tons of records, literature, and 
correspondence which was then used to indict 166 IWW members in Chicago. While the report 
quoted above was not the impetus for the raids, it speaks to regional concerns IWW that were 
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mapped onto hobos more broadly. Continued pressure through further raids, arrests, and 
deportations weakened the IWW, but the union was still considered a threat to state, federal, and 
industrial forces through the early 1920s.741 
After World War I the Northern Information Bureau relied on the vestiges of wartime 
fears and the specter of sabotage to earn contracts with state governments. The NIB was not 
alone in continuing to push the narrative of a violent and anti-democratic IWW. Senator Knute 
Nelson of Minnesota took to the Senate floor in February 1919 to demand an extension and 
expansion of wartime espionage and sedition legislation to combat the IWW and Bolshevism. “It 
is apparent that we are facing to-day in this country a greater danger than that which we faced 
during the war,” Sen. Nelson argued. To bolster his claims, Sen. Nelson shared quotes extoling 
the Russian Revolution, birth control, and industrial democracy from IWW pamphlets and 
newspapers published in Minneapolis and had these documents read into the Congressional 
Record.742 While Sen. Nelson’s colleagues demurred on the constitutionality of his proposal, 
Sen. William Borah of Idaho noted Nelson’s logic of repression was the same employed in 
Soviet Russia, it nevertheless echoed the anxieties of many back home.743 Sen. Nelson’s pursuit 
of postwar espionage and sedition laws suggests the enhanced legal mechanisms deployed 
against the IWW would not be willingly given up. On the other hand, Sen. Borah’s pushback, 
seemingly out of character for one of the prosecuting attorneys from William Haywood’s 1907 
Idaho murder trial, indicates some in power recognized the legal overreach taken during the war. 
While the IWW may not be a respectable or welcome participant in American society, Sen. 
Borah seems to suggest, they are nevertheless protected by the Constitution. In Midwestern 
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statehouses, distant from the Constitutional concerns of Washington, the response to the IWW 
was clearer.  
The Northern Information Bureau’s pitch letter to North Dakota Governor Ragnvald 
Nestos and Attorney General Sveinbjorn Johnson argued the IWW was an ongoing threat to the 
state, especially during the wheat harvest.744 To prevent any destruction of property or violence, 
the NIB could imbed agents within the IWW and place further men in locations where Wobblies 
congregated to alert the proper authorities to any and all threats.745 The NIB was hardly alone in 
making this pitch after the war. Union organizers in the Midwest largely assumed a few members 
were private detectives, particularly during strike actions. 746 Spies’ presumed presence 
established a makeshift communication pipeline to government and business leaders. Following 
the collapse of Seattle’s General Strike in 1919 an International Longshoremen’s Association 
speaker had a message for the mayor. “If there are any friends or detectives of Ole Hanson here I 
want them take it back to him that we are going to have One Big Union in Seattle.” A spy took 
the message.747 In an effort to halt “this pernicious activity,” the Wisconsin State Federation of 
Labor passed two resolutions at their 1920 convention calling for the abolishment of private 
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detective agencies.748 These failed to generate legislative action. 
 Estimates of a bumper wheat crop in 1922 made the NIB’s warnings of strikes and 
sabotage all the more threatening. After World War I, Minnesota followed the nation into a 
protracted agricultural depression. Thus, an especially bountiful harvest was hoped for. 
According to the state press, the 1922 harvest would rival that of 1916, which likely raised 
memories of IWW agitation across the state. The Agricultural Workers Organization made its 
first concerted push into North Dakota during the 1916 harvest and successfully raised harvest 
wages to $3.00 to 3.50 across the state. That year the AWO also began organizing harvesters as 
they traveled in boxcars.749 Like the hobos with whom they traveled, AWO organizers did not fit 
into public perceptions of Wobblies as single, community-less men. AWO organizer E. F. Doree 
maintained a loving correspondence with his wife during the 1915 harvest drive.750 To ensure a 
successful crop the North Dakotan government took extensive public and private measures to 
overcome any labor shortage and undercut the IWW. 
Farmers pressured the state to address the possible labor shortage. The Department of 
Agriculture and Labor opened an employment bureau in Minneapolis under Deputy 
Commissioner R. G. Caltron’s charge. Governor Ragnvald Nestos traveled to Minneapolis with 
business and farmer leaders to meet with the Northern Pacific’s general passenger agent to 
negotiate reduced rates for harvester laborers. His meeting resulted in reduced rates, $5.00 and 
free checked baggage from Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth, or Superior to any point in North 
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Dakota, for groups of five or more harvesters.751 The Department of Agriculture and Labor also 
opened an employment office for harvesters in Bismarck.752 
 Despite an increase in farm mechanization the region still relied heavily on transient 
labor to complete the harvest, which continued to frustrate farm families and the state 
government. “Everybody has to hire and hired men are expensive,” complained a North Dakotan 
homesteader in a letter to her step-mother in Norway in September 1922.753 The necessity of 
hiring transient harvesters made the tight financial margins family farmers operated on all the 
tighter. The North Dakota government recognized the need for transient workers, but preferred 
settled farmers who would improve land and build up the state economy over floating workers. 
Federal accounting of the 1920 wheat crop found 41.6% of North Dakota’s harvest work was 
conducted by transient labor. In northeastern Nelson County 75% of the harvest labor force was 
from out of state. In neighboring Walsh County, which borders Minnesota, 60% of harvesters 
were considered transient.754 Finding adequate farm labor to fill demand was “an uphill job,” 
admitted the A. L. Norling, the agricultural agent for McLean County, “men have not been 
coming west very fast.” Norling implored locals to write to out of state relatives and friends 
requesting help. This request articulated another rationale underling the state’s drive for 
harvesters. “We need [men] at this time as harvest hands and future settlers.”755 Disdain for 
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IWW-aligned harvesters then, was not merely a matter of their politics, but tied to their mobility. 
Unwilling to settle (and it follows, establish a family), these radical footloose men only offered 
their labor, and nothing else to the future of the state. 
The stagnant agricultural economy, threat of sabotage, and looming labor shortage made 
Luke Boyce’s overtures all the more attractive. Boyce claimed his agents disrupted attempts by 
the Minneapolis IWW to blow up a power plant and pumping station in 1917.756 Of a more 
immediate threat, Boyce warned IWW conditions in South Dakota were “quieting” as “the riff-
raff element are working north.”757 To underscore the NIB’s expertise, Boyce claimed his agents 
alerted authorities about the September 1920 Wall Street Bombing three days prior to the attack. 
His implication, that a mass of men prone to violence were inbound, marked the IWW as a clear 
and present danger to not only the nation, but North Dakota.758 
 As further evidence of the IWW’s danger to North Dakota Boyce admitted to conducting 
intelligence gathering on behalf of a state representative during the 1921 recall election that 
brought Nestos to power and removed the Nonpartisan governor and attorney general.759 State 
Representative A. B. Jackson, Jr. of Devil’s Lake hired the Bureau to locate compromising 
correspondence between then state Attorney General William Lemke and members of the 
Industrial Workers of the World.760 Unable to locate the letters specified by Rep. Jackson, the 
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Bureau did retrieve correspondence between Lemke and IWW leaders demonstrating their 
“friendly connection.” Boyce suggests this was not the first action by the NIB on Jackson’s 
behalf.761 Nor would an agreement between the North Dakotan government and a private 
detective agency to surveil the IWW be unprecedented. In 1919, then Attorney General William 
Langer hired private detectives to spy on IWW organizers and harvesters.762 
 Attorney General Sveinbjorn Johnson agreed to hire the Northern Information Bureau but 
requested agents ride freights during the harvest. Boyce agreed, but recommended agents travel 
in pairs as a matter of safety.763 R. G. Catron, Deputy Commissioner of Agriculture and Labor, 
served as go-between for the North Dakota government and the Northern Information Bureau. 
Boyce told Johnson both agents were established Wobblies in leadership positions, familiar with 
the lead organizer in North Dakota, Francis Smith, and able to keep Johnson informed on “all 
other radical organizations,” i.e., the Nonpartisan League.764 Per Catron’s instructions, NIB 
agents supervised and ultimately halted IWW picketing outside the employment office operated 
by the Industrial Commission of Minnesota and North Dakota Department of Agriculture and 
Labor in the Bridge Square neighborhood.765 Catron also requested NIB agents interview the 
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federal employment agency director in Minneapolis and ascertain whether he was directing 
clients away from North Dakotan employment at the state-run bureau.766 
 Sveinbjorn Johnson and R. G. Catron’s respective directions to the NIB express the dual 
anxieties, violence and too few harvesters, of the North Dakotan government concerning the 
IWW. The Attorney General was more concerned with violence and political disruption. Johnson 
wrote Boyce, “I am anxious to obtain any evidence of sabotage.”767 Johnson received near-daily 
reports from the NIB agents embedded with farm laborers for the duration of the harvest and 
even clandestinely met the spies when they passed through Bismarck.768 Catron, understandably, 
was worried the IWW would disrupt the flow of laborers into the state. The agents activities, 
including disruption of IWW picketing at the state-run employment agency in Minneapolis and 
an interview with the federal employment agency director by NIB agents underscore Catron’s 
concern. A week after directing those NIB actions Catron left Minneapolis and publicly reported 
20,000 harvesters had arrived in the state. This assuaged any remaining fears of a labor shortage. 
Catron tied the success of this effort to the special railroad rates negotiated by Governor 
Nestos.769 In essence, the NIB was hired to emulate and restrict the IWW’s mobility in order to 
facilitate acceptable forms of mobility for unorganized transient laborers. Restricting the 
organizational ability of IWW delegates would keep wages low, working conditions poor, and 
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force men to travel on passenger trains (on reduced rates). The state wanted skilled farmers to 
settle in the state, but not workers tainted by radicalism. While the IWW was by no means 
saturated with the NIB spies, three agents were established members of the Minneapolis branch. 
William H. Morris (Operator No. 1) and Richard J. Cassin (Operator No. 2) were known to the 
Minneapolis local.770 Morris served on the Organization Committee of the Minneapolis IWW 
alongside E. C. Green, meaning two of its nine members were industrial spies.771 Labor spies 
exerted their most “deadly influence,” argued Communist Party leader and ex-Wobbly, William 
Z. Foster, when embedded within unskilled labor organizations, i.e., the Industrial Workers of 
the World. There the spies worked themselves into influential committees and positions to the 
point where “leadership is saturated with these betrayers.”772 To undercut worker’s organizing in 
Minneapolis and on the road the NIB and its clients aimed their efforts at the policing of 
transient mobility.  
 
Travels and Travails of Operator No. 1 and No. 2 
 “A lot of the old organizers were coming up to North Dakota,” announced Operator No. 
2, in his first report to Attorney General Sveinbjorn Johnson. Operator No. 2 befriended a fellow 
organizer in their Fargo-bound boxcar. He let Operator No. 2 work the train and sign up 
harvesters, but after the Wobbly departed, No. 2 refused to bother the “young fellows…[on] their 
first trip out in the Dakotas.”773 Over the course of the 1922 North Dakota wheat harvest, 
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Operator No. 1 and No. 2 reported increasingly dire and dangerous conditions among the harvest 
workers. “I expect a lot of black cats and wooden shoe stuff, that is sabotage up here this year, 
and [Wobblies] are putting on an unusual effort to hang on to North Dakota,” claimed Operator 
No. 1.774 Per an IWW organizer’s conversation with Operator No 2., the union was trying to 
“show up the Capitalistic administration now in power in North Dakota, and to show this 
administration the power of the I.W.W.”775 Based on these reports and his experience with the 
IWW, Luke Boyce warned Sveinbjorn Johnson, “there is a prodigious campaign on in your 
state.”776 On initial reading these statements suggest the Industrial Workers of the World was 
well on its way to a substantial recovery in light of their suppression during the 1910s. 
 In contrast, historians have, by and large, marked the 1920s as a sustained period of 
decline in the IWW’s size and power. The IWW’s failure to adapt to the postwar order, argued 
Melvyn Dubofsky, rendered it a marginal organization isolated from trends within labor 
organizing and radical political trajectories. Increasingly overshadowed by communism and 
bereft of leadership, the IWW was “an organization that had only a past and no future.”777 Yet, in 
the harvest fields the IWW remained a force to be reckoned with.778 It was admittedly a reduced 
force, but over 400 Agricultural Workers Industrial Union delegates worked the 1922 harvest.779 
That fall a new hall was opened in Fargo to support harvesters.780 Disconcerting to Attorney 
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General Johnson, both Operator No. 1 and No. 1 described IWW organizers as buoyant as more 
men joined the union. Based on their interactions with men in the field, conversations with other 
Wobblies, and information gleaned from their glances at correspondence from the IWW’s 
Chicago office, more harvesters joined the IWW in 1922 then had in 1921.781 
For the weakened IWW salvation lay with harvest workers. The frontpage illustration of 
the Industrial Worker’s 1922 agricultural labor issue makes this clear. Standing before a field of 
wheat shocks a harvester, arms upraised, welcomes a new day’s sun. Emblazed upon the sun is 
“IWW.”782 (figure 5.1) The illustration is a sign of not only the IWW’s salvation through harvest 
labor organizing, but the benefit of the IWW to harvesters. Despite their established presence 
amongst transient harvesters, shifts in worker mobility forced the IWW to restate their necessity 
to workers. Both the IWW press and spies within its ranks agreed that “a prodigious campaign” 
was well underway in the wheatbelt.783 
This campaign relied on the AWO’s boxcar organizing tactics. Organizers worked trains, 
a task Operator No. 2 was experienced in, cajoling men to join, debating the merits of the IWW, 
and ejecting those who disagreed. “The red card is the ticket on freights,” reported an 
unemployed printer repeatedly thrown from trains in South Dakota.784 The benefit of 
unionization sold more harvesters on the IWW than the threat of violence. At its founding the 
AWO demanded 10-hour days with a $3.00 wage, .50 cents overtime, and hygienic room and 
board.785 By organizing harvesters on trains prior to reaching the harvest fields the AWO ensured 
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their demands were met harvest after harvest. 
 Yet, reading the Wobbly press against the Northern Information Bureau’s reports reveals 
a feedback loop between the two, suggesting the IWW and North Dakotan government mutually 
reinforced the IWW’s claims of strength. Based on the reporting of Operator No. 1 and No. 2, 
Attorney General Sveinbjorn Johnson issued a statement warning the IWW’s rapid growth in the 
state signaled a “crisis” threatening the harvest. Johnson’s statement, carried in an Associate 
Press brief, was reprinted in the Industrial Worker under the headline “Masses Join I.W.W.”786 
Attacks against them in the press, the IWW claimed, signaled the union’s growth and circulated 
their ideas.787 For both parties, a strong and growing IWW served important aims. Projecting 
strength undercut the IWW’s growing public and private image of disorganization, and weak 
leadership. For Johnson, the image of a strong IWW rationalized state and community repression 
of harvester’s organizing efforts and justified surveillance of the Nonpartisan League.788 
Beyond the reality of the IWW’s strength, the Northern Information Bureau’s reports 
traffic in the state’s anxiety over mobility. The reports suggest the North Dakotan government 
was unable to control the flow of laborers within and across their state. To provide some 
direction to harvesters the legislature created six free employment bureaus for the 1922 harvest. 
They registered 15,624 unskilled male laborers by the end of June, but that was still below 
farmers’ requests for 19,531 workers.789 The IWW were wary of public and private employment 
bureaus, as the protests disrupted by the NIB agents above indicate. Countering disruption of 
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employment bureaus was part of established anti-IWW tactics that included raiding their halls, 
confiscating their literature, arresting organizers, and deporting foreign-born members. These 
efforts relied on stable places (union halls and printing presses) or state-controlled circulations 
(mail and immigration). Yet, as evidenced in previous chapters, the mobility of transient laborers 
was a dynamic evasion of state control adapted and altered by hobos, tramps, and others to 
challenge new and expanded forms of policing and suppression. Undercover detectives granted 
the state the ability to participate in the mobility of harvest laborers in an effort to identify, track, 
and ultimately halt the movement of IWW organizers. 
On August 14, 1922 Operator No. 1 and No. 2 departed Minneapolis on separate trains, 
the former on the Soo Line towards Valley City and the later over the Great Northern or 
Northern Pacific to Fargo.790 Over the next two months, these Northern Information Bureau 
agents rode alongside harvesters, questioned IWW organizers, sabotaged unionization efforts, 
and wrote near-daily reports passed on to the Attorney General Johnson. These reports, “brief 
pencil memoranda,” telegrams, or telephone calls arrived via an unnamed collaborator in the 
Attorney General’s office who “under[stood] the game.”791 These collaborative state and private 
actions attempted to undercut the mobile organizing at the heart of IWW’s efforts in the harvest 
fields. 
 The day after Johnson received the first operator’s reports, the Grand Forks Herald 
reported IWW organizing in North Dakota was limited to mainline freight trains. According to 
the paper, “Efforts to break up this systematic holdup game have thus far failed, in spite of 
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several efforts to get information that would lead to arrest.”792 This report suggests harvesters, as 
a matter of class solidarity or defense against retaliation from Wobblies, refused to identify IWW 
delegates on their trains. NIB’s undercover agents worked around harvesters’ recalcitrance and 
identified IWW organizers for North Dakotan law enforcement, but two men were insufficient to 
completely halt the IWW. 
 This is evident in Operator No. 1’s first report. He counted one hundred and twenty 
hobos spread over two boxcars on a Valley City bound Soo Line train. Another IWW organizer 
was aboard, an intoxicated man named Scotty. Agreeing to work the train while Scotty slept, 
Operator No. 2 made a minimal attempt to induce anyone into the IWW. When Scotty woke, he 
signed up three or four men before disembarking with twenty harvesters.793 Operator No. 2’s 
inability to completely hinder an intoxicated organizer from bringing men into the IWW shows 
the limitations of undercover work. Unwilling to blow their cover and destroy years of careful 
work establishing their IWW bona fides in the process, the NIB’s operators conducted passive 
actions to undercut IWW, as witnessed in their dispersal of picketers outside the Minnesota-
North Dakota-run employment office in Minneapolis and their minimal effort at boxcar 
organizing.  
 With the Palmer Raids and World War I suppressions fresh in Wobblies’ memory, the 
union assumed spies, whether members of military intelligence or private agencies, operated 
within their ranks and took active measures to both root out agents and protect union 
communications. North Dakota organizers burned correspondence from the national office.794 
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Missing and/or stolen union credentials and due books were announced in the AWIU’s bulletin 
and members asked to “watch out…as some fink may make use of it.”795 IWW anti-espionage 
tactics likely limited Northern Information Bureau agents from obtaining some vital information, 
but by and large they obtained enough to support later legal action. Despite the broad parameters 
of their mission to surveil and disrupt IWW actions, the need to remain uncover was a further 
limitation. “Of course we understand that what the attorney general wants is some definite dope 
on which he can act, and we are going to get it in time,” reported both operators, “but it is not 
easy as it may look from the outside.”796 
 Sabotage remained the watchword of the NIB and the state, despite the former’s failure to 
uncover any evidence of it, for the duration of the harvest. From South Dakota came reports in 
the press and via the Northern Information Bureau of harvesters setting fires and destroying 
equipment. In Mina, a small farm village outside Aberdeen, locals accused three harvest laborers 
of running horse feed bags through a wheat separator. When confronted farmers found guns and 
IWW cards on all three men. No charges were filled.797 Elsewhere in South Dakota, ignited barns 
and wheat stacks were blamed on Wobblies.798 The lack of evidence any members of IWW 
engaged in widespread sabotage should not dissuade the state from suppressing them, warned 
Luke Boyce. Attorney General Sveinbjorn Johnson must maintain pressure on the group even as 
the wheat harvest wound down, for “sabotage work will come a little latter when wheat is 
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stacked and threshing is on.”799 It never did. 
 As the harvest progressed into October reports from the Northern Information Bureau 
arrived less frequently in the Attorney General’s office. Boyce informed Johnson the lack of 
reporting was due to a lack of activity on the part of the IWW. Any information from Operator 
No. 1 or No. 2 would merely be “a repetition of the experiences of wandering around with a 
bunch of IWWs.”800 As the number of reports declined the demands for payment increased. It 
appears Johnson contracted with the Bureau without securing a state funding source. Needing 
funds to continue, Boyce recommended subscriptions from businesses effected by the IWW like 
elevator and lumber companies be solicited. When that proposal was rebuked, Boyce noted the 
funds could be collected from the Nonpartisan League, should they win the next election. 
Boyce’s request was not a threat but given Johnson’s order to investigate the IWW and the 
Nonpartisan League, there was a clear subtext to his recommendation. Soon state money was 
secured.801 
 By October 1922 it was apparent fears of IWW sabotage late in the harvest were 
unfounded. The Northern Information Bureau continued its investigation into the IWW, but 
Attorney General Sveinbjorn Johnson directed them to pay closer attention to the IWW’s 
relationship with the Nonpartisan League. As already noted, negotiations to set wages and 
working hours between the Nonpartisan League and Industrial Workers of the World occurred 
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prior to the 1917 North Dakota wheat harvest. Although talks failed to receive support from rural 
NPL branches, the NPL’s critics argued the IWW and NPL were two branches of the same 
tree.802 The NPL did successfully align itself with the North Dakota State Federation of Labor 
during the 1919 election that brought it to power.803 
 
Conclusion 
 William H. Morris and Richard J. Cassin passed through the entire 1922 harvest season 
undetected. Both men identified boxcar delegates and passed this information on to local law 
enforcement. Organizers were arrested. Both men, when tasked by IWW leaders with 
undertaking organizing other harvesters made tepid, if not counterproductive efforts. More 
importantly, in reproducing the mobility and practices of IWW delegates Morris and Cassin on 
orders from the state the NIB undercut one of the most powerful organizing tactics available to 
the union.  
 The North Dakota government did not hire the NIB during the 1923 harvest. The state’s 
reliance on transient farm labor had not changed, but it appears the perception of the IWW as a 
threat to the state was dissipating.804 Wartime concerns were losing their political potency. Given 
the lack of widespread violence and identifiable sabotage during the 1922 harvest it likely made 
more financial sense for the state to rely on existing policing rather than pay for private 
detectives. Or, they hired a different agency with destructive record keeping practices more in 
line with industry standards.  
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Buoyed by the success of the 1922 season the IWW was optimistic coming into 1923. 
“The season for which we have longed is at hand, and the A.W.I.U. should come out of the 
harvest this year with the largest paid up membership in its history. 1923 is destined to be a great 
year.”805 Hoping to capitalize on the membership increases of the previous year the AWIU 
implored its members to organize wheat harvesters, “From Enid [Oklahoma] to Fargo let the 
watchword be organization.”806 The AWIU entered 1924 ready to capitalize on their gains during 
the previous harvests. “Our destiny is in our own hands, and whether it be good or bad will rest 
with us,” declared one of the group’s January bulletins.807 Soon those efforts and the 
organization they supported began to falter as a result of internecine conflict and technological 
advancement.808 
 Tensions within the larger IWW erupted when timber workers left the national 
organization. Much of their ire was directed at influential members of the AWIU. The dissenting 
Wobblies disapproved of boxcar organizing. They considered it a harmful practice and implored 
the AWIU to focus solely on organizing at the point of production.809 These political fractures 
weakened the IWW and reduced the AWIU’s organizational efficacy. Contemporary observers 
also pointed to changing mobility practices as to why the IWW’s floating labor organization 
faltered by the mid-1920s.  
In 1926 the sociologist Nels Anderson wrote in the New York Times Magazine that “a 
new kind of road, the paved highway, and a new mode of travel, the automobile, threaten the 
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existence of the train-riding hobo.”810 The availability of cheap used automobiles, primarily 
“rattletraps, the kind available for from $50 to $300,” according to Adaline Buffington of Salt 
Lake City’s Charity Organization Society facilitated the movement of harvesters and their 
families, which Buffington hoped would allow them to “take root more easily” than the hobo 
had.811 A journalist in Aberdeen, South Dakota during the 1928 wheat harvest found the street 
“filled with cars of harvest hands from states all the way from Delaware and California.” Nor 
was South Dakota alone in welcoming auto migrants as these cars had traveled from Kansas and 
would soon depart for North Dakota.812 
 Adopting the automobile atomized the transient labor population. Certainly, they 
gathered together in auto camps during the harvest or to winter over, but the auto camp lacked 
the comradery built on precarity and desire for community found in a hobo jungle.813 Easier (and 
less dangerous) movement and the presence of families made so-called rubber tramps less 
receptive to the IWW’s message. Migratory workers were no longer a captive audience willing 
to listen to Wobbly delegates as they traveled across the Midwest and West in a boxcar. Their 
message of better conditions, improved pay, and protection from the bulls fell flat on an audience 
tasked with directly caring for their family, in control of their own travel, and beyond the reach 
of the railroad bull. The car obliterated the success of boxcar organizing. For, as John Hader put 
it in the Survey Graphic, those “who preferred to be thrown off the trains rather than join, are 
now going in cars.” While in Aberdeen for his story, Hader reportedly asked an IWW delegate 
how they were responding to the influx of automobiles, to which the organizer replied, “A chisel 
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through the radiator, a sledge hammer on the cylinder head, will fix them.”814 As the IWW 
struggled to adapt its organizing methods it seems some had already adapted sabotage to the 
automobile. 
 With the IWW broken by in-fighting and the automobile altering transient mobility 
practices the stakes of labor surveillance changed. A weakened and fragmentary IWW was no 
longer considered a serious threat warranting costly surveillance. The disintegration of harvest 
labor organizing in the Midwest by the late 1920s also made surveillance a moot point. Even the 
renewal of illicit freight hopping during the Great Depression failed to resuscitate the IWW’s 
influence among harvest workers. Nels Anderson found that “Among the unattached modern 
migrants there is no evidence of…the I.W.W., the M.W.U., or the I.B.W.A.”815 Without the 
IWW and with the dominance of the automobile there were no more organized workers to 
mimic, surveil, and disrupt. 
 Something less defined was lost with the change in transient mobility. As John Gambs 
described it in his study of the IWW’s decline, “the hobo attitude is being destroyed by our 
technological progress.”816 Gambs does not define “hobo attitude,” but implies it was the culture 
and practices of transient laborers bound up with freight hopping. Eradicating illicit rail-riding 
then, in Gamb’s estimation, meant the loss of a distinctive hobo attitude or culture.  
 As IWW boxcar organizer Charles Ashleigh put it in a poem in Margaret Anderson’s 
influential magazine The Little Review in 1917, “[M]y road thirst, avid and aching, conquers the 
muttering of puling scholarship.”817 Ashleigh seems to imply that the need to move overpowers 
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any desire to study or investigate. Eight months later while awaiting trial along with 166 other 
IWW members in Chicago, Ashleigh made another poetic attempt to define the relationship 
between hobos and “The roads O sacred roads!” in a poem sent to Carl Sandburg. The 
penultimate stanza of “Prison Night” concludes with an allusion to the IWW, “the streets are 
prepared for the roaming of young men drunken with ideas and causes.”818 The road then, and 
mobility by proxy, is the way of political liberation. Without it the culture, causes, community, 
and ideas of roaming men are lost. 
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Figure 5.1: The Harvester’s Salvation is with the IWW 
 







Access to cheap automobiles and improved roads turned migrant agricultural workers 
away from trains in the 1920s. Small numbers of men still hopped freights across the Midwest 
and West looking for work, but towns along the right of way were increasingly, “filled with cars 
of harvest hands from states all the way from Delaware and California,” according to a 1928 
report out of South Dakota.819 The arrival of these so-called rubber tramps moved men off the 
rails, which in turn weakened the sense of community shared by transient workers. It also 
undercut organization efforts. With fewer men riding the rails the IWW’s boxcar organizing 
tactics suffered and in 1924, the IWW broke apart.820 Changes in mobility and organizing were 
not entirely to blame, Ben Reitman argued Prohibition was solely responsible for reducing the 
number of hobos in the 1920s.821 Regardless of why it was happening, observers all agreed that it 
was happening. Hobos were noticeably on the decline.  
The collapse of the global economy at the end of the decade spawned an unwelcome 
renewal of illicit mobility across the nation. “All over America men were drifting like Sargasso 
weed in a vast dead sea of ruined industry,” recalled the anthropologist Loren Eiseley. During 
the 1930s, Eiseley was one of an untold number of men hopping freights in search of work. 
Unable to find work near his Nebraska home, Eiseley took to the road. In his memoir, All The 
Strange Hours, Eiseley recalled “mile after desolate mile, the Nevada desert glid[ing] by” as he 
lay prone on top of a boxcar with a wrist tied to the running board for safety. Afterwards he 
caught a mail train but battled a railroad bull as the train headed east at sixty miles an hour. The 
bull bashed him in the face and tried to throw Eiseley out over the wheels, but he hung on and 
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fought back until the train eased into the Provo, Utah, yard. He escaped with his life and a 
bloodied face, but his anger remained: “I could kill him now after all these years.” Nor was this 
his only violent encounter. Somewhere between Tucson and Los Angeles another hobo stabbed 
him in the back; for the rest of his life Eiseley made a habit sitting with his back to the wall.822 
Hobos are notoriously difficult to pin down, as railroad bulls from the 1890s onwards can 
attest (and the historians that followed). Records are scant and fragmentary. Letters or diaries are 
few and far between. As this project has underscored, most hobos enter the archive through the 
criminal justice system, in newspaper clippings, or as nameless bodies found trackside. Yet, the 
men and growing number of women who rode trains during the Great Depression left a 
substantial record of their travels. In documentaries, memoirs, letters, and interviews, this last 
large generation of illicit rail-riders ensured their stories would be told. This stems largely from 
their postwar affluence. Countless Depression-era hobos became World War II soldiers who 
benefited from the postwar economic boom and government support for better housing and 
education. While accounts vary, two themes are common among the recollections of Depression-
era rail riders. First, these riders distinguish themselves from the “real” hobos who they 
encountered. The men and women riding trains from 1929 through the 1940s were not really 
hobos, this claim goes, but poor wanderers, the jobless, or casualties of the stock market crash. 
Second, Depression riders romanticize their experiences through the lens of World War II and 
post-war suburbanization, as a better, simpler yesteryear. 
“In the years from 1936 through 1938… one saw a few true hoboes but by and large most 
everyone we met were people going somewhere to find work or returning home,” recollected 
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Bud Hughes, a Depression freight rider from Nebraska. Hughes spent two years in the West 
working farms and hopping trains with friends or alone. Chased off trains by bulls, beaten by 
small town police officers, and nearly shot by a conductor, Hughes’ experiences were all too 
typical of hobos.823 Yet, as he noted above, Hughes was not a hobo, not one of the “few true 
hoboes” around in the late 1930s. Many of Hughes contemporaries made similar claims. When 
they hopped trains, they encountered others whom they identified as bums, tramps, or hobos, but 
did not consider themselves part of the same population even though they occupied the same 
space.824  
Othering other riders was partially a matter of safety. A Wisconsin hobo who rode 
freights to Montana in 1934-1935 remembered, everyone, “kept some distance from 
strangers…There were vagrants on lots of trains.”825 The author deemed many of his boxcar 
companions vagrants but does not consider himself one. The distinction between “true” hobos 
and Depressions riders crossed racial lines. “Two looked like professional hoboes, but the others 
were young men in search of work,” recalled the Filipino-American labor organizer Carlos 
Bulosan in his memoir, American is in the Heart. Bulosan did not elaborate on the rationale 
behind his distinction, but the hobos and riders likely differed in dress and slag. Although, even 
those markers were easily subverted. He did not notice it initially, but one of the “young men in 
search of work,” was a woman.826 The nisei journalist Jimmie Omura expressed similar 
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distinctions in 1936. The men in the Pocatello, Idaho hobo jungle with whom he shared coffee 
and food, “were not common hoboes.” Instead, Omura wrote, “They were members of the 
millions of the unemployed on the move in the Great Depression…These were the outcasts of 
the jobless.”827 All these Depression-era hobos articulated a persistent concern about boundaries 
and the limits of community. Note, this was not a concern that other hobos would be 
inhospitable, but a perception of what illicit mobility meant in a larger cultural context. In other 
words, if they stayed on the road too long, they would become real hobos, true degenerates and 
outcasts in society.  
As this dissertation demonstrates, transient community was a fraught construct built on 
casual exchanges, a sense of mutuality, and shared sense of community. Like transients 
themselves, their social and communal practices were not settled, and responded to, changes in 
legal restrictions, like renewed vagrancy laws in the 1890s and 1917s, or structural shifts in the 
economy. The Depressions of the 1870s, 1890s, 1920s, and 1930s pushed the boundaries of 
established transient populations as newly unemployed workers entered the mix. While transients 
maintained a relatively malleable community willing to accept others as they took to the road or 
passed through transient spaces, like skid rows or campsites, they still policed its boundaries. 
The distinctions between tramp, bum, and hobo, for example, indicate an effort to delineate 
different forms illicit mobility and labor within the wider rail-riding population. These 
distinctions also blurred with age, the Wisconsin man quoted above identified as a “Railroad 
bum,” when interviewed in 1992.828 
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From the mid-nineteenth-century through the Great Depression, transient workers relied 
on illicit train riding, boxcar domesticity, and community-building to demand a place within 
social and cultural landscape of the United States. Maligned, abused, criminalized, and exploited, 
these men, women, and others, carved out homes all their own in campsites tucked back at the 
edge of the rail yard, in/on/under trains bound for anywhere, and within the lodging houses, 
union halls, and soap-boxing corners of skid row districts. They were an ever-present reminder 
of industrial capitalism’s impact. By piecing together the history of transients this dissertation 
asks historians to reconsider the role of the mobile poor in pushing for new possibilities of 
gender nonconformity and queer sexualities, the formation of the heteronormative home, and 
manifestation of mobility and mobile cultures in rural, urban, and transatlantic contexts during 
the Progressive Era. First, as Chapter One and Two argued, hobos’ sense of community and 
intimacy was poised against the heteronormative home and as a result constituted a form of 
queer domesticity. In these spaces hobo workers fostered ephemeral sets of relationships and 
connections centered on their shared survival and need for intimacy, human contact, and leisure. 
These spaces were a distorted reflection of the homes and domestic norms being made and 
remade by the middle-class. Boxcars were not parlors by any means, but both served as leisure 
spaces and places that projected class difference. Within these homosocial locations hobos made 
space for men’s same-sex desires, or workers’ stranger intimacies, to borrow Nayan Shah’s term, 
and the transgression of gender norms by so-called hobo girls. To the latter point, hobo homes’ 
offered a distorted amplification of the patriarchal home of the era that precluded the presence of 
females but not masculine hobo girls.  
Illicit mobility facilitated hobos’ interpersonal exchanges and supported an information 
sharing network throughout the period of this study. The emergence of the transient worker after 
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the Civil War spurred the implementation of vagrancy and anti-tramp statutes across the nation, 
to return to Chapter One. Yet, as evidenced throughout this dissertation, transients adapted to 
new restrictions and regulations quickly, largely due to their communal emphasis on exchanging 
information. Tramping workers kept their ears to the ground, an eye on the press, and made 
themselves aware of new legal and enforcement developments. They also shared information on 
inhospitable towns, railroad lines or train crews to avoid, and the presence of police officers and 
hospitable homes along the routes and railroads they traversed. Transients’ evasions of these 
restrictions and changing state anxieties, particularly during World War I, resulted in 
strengthened vagrancy laws, as discussed in Chapter Five, but hobos used their mobility and 
institutional support in the IWW to challenge this suppression. This political dimension of illicit 
mobility, first recounted in Chapter One and later expanded in the analysis of the IBWA and 
IWW, raises questions about the politics of movement. The Commonweal’s description as a 
living petition in boots made physical mobility an integral practice for social movements going 
forward. Marches on a grand scale by the marginalized became increasingly common across the 
twentieth century and their varied successes and shared reliance on physical movement can be 
traced back to the freight-hopping of unemployed transients in the spring of 1894. Not all, as 
Chapter Three and Four, showed, were content with a domestically oriented hobo political 
project. James Eads How and his International Brotherhood Welfare Association worked to both 
institutionalize transient community practices in New York City and Chicago and raise the 
visibility of transient workers’ concerns to European allies from 1905 through 1930. 
The politicization of transient mobility and community was not without consequence. 
The IWW’s direct turn towards harvest labor organizing birthed the Agricultural Workers 
Organization. Built through boxcar organizing, this union not only relied on illicit mobility to 
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survive but used it to meet and mobilize hobos on their own terms and in their own space. As 
Chapter Five found, federal authorities, state governments, and local powers feared the power 
posed by these red card-carrying men and allied themselves against the IWW. The porousness of 
transient community allowed younger workers and the newly unemployed to partake in the 
exchanges and intimacies of more established transients, and although the community did 
maintain internal boundaries and policing, its relative openness provided opportunities for the 
state to mimic and disrupt the IWW. The deployment of private detectives who lived as hobos in 
the Midwest and West had mixed results, it signaled a departure from previous anti-hobo 
practices. No longer content to suppress the hobo through legal restrictions or public police 
actions, the state now emulated hobos’ illicit mobility and community making to break down 
their organizing efforts from the inside. When the state of North Dakota hired private detectives, 
as discussed in Chapter Five, the IWW was growing, but hobos in general, were on the decline. 
The 1920s marked a general downward trend in the population of transient workers and a sudden 
explosion in their number as the decade turned. 
“Making Homes on the Road” offers a new reading of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century that locates mobility as an animating factor in the emergence of gender, sexual, 
and domestic norms. The manifestations and developments in hobo mobility, community, and 
domesticity charted above reflect the conflicts and contests of the age, but center the lived 
experience of the poor, marginalized, and mobile in these tensions. In the eyes of reformers, 
middle-class homeowners, legislators, and law enforcement, the hobo was a threat to the social 
order and sanctity of the home and community. Yet, hobos did not consider themselves enemies 
of the home. They maintained connections to families, produced home-spaces in campsites and 
boxcars, and established their own interpersonal connections. Hobos were mobile and seen by 
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many to be unsettled both socially, spatially, and politically, but this project finds an altogether 
different story of community and mutuality. It is a story that pushes against the romanticized 
rendering of hobos pushed after the Great Depression and connected to contemporary debates 
over hostile architecture, neo-vagrancy laws, and the presence of the unhoused in public and 
private spaces. 
 
Where Did the Hobo Go, or Growing Post-War Romanticism 
As Depression riders aged and confronted new challenges, their experiences in the 1930s 
took a rosier hue imbued with deeper meanings. Richard Yates’ Revolutionary Road is the 
Gatsby-esuqe account of 1950s suburban malaise and desolation. Frank Wheeler, the male 
protagonist is alienated from work, family, and friends. He loathes the suburban world built on 
the promises and sacrifices he and millions of other veterans made. In combat his masculinity 
was ensured and his pre-marital sexual conquests a maker of virility and dominance. Family life 
and work erased it all, birthing his masculine anxiety. He, like many a man in the post-war years, 
dreamed of a masculinity without challenge or fluidity. Wheeler, his nostalgia seeking those 
seemingly better days, recalled his youthful “freight-train dreams.”829 
 Wheeler mapped routes, rehearsed hobo jungle etiquette, and collected all the necessities 
for life on the road. Only the critical laughter of a friend halted his tentative adventure.830 While 
the Depression-era dreams of a fictional man’s childhood are hardly the richest of hobo sources, 
it nonetheless speaks to a sense of nostalgia among post-war men for romantic days on the road, 
where men were men, and the women were too.  
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Jack Kerouac put these tensions best in his essay, “The Vanishing American Hobo.” “The 
Jet Age is crucifying the hobo because how can he hop a freight jet?” noted Kerouac.831 New 
mobilities eradicated hoboing, as did growing social conformity and police surveillance. 
“[T]here aint [sic] a sheriff or fire warden in any of the new fifty states who will let you 
cook a little meal over some burning sticks in the tule brake or the hidden valley or 
anyplace any more because he has nothing to do but pick on what he sees out there on the 
landscape moving independently of the gasoline power army police station.”832 
 
Kerouac saw the hobo as someone “simply going to another world.”833 Hobos’ mobility was, in 
Kerouac’s mind, independent of the Cold War political and economic order, or as he termed it, 
“gasoline power army police station.” The restoration of illicit train-hopping during the Great 
Depression made the escapist suburban nostalgia of Richard Yates and Jack Kerouac possible. 
While former Depression riders waxed nostalgic for the freedom from society and all its 
responsibilities supposedly offered by illicit rail-riding, the legal structures built to combat hobos 
and the transient poor remained potent tools for law enforcement.  
 
Vagrancy, Neo-Vagrancy, and the Contemporary Restrictions on Illicit Mobility 
 The late-twentieth century redevelopment of vagrancy statutes was mobilized, in an 
ironic twist, in response to a Supreme Court decision that attacked them in the name of hobo 
speech and privacy rights. Vagrancy laws remained enforced across the country through the 
1970s. But, in 1972, the United States Supreme Court voided Jacksonville’s vagrancy statute on 
vagueness grounds. The ruling, Papachristou v. City of Jacksonville, is remarkable for both its 
impact but the implications its argument forwarded. It was a 7-0 decision in favor of the 
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defendants (Justices Powell and Rehnquist did not participate) with an opinion written by Justice 
William O. Douglas. Douglas first voided Jacksonville’s vagrancy statue on vagueness grounds, 
before launching into what Risa Goluboff calls a “paean to noncomformity.”834 
This was hardly Douglas’ first critique on vagrancy laws. In 1966 he dissented from the 
Court’s denial to review Washington D. C.’s vagrancy statue.835 In Playboy the following year 
he took Tucson to task for their “vicious” treatment of the homeless who only wanted “to feel a 
warm sun on their backs.” Douglas argued the right to privacy invalidated the vagrancy laws 
Tucson used to push the homeless beyond its city limits.836 Early drafts of the Papachristou 
opinion show Douglas sought to use the right to privacy and Ninth Amendment to invalidate 
vagrancy ordinances. While the final opinion did not make this argument, it does reappear the 
following year in Roe v. Wade.837 
In his opinion Douglas found the Jacksonville ordinance’s reliance on vague Elizabethan-
era definitions that then cultivated a culture of erratic and arbitrary policing the primary reasons 
for its unconstitutionality. Additionally, vagrancy laws failed to provide fair notice and unduly 
burdened the poor. He grounded these arguments in case law, but turned elsewhere for the main 
thrust of his opinion. Drawing on writings of Walt Whitman, Henry Thoreau, and the Illinois 
tramp-poet Vachel Lindsay, Douglas crafted a “paean to nonconformity,” or the right to wander 
and be weird. The practices of tramps, hobos, and vagrants were not included in the Constitution 
but are central to the nation. 
“These unwritten amenities have been in part responsible for giving our people the 
feeling of independence and self-confidence, the feeling of creativity. These amenities 
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have dignified the right of dissent and have honored the right to be nonconformists and 
the right to defy submissiveness. They have encouraged lives of high spirits rather than 
hushed, suffocating silence.”838 
 
 William O. Douglas was particularly qualified to void state and local vagrancy 
ordinances. He remains the only ex-hobo to sit on the Supreme Court. During his youth he 
hoboed across the Pacific Northwest and harvested apples and winter wheat. The Wobblies and 
hobos he worked alongside became his “vagrant friends.” These men showed him how a 
damaged economic and legal system, and not poor morals values, caused unemployment, 
poverty, and homelessness.839 Douglas claimed he knew Woody Guthrie during his hobo days. 
Privately, he said Guthrie’s tune, “This Land Is Your Land,” captured the Constitution’s 
freedoms, or “[i]n other words, it expresses the vagrancy issue as I have expressed it and as it has 
become in-grained in the law.”840 
 This ruling voided most vagrancy laws, as most relied on the same vague Elizabethan 
language and uneven policing. Yet, it hardly sent cities or states into retreat. It only taught them 
to be precise in language they employed to criminalize the poor. During the forty years after the 
Jacksonville decision, anti-homeless ordinances, statues, and laws returned with a renewed vigor. 
Having learned vague vagrancy ordinances, while useful in the logic of municipalities, are 
unconstitutional, cities implemented anti-panhandling, public urination, public food 
consumption, anti-public sleeping, and other ordinances regulating common and often critical 
human activities within public space. 
 Once again, cities marked public space as the battleground between the law and the poor. 
Municipalities argued public spaces like parks, sidewalks, or public buildings were available to 
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the public with the caveat that it only included the appropriate public. Appropriate behavior 
excluded the biologically necessary activities of the street community, like sleeping, defecating, 
and even sitting. Their inhabitation of public space defiled it for the appropriate public. 
Moreover, their presence within public space legitimated them as citizens and members of the 
public. Thus, municipalities crafted neo-vagrancy laws that criminalized practices essential to 
human life and delegitimized homeless claims to both space and citizenship.841 
 Instead of controlling access to public spaces municipalities are increasingly producing 
innately anti-homeless spaces. This is done through strengthened trespassing ordinances, zoning 
ordinances granting control of sidewalks to private businesses, and the construction of seemingly 
park-like green spaces controlled by private businesses. Cities are embedding anti-homeless 
tactics directly in the design of everyday urban objects like park benches, sidewalks, and public 
restrooms.842 
Take Denver, Colorado for example. The city council voted 9-4 to ban “urban camping.” 
Using health and safety rhetoric, city council members claimed the ordinance would make city 
streets safer and cleaner for residents, also implying those sleeping outside were non-residents. 
Also, “urban camping” is a discursive effort to frame unhoused subjects’ survival efforts 
alongside the outdoor leisure activities of resident Coloradoans. This then implies that “urban 
camping,” like its leisured iteration is a temporary choice and easily changed. A tent only 
requires a few minutes to disassemble after all. The Denver Police Chief, understood the reality 
of homelessness in the city: shelter bed shortages, safety for homeless to congregate and sleep in 
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public spaces, inability of police and jail to deal with the size of the urban cambers, public 
declared his officers would have a “light touch” and only enforce the ban as a last resort.843 
Where does the historical hobo worker fit into these renewed restrictions on mobility, 
domesticity, and community among the poor and unhoused? From the emergence of the tramp 
and hobo as distinct categories after the Civil War to their evocation in Douglas’ majority 
opinion in Papachristou v. City of Jacksonville in 1972, the hobo has embodied the conflicts and 
contents of mobility in the United States. Lawmakers used the specter of the tramp overrunning 
streets and homes to police the poor and restrict access to city services and relief to only those 
deemed worthy. Queer men adopted hoboing as a path toward acceptance or safety and in the 
process found companions, connections, and a space to be the men they wanted to be. While the 
interpersonal relationships and exchange of information made hoboing livable for most, it was 
the community organizations developed for and by transient workers that brought about the most 
significant improvements in their living conditions. The lived experience of transient workers 
reinforces the importance of organization, education, and advocacy on all fronts for the benefit of 
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